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Foreword

Recent IFPRI research has explored the effects of technical change
and commercializatioa on the nutritional status of poor and often
ill-nourished people. Even when incomes increase, household energy
intakes and nutritional status are often little affected. This suggests that
many poor people have ways of "adapting" to dietaly energy stress and
that they readjust to changes in the level of stress in complex ways.
Clearly, individuals have to respond in some way when food intake
falls short of normal energy needs. The shortage may last for a day or a
lifetime; the czuses may vatr- firom the physiological change of pregnancy
to a seasonal labor peak. The response strategy may be biological: adults'
weight may change; children's growth and final size may be altered.
Behaviorally, working hours or methods may change. Socially, patterns of
specialization or work-sharing may be modified. Which responses are
likely, and for whom? Which are harmful, and how? Which are adaptive?
At the extremes, there is no disagreemeot among researchers. Severe
undernourishment often kills; moderate fat loss by otherwise healthy
adults is harmless-even beneficial. In between thes" extremes, however,
there is intense controversy. Does mild stunting of children- a common
response to energy stress-produce adults who are permanently disadvan
taged, or simply "small but healthy"? Can people respond to acute stress
just by reducing their metabolic rate? Are some responses adaptive, but
only at costs that are unacceptable?
Crucial policy choices may depend on getting the right answers.
Who needs what sort of help to cope with threatened energy stress? Are
some forms of intervention counterproductive, negating natural adap
tive mechanisms? Does concentration on the more severely stressed or
most vulnerable leave the remainder exposed to less conspicuous forms
of hunger, compelled to adapt in painful, irreversible ways?
In this volume, Philip Payne and Michael Lipton review the biological
and social-science literature on the nature, sources, and types of energy
stress, and the biological and behavioral adjustments displayed by indi
viduals, households, and social groups. Many of the controversies can be
resolved, and all can be clarified, by distinguishing clearly among sources
and durations of stress, among diverse meanings attached to terms such
as adaptation, and between the implications of a single desirable level and
of a range of energy requirements. The authors emphasize the central
questions of how humans respond to environmental stresses, and they
attempt to embed the biology firmly in the behavioral context, especially
that of rural developing areas.
Per Pinstrup-Andersen
Director General
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1
Summary

wo basic questions are addressed in this review. What are the
biological and behavioral mechanisms used by individuals, house
holds, or larger groups in adapting to the challenge of different
sources, intensities, and durations of energy stress? And, given that
successful adaptation implies only that an individual's chances of surviv
ing to contribute to the inheritance of future generations are improved
or maintained, what are the counterbalancing costs and who suffers
most from them?
In the standard model of undernutrition, a source, such as a bad
harvest, leads to energy stress, that is, deficient calorie intake, and in
turn to bodily stiain, such as stunting, followed by resultant damage,
such as ieduced IQ. Yet most statistical work, seeking to relate this
damage to falls in household income per person, for example, achieves
very low degrees of explanation. Why? First, there are too many uncer
tain links in the chain: lower income, unaltered household size, reduced
total outlay, reduced food outlay, fewer calories, unchanged require
ments, transmission to vulnciable household nicmbers, bad outcomes.
Second, for each link, the model assumes the worst: either a harmful
response, behavioral or biological, or none. Third, the model assumes
the need for a fixed desirable lcvel of individual energy intake relative to
requirements: keeping within a range is not good enough.
This report, which reviews the evidence that there are types of
persons, households, and situations for which adaptation to energy
stress is achieved with low cost, tends to reject these gloomy assump
tions. Organisms, including human individuals, families, and communi
ties, make aippropriate responses to energy stress through the various
stage.- of the source-stress-strain-lamage sequence. Like plants threat
ened with disease, some humans or groups threatened with energy
stress can avoid the tlhreat, repartition structures or activities to reduce
its impact, resist that impact, or accept it but tolerate some damage. The
responses themselves may be biological or behavioral and are often
hierarchical (the less-damaging appearing earlier), but may also be inte
grated, involving several small adjustments at once. In exploring what
sorts of people (families, groups) make various responses to energy
stress, the guiding concepts of the review are adaptation and accept
ability. A response is adaptive, or an adaptation, only if it increases the
probability-given energy stress-of survival through the period of
producing, and supporting to adulthood, viable and fertile offspring. An
adaptive response is in addition acceptable only if it does not cause
I
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ethically inacceptable levels of pain or loss of functioning. In asking
what response is :icceptable or adaptive, a distinction is made here-for
example, in the particulkir context of stunting-between tile source of
stress, the process of strain (of child growth retardation), ".nd the
possibility of damaging outcome in addition to reduced adult size.
Responses to energy stress are examined here along three time
scales. First, the life-cycle of personal growth and development features
a steadily reducing plasticity and reversibility of response to energy
stress as th e individual ages: intergenerational mother-to-child transmis
sion of reduced size as a response, via womb size and metabolic regula
tion during pregnancy and lactation; and Darwinian selection, reflected
in small but persistent and significant differences in mean body size
among ethnic groups, which have selected against genes conferring
undesiruble responses to distinct conditions of energy (and climatic)
stress and variablity. Second, the household cycle changes response to
energy stress as the worker/dependent ra. io changes, but is itself sur
prisingly adjustable as families join or split under energy stress to exploit.
economies or diseconomics of scale. Third, the seasonal environmental
cycle ofte; induces adjustments in seasonal rates of conception to
reduce energy stress upon mother or infant; in tnexpected bad years,
there is a hierarchy of rcsponse:; to energy stress.
Reduced inputs, increased expenditure, and less-efficient conver
sion-the three i odes in which energy stress impinges on people-are
reviewed. Reduced energy inputs through sharpened poverty are all too
familiar, but they also often arise fiom anorexia after infection, or
because weaning gruels are too dilute or are offered in otherwise
stressful situations. Worsened food energy retention (ill dysentery or
schistosomiasis) also in effect reduces inputs. Increased energy expendi
ture is a linited source of stress because the resting metal)olic rate
(RMR) comprises 50-75 percent of requirements. Recent evidence
downgrades the role of pregnancy and lactation in energy stress. High
altitude and temperatures outside the thermoneutral range produce
intergenerational adaptations, though not necessarily free of cost. De
creased conversion efficiency-for example, as it becomes impaired by
deficiencies of vitamin B (or perhaps other miicronutrients)-can also
calltie energy stress.

The adaptiveness and acceptability of biological and behavioral
adjustments are also considered. Biological processes include, first,

changes in body or organ size and composition. Reduced child growth
or adult weight is the commonest single adjustment. The data show that
such reduction can generate very large "savings" in energy require

menits, hence, for example, cumulative stunting can greatly reduce the
risf:- of adult wasting. Mild early growth retardation may well be adap
te in most cases; poor children frequently become small adults, but

they should not bejudged malnourished by inap)ropriate standards, the
achievement of which would not improve adaptation to environment.
TIhe final state- moderately smaller modal adults-is often acceptable,
that is, it.
causes no significant pain or loss of functioning. However, the

process of becoming small through childhood hunger or infection or
both is normlly unacceptable even if it is too mild to perceptibly
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increase the risks to life or functioning. Catch-up after the first two years
is seldom complete. Even mild to moderate stunting persisting after that
time may signal unhappiness or pain, but the balance of evidence is that
it probably does not signal increased death risk, reduced resistance to
infection, or worsened cognitive perfon~iai ice. Adult work capacity is
somewhat reduced if measured by VO2nax, but not by actual V02 per
kilogram-in most respects a more relevant measure.
Controversy still surio,.nds the second type of biological adapta
tion: the extent to which energy stress induces changes in the energy
cost of resting metabolism in specific tissues. Interethnic differences of
10-15 percent in group mean RMR per kilogram are common; within
ethnic groups, interpersonal differences of 10-15 percent induced by
experimental energy stress are also common, but much larger ones have
been found only in occasional nieplicated studies or when accoimpa
nied by unacceptable side effects. ''l<- differences parlly reflect "fio
zen," probably genetic, RM R accommodation to energy stress levels.
Also, there is soine evidence of 2-8 percent iit al)persoilai day-to-day
variation in RMRs in respoinse to energy stress. I however, all this is hard
to separate front other reslponses to energy tstless: size or" composition
changes; declines in theranogencsis after subsequent exposure to cold,
emotion, hormonal change, food, or infections; or rises in therinody
namic efficiency of conversion of dietamy energy. All these responses to
energy stress are feasible in principle. I lowcver, in field as distinct from
laboratory conditions, substantial effccts are seen only in pregnant and
lactating women. Even then, the magnitude and pattern of response
show major differences related to cultural or ethnic factors. Basic and
applied research to establish the extent, causality, Darwinian variability,
and possible "cost" and acceptability of slich biological responses to
energy stress is, literally, vital. In addition, it is necessary to learn
whether they can be initiated or inhibited by parlticular behaviors (for
example, rest in pregnancy or extra B vitamins). Major new policy
instruments against nutritional damage might be an outcoie of such
research.
Overa.l, however, research strategies should recognize that behav
ioral responses to energy stress are probably iuich more important
(commoner, larger, and more policy-influenced) than-and can remove
the need, or even the capacity, for-biological responses. People often
respond to stress periods via reduced energy expenditure: doing each
task more slowly, or shifting rest or lighter tasks into such times.
However, such responses to cnergy stress are usually available to the
vulnerable pool-, who are dependent oil daily work for food, only to the
extent that they are able to shift the tasks of food acquisition toward
more energy-intensive or easily gathered foods or toward less-vulnerable
household mcnibers. Ergonomic adaptations, that is, substitution of
uncomfortable for energetic work by adults and reduction of play by
children tend to be higher-cost (less "acceptable") adaptations.
The evidence on who is stressed, who adapts, and at what costs is
summarized here, and conclusions and recorimnendations for further
research are presented. I.andlessness is correited with risk of energy
stress only where land is worth having, but becoming landless often
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doubly increases energy stress, raising expenditure (in job search) while
at the same time reducing intake. Pieagticultural hunter-gatherer popu
lations offer striking examples of successful adaptation to often-severe
energy stress, but at high cost to economic growth and perhaps to other
components ofwell-being. Setiled rural groups are usually more stressed
than urban groups, but rural-urban migration (like agricultural settle
ment) carries new risks of energy stress that precedes lear:"ed responses;

long-term mignrts, however, usually show fewer signs of energy stress
than the locally born. Most evidence suggests that only the extremely

poor tend to increase energy intake substantially in response to income
increases. But before it can be concluded that other people perceive
themselves as adapted, more information is needed about how energy
expenditures are related to changes or differences in income and energy
intake.

2
Introduction

This

Precise Requirements
or Adaptive Ranges?

report deals plimarily with people living in rural areas of
developing counries. The focus of concern is with those who
suffer the various detrimental effects of low food consumption.
To understand their plight, however, it is sometimes helpful to look also
at a control group-people who are apparently similar in relevant ways
to those harmed by low food consumption, yet somehow avoid or
reduce the ill effects.
The study concentrates upon those particular ill effects that would
be removed if the intake of energy alone were to be increased to some
higher level, even with no addition in other nutrient iatakes, for a
sufficiently long period. Along with such undernutrition, other forms of
malnutrition (such as specific deficiencies of micronutrients) exist in
these areas, and furthermore, both forms exist outside the rural sector.
However, there is abundant evidence, not recounted here, that the
greatest extent of food insecurity, andihence the greatest potential for
undernutrition, is to be found in the rural areas of developing countries.
The standard picture of such undernutrition is roughly as follows.
First, there is a variety of causes or sources of strc;s in the external
environment: ill health, absent or wrong knowledge about what consti
tutes a safe and adequate diet, and maldistribution of resources or tasks
within households. However, it is fiequently claimed that the primary
source of stress-whether or not in association with other causes-is
household income per adult-equivalent that is insufficient to acquire
enough food to cover household energy requirements, given (1) the
energy that must be expended to obtain income, and (2) the income
required to prepare food (for example, to buy fuel) and to meet un
avoidable nonfood needs.
Second is the stress itself. This can take the form of a low (or falling)
energy intakc, a high (or rising) requirement, or an inadequate (or
worsening) capacity to convert food intake into energy requirement.
According to the standard picture, the upshot is always the same: food
intake, for a significant period, falls below the food requirement for
maintenance of body weight in adults (or adequate increase of weight in
children), protection of the body against illness, and full discharge of
physical and mental requirements.
5
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Third, such stress creates strains within the household. The strains
are seen as physiological or bioclenical changes in the bodies of the
individual members. The)' are affected, in part, by changes in the
distribution of food within the houselio!d, The strains are liable to
prevail as long as the household's energy intake falls short of its pre
vious, or of desired, levels of energy expenditure.
Fourth, the result cf strain may or may not be damage. Usially, in
adults, body weights or levels of physical activity or both are reduced. In
children, g.rwth is sometines slower than it might be. Even ifsome part
of that outcci'ne is avoided (for example, by reducing energy expendi
ture below d, drable levels) or tolerated, tie upshot may be curtailed
mental or phy, 'cal functioning. This is further assumcd (in the standard
picture) to lead o depleted economic performance and, in more severe
or prolonged cas, s-especially when it happens to very young iiifains
to increased iflness mental retardation, or even death.
SuIch results certainly happcvm in parlicular cases, huriug severe o
prolonged undcrnutrition. lowever, many observations have cast doubt
on the general applicability of the abo'e "standard lpictuire" to more
moderate or briefer Cpisodes of unlernltrition. Consider the most well
known and widely tested version, the link beItwecn household income
and infant nutrition. When a houschold's income per adult-equivalent
falls too low to meet the desirable and normal levels of energy expendi
ture, it is likely o cause (1) reduced consumption outlay, leading in turn to
(2) reduced outlay on food, (3) reduced energy availability, (4) reduced
energy consumption relative to (less than proportionately reduced)
expenditure, (5) the passing on of a significant and pelhaps even dispro
portionate part of this reduction to vunhcrable infants within the house
hold, (6) substantial setbacks for these infants in height-for-age, and
(7) harmful outcomes in terms of illness, reduced mental or physical
capacity, or increased risk of death.
At each of the seven points in this chain at which a behavioral or
biological alternative is open, the above sequence of events assumes the
worst: either no response or a damaging one. Since less-harmful alterna
tives often exist, it is not surprising that the linkages between (1) and
(7)--betwcen income inadequacy or decline, on the one hand, and bad
outcomes for nutrition-related functioning of infants (or anyone else), on
the other-arc weak, except in extreme cases. This is partly because some
households are better than others at preventing such outcomes; partly
because of variables not in the equations; and party because of random
events, such as which people catch a, infection. For all these reasons,
regression equations that estimate the dependence of the nutrition
related health status of infants on income, or on several other "standard
picture" variables such as household size and structure, health environ
ment, and nutrition education, typically yield r-squared values as low as
0.1, even though the effect of each explanatory variable is usually in tie
expected direction and often statistically highly significant (see, for exam
ple, Bouis and Haddad 1990, 54; Behrman and Deolalikar 1988, 660-672,
and references therein; von Braun, Hotchkiss, and Immink 1989, 85.)
Clearly, some households and some hiousehold members are man
aging to avoid, redirect, or reduce the damaging effects upon health or
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behavior that are often associated with poverty or other sources of
stress. This happens even under circumstances where damage does
occur in many other households that are not, apparently, any poorer or
otherwise more vulnerable than those that escape.
There may well be hidden costs to tie households that limit damage,
though an onus of proof is surely upon those who claim that such costs
exist. Even if these costs are absent in some households, that need not
mean that many other households or individuals could be expected to
cope with a similar kind or level of stress without cost, if only they were
more knowledgeable or clever. Not need it mean that tie households
able to deal with a particular stress at fairly low cost (whether by avoiding
strain or by containing it or its effects) could deal with more severe or
prolonged dietary energy stress caused by the same source. For exam
ple, a household that can endure a 10 percentt cut in dietary energy
intake for three weeks without permmnent damage might not be able to
do so for five weeks, or eveni for three weeks with a 15 percentt cut. Even
if a 10 percent cut in energy intake for three weeks were manageable, a
different tinie-distribution of the same energy shortfall-for example, a
20 percent cut for one and a half weeks- -might not be. Nor might even
the "same" size and distribution of stress firom a different source: for
example, a three-week 10 percent rise in requirements with no change
in intake. For pregnant wemen, a reduction of energy stress via extra
rest is apparently better than an "identical" reduction via extra energy
intake (Briend 1984).
There is no implication that, if each of the above stresses can be
handled with no lasting (]amage, it could be presutmned that the source of
stress was not a bad thing, or that (say) the household suffering fiom it
on grotmuds of low income was not "really" poor. Acute lunger, or
overwork at low energy intake, is nasty in itself even if it has no (or
containable) consequences for bodily or mental state or function. Fur
ther, even if acute lmnger (as well as dietary energy stress) is avoided, the
household may remain poor in other respects than shortage of energy.
However, it would be a major advance to be able to identify the types
of persons, households, or situations that made for relatively low-cost
outcomes to various stresses that in other circumstances produced
severe strains and damaging outcomes. At best, lessons fiout the formcr
circumstances could be used to reduce damage inthe latter. But sup
pose that this is not possible: for example, that the capacity to increase
ergonomic efficiency, and thereby to adapt to seasonal falls in intake
alongside high work needs, turns out to be almost wholly genetic. Even
that disappointing result would provide policymakers ini developing
countries, who (notwithstanding food surl)luses in the \est) face severe
constraints ol their capacity to provide basic foods and health services,
with useful guidance for the effective allocation of si'cl rt-sou ces. For
example, programs of food relief or health imnprove tat could go first
to areas where at-risk groups are less able, for gen'tic reasons, to
increase ergonomic efficiency and thereby to adapt to seasonal strain or
to resulting bodily stress, while programns providing chances to earn
more income (even itt the stressed season) could go first to areas where
at-risk groups are better able to adapt. See for example, the section in
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Chapter 4, "Changes in Specific Metabolic Rates of Tissues: Metabolic
Adaptation," and references therein.
This review outlines the relevant evidence on stresses, strains, and
low-cost and high-cost adaptations. But before the problems are intro
duced, two worries should be disposed of. First, economists may worry
that this approach, by seeking to "teach" the poor to subsist at lower levels
of income and nutrition, somehow distracts fiom the need to increase
their productivity and welfare. The function of social policy, including
nutritional policy, is to increase human capabilities, not to raise passive
satisfaction by lowering human activity or output, with the possible
outcome that "the underdog learns to bear the burden so well that...
discontent is replaced by acceptance ... suffering and anger by cheerful
endurance" (Sen 1984, 309). However, greater human robustness under
stress might result from a better understanding of the essential condi
tions for coping, and this robustness in turn could increase the capability
to cope, besides reducing deai:hs or suffering of people still left vulner
able to even higher levels of stress. Such robustness, especially where the
authorities are not very concei ned with poverty reduction, should help
the poor in their economic and political performance.
Second, nutritionists may worry that an adaptationist approach
implies uirdue or premature acceptance of the view (Sukhatne and
Margen 1982) that some or all persons can substantially and costlessly
reduce their energy requirements as a response to energy stress; for
example, by reducing their rate of energy expenditure per unit of body
weight at rest (basal metabolic rate [BMR] per kilogram). While most
authorities agree that some such metabolic adaptation exists, there is no
agreement about either the average extent or the range of variation of
individual capacity to respond in this way without incurring serious
damage either in the short or long run. The study concludes, from
current evidence, that this will turn out to be considerably less than the
downward adaptations of BMR per kilogram of around 20 percent
demonstrated by Keys et al. (1950) in conditions of semistarvation;
under such conditions, the accompanying side effects on the subjects
could not be regarded as harmless. There are, however, many kinds of
responses, other than via involuntary changes in BMR per kilogram-k, that
can legitimately be regarded as adaptations to dietary energy stress.
Sometimes, as discussed later, such responses are quite large. They are
seldom, if ever, costless, but the jury is still out on whether they are
low-cost. Certainly they often represent the "least evil."
The general conclusion of this study is that, just as there is a wide
variety of causes or sources of energy stress, so there is a va'iety of
responses open to individuals, households, or larger social groups.
Moreover, not only does undernutrition usually have multiple and
connected causes, the total response itself is commonly both complex
and strategic. The elements of that strategy may be partly sequential.
There may well bc an ordering of the functions that are to change under
energy stress: work, weight, or whatever. Such an ordering observes a set
of rules, probably inherited (genetically or socially), about degrees of
indispensability of different biological functions, or the social worth of
different individuals or capabilitier At any given time during the evolu
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tion of the strategy, the mix of different kinds of biological and behav
ioral responses will also reflect trade-offs derived from inheritance of
characteristics and from past experience.

Plan of Work
In attempting to integrate the whole range of social and biological
aspects there is a danger of giving an impression of a disordered
complexity. Therefore, the remainder of this chapter is devoted to
developing a conceptual fiamework.
The different time scales over which stress may operate to produce
the resulting train experienced, or damage suffered, are examined in
Chapter 3. First is the biological time scale, covering the life span of the
individual from birth through the life cycle, but also extending to
intergenerational effects-indeed, to effects transmitted across the
many generations involved in the molding of characters through natural
selection. Second is the time scale of the household cycle, from couple
formation (in the nuclear household) to death of the widow or widower.
Third is the environmental time scale of seasons, years and cycles that
may impose stress affecting many individuals and induce strain in some
or all (and costly consequences in a subset of those who are strained).
This is followed by a discussion in Chapter 4 of the different ways in
which energy stress operates upon individuals-essentially, through
lowered intakes, increases in expenditure, or reduced efficiency of
conversion of food into desired "outputs."
Two broad categories of responses to stress, biological and behav
ioral, are then examined in Chapters 5 and 6. For example, for slower
child growth considered as a biological reaction to smaller dietary
energy intake, or for the behavioral reaction of altered tasks, an attempt
is made to sort out adaptations fiom other responses, and low-cost or
"acceptable" adaptations from others.
Building on the results of this classification, evidence is presented in
Chapter 7 as to which groups of rural people in developing countries (by
location, poverty, age, sex, and so forth) are stressed and which of these
seem able to adapt at low cost, either by avoiding strain or by accoinmo
dating to it.

Adapting to What?
Source, Stress, Strain, Damage
One important aim of this inquiry into nutritional adaptation is to
clarify the controversy that has surrounded the definition and use of
nutrient requirements. In particular, it is necessary to estimate the
capacity (if any) of various people or groups for ada,tation, at low cost,
to varying degrees, durations, and concomitants of nutritional stress,
such as a shortfall of dietary energy intake below normal requirements
for the maintenance of fitness.
The words "adaptation" and "fitness" are used by evolutionists to
denote precisely defined concepts but have been redefined of late by
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many others to cover a range of meanings, some colloquial rather than
scientific. This has been due in part to the justified concern of both
social and natinral scientists with the issues of hunger and deprivation.
For example, some people use the tern "adaptive response" to describe
one apparent upshot of dietary energy stress for whole populations
relatively small body size. Whether such a term is appropriate does not
appear to be a scie'atific question. It is partly a matter of the subjective
reaction of lhe listc:ner or reader, and such a reaction tends to be highly
emotive ("siwall but. healthy" versus "tall Westerners who tell the South
to stay small"). Therefore, it is necessary to clarify how such words will
be used in this report.
'Ihe word "stress," in conimon usage, generally connotes something
unpleasant (it is ill
fact a contracted form of "distress"): at best, some
thing to be avoided; at worst, a threat to life or happiness. To an engineer
or biologist, however, the word simply describes the forces or interactions
between systems and their external environments. An animal, a piece of
machinery, a colony of birds, or a buildiiig -all are constantly exposed to
the stresses of various externai foi ces applied to them, whether mechani
cal or otherwise. Thus, a building is stressed by the weight of its contents,
or by the pressure of wind, or by the shock wav: of an earthquake.
Other kinds of words are needed to describe how systems ac!just to
applied stresses. Beais bend, whole buildings tilt, animals hibernate,
colonies migrate. The engineer uses these responses to qualtify the
"strain" in a system and will characterize the way a structure handles
different levels of stress in terms of stress-strain relationships.
Evidently it is the nature and magnitude of these various adjustments
or strains, taken together, that constitute the overall reaction to stress in
a plant or animal and, combined with knowledge about the side effects
and secondary results of the component adjustments, finally determine
whether the outcome is assessed as good or bad. If the aim is to clarify the
relationships between nutritional and other kinds of stresses in the
environment and the responses that individuals and societies make to
them, it is of the utmost importance to use words in a consistent way,
especially to preserve the distinction between stress and response, which
common usage tends to blur. Fo:r possible components of the sequence
of threat and reaction-the thrert of undernittrition and the reaction by
a preemptive strategy adopted by luinians-are define as follows:
The source of stress is the external agent capable of producing a high
or increased level of energy requirement relative to energy intake; for
example, a drought that threatens food supply (tendir. to reduce intake)
or a season of especially hard work (tending to increase requirements).
The stress itself is the resulting energy imbalance arising friom the
high or increased level of energy requirements, or friom the low or
reduced level of either energy intake or food conversion efficiency, or
from a combination of these.
The srain is one or more of the detectable, but in themselves not
necessarily damaging, bodily signs of reaction to stress such as falls in
weight, reduced child growth, or lower levels of response of the immune
system to infections, together with changes in behavior such as work
patterns ant"social interactions.
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The damage fiom strain is the overall negative effect on mental or
bodily condition, wellness, physical or social performance, or in extreme
cases, survival prospects.
Can humans, households, or groups be said to "adapt" to any of
these four parts of the sequence? Biologists generally use the word
"adaptive" to describe responses or adjustments to environmental stress
that, by accommodating the system to that stress, make a positive
contribution toward fitness within the new environment: the individual
or group is better able to cope with ts new circumstances as a result of
the responses it has made. While acknowledging the complexity of
response to environmiental stresses and the subtlety of the consequences
of the physiological and behavioral changes that mnay be involved, evolu
tionaty biologists are usually content to say that the net effects of these
can be judged according to wlietler or not the outcome favors the
fitness and hence survival of the genotype.
Faced with the proposition that some responses to nutnitional stress
should be regarded as adaptive, social and public iealth scientists have
generally been unwilling to use this termi on the grounds tidat it seems to
imply some kind of success, even if only in a biological sense. We, they
say, should not be willing to describe a human condition as successful
when it is in fact the outcome of a process that succeeds through the
b,'rest survival of individuals (or, revn worse, at the price of individual
deaths, so that the only real success is the survival of the genotype).
For example, Beaton (1985, 221) writes, "The assertion that [be
cause] humans can survive and function on intakes below current re
quirement estimates ... there must be adaptation ... is correct only if
one is prepared to waive the definition of 'health' embodied in the
original requirement estimate." This is true only if the word "adapta
tion" is used in a perfectionist, raither than an evolutionary, sense. In
other contexts, the word has been subject to qualification of its meaning
by coupling it with such terms as successful, cost-free, and pure. Besides
adding to the confusion, this has tended to support the view of niany
health professionals that any detectable strain resulting firom nutritional
stress should be regardcd as evidence of departure fiom a more desir
able, perhaps optimal state-that is, as a priori evidence of malnutrition.
There is of course general agreement thait there arc some levels of
stress that are excessive because they give rise to ievels of strain that do
significant damage, perhaps inconsistent with sur-vival. Such responses,
by definition, are not adaptive. Buildings distort to the point that doors
and windows stick; or indeed the structure is taken beyond the yield
point of some component, so that the stress-strain relationship is perma
nently changed to the extent that there is now a risk of catastrophic
failure. Part of the current controversy, however, is about whether
nutritional requirements should be based simply on the intakes needed
to avoid such damage, and if so, how to agree on the kinds and levels of
risk that should be so avoided. In the past, this controversy was about
the amounts needed for the maintenance of some allegedly optinium
state of nutritional health (in Beaton's terms, the definition of health
embodied in the requirements estimate). Today most nutritionists
would accept the concept of an adaptive range, within which different
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levels of stress can be accommodated without incurring significant risk
to survival or reproductive performance.
Differences in the points at which two persons are placed on the range
would be expected to alise through (1)variation between the modal
members of two distinct populations, because different sets of environ
mental factors operating over time will produce different gene-environ
ment equilibia; (2) intetindividual variation, because people may need
different amounts of energy for the same life-patterns even if they are
identical in body size and composition (even though, as discussed in the
following section, the extent of mctabolc adaptations may be small); and
(3) int-aindividual variation, because the energy requirements of an indi
vidual may change over time (even holding weight and work constant) as
that individual responds to changes of life-patterns or environment. While
such variations are unlikely to be cost-fiee, no persuasive evidence is
available that there exists a preferred, or optimum, point within the range.
Moving toward any particular point, too, lia. costs. To specify 2,1 opti
mun, and seek to induce movement toward it, ;stherefore to seriously
constrain choices in, and to reduce resources for, ialth planning.

Response, Adjustment,
Adaptation, Acceptability
For the sake of consistency and clarity, the various ways in which the
components of a system react to stress are reterred to here as "adjust
ments" or, in the case of a whole organism or social group, as "re
sponses." The word "adaptation," unless preceded by the adjective "ac
ceptable," will be confined to its evolutionary sense. That is to say, it will
be used in relation to responses to stress likely to have contributed inthe
past to "fitness," in the sense of increased or maintained probability,
given the stress, of survival through the period of produciug and support
ing viable offspring. Adaptations are normally to a new maintainable
steady state (until senescence), conservative of finctions under threat,
and sometimes, though not necessarily, reversible (Waterlow 1985). If
conditions have, in the past, proved sufficiently likt!)" to change in such a
way that an individual's reversal of a previous adaptation contributes to
fitness, then the capacity to reverse becomes a part of the adaptation.
For purposes of this review, it seems best to adhere to this restricted
definition, which stems fiom the belief that comprehension of the nature
and implications of the various possibly adaptive responses, biological or
behavioral, and of the probable nature of the cvents that shaped those
responses in the past, is essential to the improvement of an under
standing of contemporary hman energy needs and must precede any
review of popular, or morally appropi-iate,judgnents about acceptability.
It is necessary, of course, to consider the acceptability or otherwise
of the various (alleged) forms and degrees of nutritional adaptation,
given their role in contributing to biological fitness. The question of
whether they have acceptable implications, either for the quality of life
of the individuais affected or for the peace of mind of others aware of
them, will be discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. It is, however,
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worth stressing at once (in view of such contributions as Gopalan 1983)
that all adaptations that lastingly reduce a person's human capability
(Sen 1984, 309) are regarded as ukacceptable; for example, those of a
household that adapts to energy, stress by withdrawing a child from
school, let alone by so curtailing its growth or play that its adult poten
ials are significantly impaired.
However, tile debate about acceptable adaptation can be narrowed
down and is not usually a disagreement about values or norms. Many
arguments about whether a given adaptation is acceptable would be
resolved if agreement could be reached about the facts of how particular
biological or behavio al processes and responses work. Furthermore,
some arguments, such as those about whether small body size is an
acceptable outcome of environmental stress, confuse two different
things. As Beaton (1989) rightly emphasizes, levels of environmental
stress to which infants are commonly exposed in poor communities are
responsible for the process of becoming small and are generally not
acceptable. Such levels of stress a,-e sometimes traceable to food depri
vation alone, but this is almost always associated with-indeed often
preceded and sometimes caused by-other damaging evenlts such as
infections and diseases of childhood. These not only affect growth when
they occur, but imay also produce other long-lasting effects that increase
the risk of failure of health and performance in adult life; but the
process can often be halted or reversed. By contrast, the state of being
small (the -resuit of that process) is often harmless, somctimes contrib
utes to fitness (that is, is adaptive), and once established is often wholly
or largely irreversible after the fitst two or three years of life. This
confusion is sustained by the common practice of referring to measure
ments of size or of growth retardation (anthropometric indicators) in
children as indicators of current nutritional status, when in practice the
etiology of smallness is much more complex than that simple descrip
tion would imply. While shortness in a young infant may be an indicator
that the process is happening, shortness in a school child is likely to
mean no more than that it happened in the past.
There is good reason to conclude that smallness, that is, the state of
being small, is sometimes adaptive. The significance of changes in body
size as part of a strategy of response to energy stress will be considered
later in more detail.
It remains to be seen whether smallness constitutes an acceptable
adaptation. The viewpoint in this study is that it does so if and only if the
children's mental and physical functioning through adulthood is unim
paired (as can be shown for nonwasted, moderate stunting; see the
excellent and balanced review by Osmani [1988]). There is no unanimity
over this, although again the argument is confused by semantics. For
example, Waterlow (1985) cites evidence that small-for-age Indian boys
"earn less money," and concludes that "the person who characterizes
these children as adapted ...is simply preempting a whole series of
value judgments." However, this is the case only if "adapted" is taken to
mean "adapted acceptably or at negligible cost or both." It is argued
here that they are adapted (in a more restricted sense of the word) if and
only if their smaller height-for-age, once achieved, does not harm their
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suivival-and-rel)'odltictioti prospects, given thei," likely food, work, and
health conditions.
However, the much-debated issue of whether small cati be beautiful
(or healthy) cannot be resolved quite so easily. While almost all partici
pants in these controversies (including the authors of this review) would
agree that the processes of stress and deprivation involved in the genera
tion of smallness ate unacceptable in terms of human values, for the
reasons already stated, it is of real practical importance to gain as much
understanding as possible about the degree of acceptability or otherwise
of the outcome of those processes. Beaton (1989) inclines toward the
view that big is best on the grounds that, although moderate degrees of
smallness are not known to bc associated with any loss of functional
capacity, they might nonetheless imply an unacceptable loss of potential
for change; that is to say, a reduced ability of at individual to respond to
new and possibly advantageous circumstances. Tiis could be so--no
body knows. But loss of adaptive capacity is an ilportant cost only if
such capacity (1) is likely to be nceded in future, (2) could as well be
associated with nonadaptation as with adaptation, and (3) above all,
might be occasioned by any irreversible response-for example, by one
that led to greater tallness,just as well as by a height-retarding response.
Tallness closes some options, shortness others. Thus, while thejury may
remain out for some time on the empirical effects of height and weight
on healhh and fitness to actual or potential environments and life-styles,
there is no apparelt reason to accept any a priori argument that "taller"
must mean "more adaptable later," or otherwise "bettec."
It is an empirical issue, not a question of pure logic. Nor is it a
question of sociomedical ethics. It is a caricature to claim, as some do
(Messer 1986; Gopalan 1983; Dasgupta and Ray 1986, 633-34), that
adaptation-optimists (for example, Seckler 1985 and Sukhatiie 1961)
generally want to defite away undernutrition by statistical sleight-of
hand and to "accept" the status quo, niamely, the absence of radical
antipoverty policies and high risks of reduced human functioning due to
undernutrition. It is equally a caricature to accuse adaptation-pessimists
of seeking to maximize dcmand for nutritionists (or for focd), or to
deflect reform away from improving the control by the poor- of assets
and toward the more politically innocuous provision of food handouts.

Responses: Avoidance, Repartition,
Resistance, Tolerance
In order to describe the sequence of causes and outcomes of stress, the
terminology of construction engineering is borrowed to distinguish

source, stress, strain, and damage. Borrowing froi another subject,

plant breeding, is also useful to introduce some terms that describe four
different categories of adaptive response to disease.
Avoidance is typified in l)lants by growth in places, seasons, or years
with relatively low risk, for example, of drought or attack by insects.
Repalitioningdescribes the strategy of directing :he threat or its conse
quences toward less vulnerable times or tissues (for example, leaves
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rather than roots), or toward some individual plants in a group whose
members share a similar and relatively robust genetic constitution.
Resistance consists of development or selection of characteristics or
behaviors that ward off the threat (for example, secretion of a chemical
that deters an insect pest). Tolerance implies the acceptance of some
damage that is sufficiently small or reversible, or both, to be regarded as
acceptable by the plant breeder.
What is acceptable involves judgments of valte. If these responses
are made by itumans, rather than plants, then to the extent that people
can choose (or alter the range of choice for others) among possible
responses, there is inevitably some trading-off of cost,, and bea;efits. In
practice in any specific situation, the outcome will relect, in varying
degree, some elements of "obligatory" responses originating friom estab
lished evolutionary patterns, "traditional" responses in conformity with
patterns of socioeconomic power or culture, and "volutary" selection
involving conscious evaluation of alternatives.
These four kinds of adaptive responses have their counterparts in
those made by human individt-als or groups in the face of a threat of
undernutrition. Together with the fot- stages of challenge (source,
stress, strain, damage), they can be set out as a diagram (Figure 1).
Different responses to any partictllar stage of challenge can be reviewed
by looking at the row for that stage in tihe diagram. For example, how
might a person respond to a particular source of energy stress, that is, to

a threat from that source to generate a stress? Suppose the source of
stress is a reduction ixi wage rates or employment opportunities. An
individual may respond by avoidance; for -xample, learning a new skill
or moving to another location. Or the response might be to rcpartition
the threat by spending less money on nonfood items or by shifting
Figure 1-Pattem of nutritional challenges and responses

Sequence of Responses
Avoidance

Repartition-

Resistance

Tolerance

ing
Source

Stress

amo

Strain

Damage

Note: Hatched sections indicate that the response is not feasible for the stage of challenge.
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unemployment to less stressful times of year. The individual inight resist
the threat, that is, neutralize it, by purchasing cheaper food items, or
tolerate it by simply cutting down slightly on all expenditures and
accepting some resulting degree of hunger.
Suppose now that sufficient hunger has come about to cause energy
stress-ifthe pattern of intakes, food conversion efficiency, and expendi
ture on physical activities is unchanged. Avoidance is now ruled out. The
&'stress" row in Figure 1 shows that the stress could be countered
t.rough repartitioning-for example, by redirecting energy expendi
ture toward work through a reduction in the proportion spent on leisure
activities; through resisting-for example, by becoming more ergonomi
cally efficient; or through tolerating, that is, by accepting the need to
make physiological response, which normally involves acceptance of
several small strains, none severe enough to cause serious damage.
Now suppose that the intake-activity pattern cannot be so changed
as to prevent significant strain. Both avoidance and repartitioning are
now by definition ruled out. However, tile strain could be resisted by
reducing body weight or changing body composition to the point where
energy balance is restored (note that the presence of strain implies that
such repartitioning appears as resistance). Or the strain could be toler
ated for a limited time; for example, body-fat reserves could be depleted
during a bad period in the expectation of repletion at a later time.
Finally, if permanent damage results-for example, as a consequence
of an unusually extended drought-the person might become perma
nently dependent on less physically demanding employment or apon
charity or state handouts. "Damage" implies that its tolerance is the only
remaining strategy; its limitation, to the extent possible, had already been
achieved as shown in earlier rows of Figuire 1 (by resisting or tolerating
strain; resisting, tolerating, or repartitioning stress; and so forth).
The same sequence of threat-responses could be followed by a
household or a larger social group. Households can avoid seasonal
unemployment as a source of stress by a regular migration cycle. Or they
can repartition the source by separation into fixed and seasonally migra
tory members. They might resist, by concentrating domestic and home
maintenance tasks into the slack season. Or they might tolerate, at the
expense of enduring a "hungry" season.
Looking along the stress row in Figure 1, seasonal restriction of food
to the extent that energy stress occurs (because total physical activity
cannot be curtailed without loss of production or income) could be
repartitioned by a household; for example, by maintaining the intakes of
those members able to sustain employment, at the expense of greater
stress for the remainder. Stress could be resisted by the reduction of
leisure or cultural exchanges, or by the specialization of appropriately
adapted household members in hard work at moderately low food
intakes, while others perform greatly reduced work at food intakes
closer to the resting metabolic rate (see Chapter 7).
Strzin could be resisted by the temporary or permanent transfer of
nonproductive members to households of relatives, or tolerated as a little
strain for everyone in proportion to capacity to withstand it. However, if
too much strain has to be tolerated, someone in the household may suffer
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damage: permanent, or substantial though temporary, loss of physical or
mental capacity by sonic members, with consequent loss of income.' It
remains feasible for a household to tolerate a limited degree of damage.
This classification has been found useful in reviewing the literature
because it provides a framework within which the social and physiologi
cal adjustments can be seen together as components of an overall
strategy of response. Wherever possible, the categories are sharply
distinguished. However, it is clear that in any real situation the outcome
is likely to be some combination-a little of several of the 10 options
shown in Figure 1. The borderlines between physical threats-between
source and stress, stress and strain, strain and damage-are not always
clear-cut; neither are those between the organism's responses (whether
behavioral or biological)-between avoidance and repartitioning, repar
titionling and resistance, or resistance and tolerance. Also, it is not always
clear-cut whether an organism's response is a low-cost adaptation that
conserves all or almost all desirable featurc's of human functions, an
adaptation that fails to do so (and is 'orthis reason generally regarded
as unacceptable) although it does conserve fitness to survive,2 or a failure
to adapt.
All the hatched boxes in Figure 1are necessarily (logically) empty for
all initial row or column specifications. Other boxes may be contingently
(empirically) empty for some specifications. For example, consider "avoid
ance of source." One imnortant "source" of energy stress, malaria, cannot
be avoided at all, in practice, by nian, communities. Also, the same
general description of a particular row and column may, for two different
exact specifications, lead to different box entries. For example, consider
the row for the stress, "a deficit in eneigy intake relative to work done."
The possible entries in the boxes for the "resistance" and "tolerance"
columns will probably be quite different if the event causing the stress
was (1)a fall in energy intake without a corresponding fall in expenditure,
or (2) a rise in work done without a matching increment of food.
Finally, responses by animals, especially humans, to the sequence of
challenges posed by undernutrition raise four linked issues:
S If one thinks of a single attribute of an individual animal, such as
weight or length or peak work capacity, there is normally a range
'A commentator points out that a household's "resistance to strain" can take the form of
withdrawing children fiom school because they are needed to gather food or because
they are too hungry to perform properly at stlool or both. This is a clear case of an
adaptation that is biologically "successful" but not acceptable in human terms. Indeed,
couples, and especially girls who commence but do not complete primary education,
produce at least as large completed families as those who do not go to school at all (World
Bank 1984). On the relationship between anthropoinetry, amount and timing of
schoolchild's and household's food intake, school performance, and final outcomes for
the school child, see "Cognition" section inChapter 5.
2Sometimes the changed biological response is acceptable, sometimes not. For example,
the decision to continue with hard work despite seasonal energy stress may trigger
increases in ergonomic (or perhaps metabolic) efficiency for sonic people, harmless
weight loss for others, and serious damage to yet others. It would be scry useful to know
which people, or communities, fell into each category.

of values that a measurement of that attribute might assume, all of
which are compatible with adaptive fitness. Over this range, fimc
tional in)airment is sufficiently limited that there is no significant
increase in the risk that the organism will not survive to, or
procreate normally during, the reproductive period. If the value
in a specific casc is determined by gene-environinent interaction, s
the environment is subject to change, or if the organism is mobile
among environments (as are animals, especially huinaas), then it
is much likelier that there is a range of sufficient levels, over which
that attribute supports survival of the adequately fit, rather than a
single "optimizing" value, at which it favors survival of the fittest.
0 As the borders of this range are approached, there is a hierarchy
of responses across the Figure 1 diagram, normally involving
ordering-avoidance before repartitioning before resistance, with
tolerance the last resort-but sometimes disordering, comple
mentarity, cumulation, or occlusion, or a combination of these.
Ordering. At the cxtremes, much safer or cheaper responses
appear sooner. For example, at a given cost, an organism normally

avoids a source of stress, rather than seeking to tolerate damage
from strain (the "response of last resort" to prevent decline).
Disordering. A biological or behavioral response might be in

some sense "less desirable" than a rejected alternative response.
For example, children may go ltngy in drought (Jodha 1975), or
may be denied schooling so that they may earn or preserve energy
(see footnote 1, p. 17), long before the household decisionmaker
is prepared to sell an asset. There is a reluctance to overtly
sacrifice long--un family vell-being in order to feed or school the
children adequately in the short rin.
Completnenta ty. Often, several rcsponses comIleient each
other: trading down to chcaper food; deferral of strenuous tasks;
task-specific slowing-down (usually involving increased ergo
nomic, though reduced economic, efficiency-see Chapter 6);
avoidance of work where risk of infection is high; perhaps a little
more metabolic efficiency.
Cunulation. Each response may be small, either because the
physiological or thermodynamic constraints limit the extent to
which a particular component of energy exchange can be altered,
or because that component is a small fraction of the total. Yet
three or four such responses may cumulate enough to balance the

stress while avoiding unacceptable damage. See Table I for a very
approximate summary of the main components of total daily
3

Across generations, the possibility of the emergence among individuals of a range of
values of some variable attribute that contributes to srvival is increased if the genetic
information, which controls the expression of that attribute, is distributed among several
gene-pairs (especially if sone of these are initially heterozygotes). That is because natural
selection w1ll
then favor offspring that inherit the appropriate identical recessive(s) from
each parent as well as those that inherit appropriate dominant gene(s).

Table 1-Energy intakes and outputs of 55-kilogram male Indian peasant
Item

Energy Category

Daily
Kilocalories

Intake equivalent to
780 grams of paddy

Gross energy content of food eaten
Energy absorbed and metabolized

2,800
2,520

Expenditure

Basal metabolic rate (BMR)

1,400

Physical activity essential for sustaining life

380

Physical activity essential for sustaining social participation

180

Productive work

500

Leisure

60

Scope for Energy-Saving Adjustment
The 280 (2,800-2,520) kilocalories typically lost during digestion,
absorption, and incomplete metabolism of food might be reduced by
15-20 percent. But if cheaper foods are used, these may be less
efficiently abosrbed.
Body-Weight Related
-15 percent reduction if body
weight reduced by 10 kilograms

Metabolism Related
-10 percent reduction of BMR
independent of weight change

-15 percent reduction in pro
portion to reduced BMR and
body weight

-10 percent saving due to re
duced thermogenesis, diet

-15 percent reduction in proportion to reduced BMR and
body weightI

stress related

Work Pattern and Work Efficiency
-5-10 percent by ergonomic adjustments
-100 percent at cost of loss of income
100 percent

Note: These figures are entirely notional and are intended simply to provide a framework for what follow:.
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energy exchange for a moderately active adult male engaged in
farm work and not currently suffering from energy stress.
Occlusion. One response (usually behavioral) may occlude an
other (usually biological), limiting or preventing its emergence or
learning, or concealing its potential presence or size, or b'jth. For
example, if the adult male chooses to work less when his calorie
intake falls, one cannot readily test whether-if lie had instead
chosen to maintain his prestress level of work-his ergonomic or
metabolic efficiency would have risen. This is analogous to the
fiequent occlusion of ho6zonlal resistance to disease in plant varie
ties that are bred for vertical resistance (Sinnonds 1981, 265-267).
0 Response may, as indica.cd, be biological or behavioral. Possibly
adaptive biological responses include (1) "phenotypic plasticity that
permits organisms to mould their form to prevailing circum
stances" and (2) "Darwinian... selection upon genetic variation."
Possibly adaptive behavioral responses include (3) "cultural adapta
tion (with heritability imposed by learning)" (Waterlow 1985, 1)as
well as (4) individual decisions on how to react to stress, strain, or
damage. The biology-behavior distinction is really a continuum, be
cause an unknown but substantial proportion of (3) and (4)-includ
ing flexibility, adaptive range, and "capacity to develop physiologi
cal adaptations" (Waterlow 19 8 5)-is prcprogramned by (2) and
perhaps by carlier demonstrations of (1). An illustration is Beaton's
(1985) concern that, in humans, phenotypic plasticity in reducing
infant growth under energy stress leads to adult shortness that
inhibits subsequent adaptitions. As suggested earlier, however,
similar concerns apply to Plasticity that increases tallness, or indeed
to lack of plasticity in face of the earlier stress. But the pragmatic
distinction between 'metabolic und genetic-biological processes"
and "socio-behavioral modifications... the leading strategy in
economizing energy expendliture" maade by Ferro-Luzzi (1985, 61)
is accepted Itere. In face of identical and less-than-extreme se
quences of th i-eat of undernutrition, genetically and phellotypically
identical anh ials with identical histories can in principle behave
differently but cannot differ in biological response. Hunimans have
the unique capacity to think through and plan behavioral re
sponses; for example, to reject the option of working less when
under mild energy stress, because that option (even if adaptive)
reduces income and therefore prospects for improved well-being
later on. Such behavioral planning may involve inadvertently select
ing among, compelling, or altering biological responses.
S Whether or not stress (or strain or damage) to an organism is
diagnosed depends on what is considered to be its neecied or
desired functions. For instance, moderate stunting (without wast
ing) in children diminishes adult capacity for tasks requiring heavy
muscular efforts but may increase such capacity in the case of tasks
requiring mainly translation of body weight, since there is less
need to use effort in moving one's weight about, both during work
and while one moves to and firom it (see Chapter 5).
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Time and Stress

everal types of biological and behavioral adjustments to meet current
energy stress are distinguished here. The wide range of outcomes,
however, reflects the integral effects of different time-patterns of
stress, strain, or damage.
There are, as it were, three "clocks" that time the sources, effects, or
outcomes of energy stress. The first clock-that of individual birth,
growth, aging, procreation, and death-regulates growth and develop
ment of individuals and their descendants. A second clock-that of
family formation, growth, and separation-is the household cycle, deter
mining when the household is most vulnerable to energy stress. A third,
environmental clock-that of changing seasons, climatically varying
years, and structurally developing economies-regulates food inflows,
prices, and work; for poor rural households, this clock is related mainly
to agricultural production. The sequences of source, stress, strain, and
damage-and the prospects of adaptation and of its acceptability
depend on the joint action of these three clocks.

Individual Growth and Development
The clock of growth and development measures three time spans
through which nutritional stress can affect the ultimate body size of
individuals. First, there are individual effects of stress; principally those
of inadequate food intake, interacting with illness early in life and
influencing growth through adolescence. Second, there are intergenera
tional changes in body size caused by extended periods of stress. Third,
there is the Darwinian mechanism of selection upon genetic variation,
which tends to select for shorter body stature in areas where there has
been continuous nutritional stress (Tanner 1964). (See the section on
intergenerational change in this chapter and that on growth and body
size in Chapter 5.)
Individual's Period of Growth
and Development
Environmental conditions during the critical period of early childhood
affect the size of individuals as adults. In very early life (0-2 years),
significant energy stress normally and swiftly reduces the child's growth.
The source of such stress is usually inadequate (or reduced) intake of
food, or high (or increased) levels of infection or parasites, or both. At
21
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this age, a child will respond in a relatively reveisible fashion to early
short-term stress by following the period of restricted growth with a
period of rapid "catch-up" in height.
However, with increasing age, this potential for reversible responses
(for effective resistance to energy stress) is progressively reduced.
Height growth becomes more and more irreversibly "programmed"
onto a lower path, though body weight nay be maintained in normal
proportion to the reduced height. With the resumption of rapid height
growth at adolescence, some capacity for catch-up may be regained (see,
for example, the account given in Eveleth 1985, 32). Indian boys severely
undernourished in early childhood "achieved greater linear increments
[aged 5-20] than well-nourished British or American boys [yet] only 3
cm. of the initial 21 cm. height deficit [was] eliminated" (Ashworth and
Millward 1986, 158).
Sim.ller final adult stature (tolerance of strain) is thus a reflection of
the fact that losses of growth in early life are never fully nade up.
However, the mechanisir, of growth control shows a degree of plasticity.
that is, a capacity--ever, after initial stress-to respond to future in' airs,
such as infection, by returning to a lower, but parallel, grow%_m curve.
This is one of the ways in which the organism respond- ,o information
about the outside world: about the levels of disc,- C, food supply, and s"
forth, current or likely to be encounle,-, in the future. Whether such
responses are adaptive or acceptable, that is, the nature and extent of
any possible damage, will be discussed later.

Intergenerational Changes

in Growth and Size
'Fhe effects of tolerance of this environmentally induced energy strain,
that is, of smaller body size and growth, can be carried over time spans
longer than one generation. Because shorter girls grow up to be shorter
women-a fact that is of particular policy importance in the populations
where small girls suffer firom discrimination in nutrition or health
care-they eventually tend to have smaller, slower-growing children.
(These populations are mainly in North India and Bangladesh, and not
in Sub-Saharan Afiica [Harriss 1986; Schofield 1979; Svedberg 1989].)
This happens because the amount of food that is taken in by the
pregnant woman and transmitted to the fetus, and the space for it to
grow in the womb, are both smaller if she is smaller. Hence, even before
genetic effects are considered, populations exposed to long periods of
stress respond by reducing both growth rates and final adult body size.
When the stress is reduced, increases are seen in size, attained at all ages,
over one oi, two generations. Whether such response is adaptive or, if so,
acceptable is dealt with in Chapter 5.

Genetic Changes in Body Size
Groups that have lived in tl,., same environment for several generations,
and that are largely endigamous, probably select agatinst gene values
that impair response tc energy stress. Lirge people are ill-equipped to
handle prolonged food shortages. They ai-e also ill-equipped to work in
humid heat (Lee 1977), so it cannot be said with certainty that the
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selection for smallness that appears to exist in many tropical poptilaions
is in fact due to energy stress or to the needs of the work environment.
Even the very low body mass index (BMI) of some Indian agricultural
workers (Shetty 1984), while it too may well be in part genetic, could be
traceable to selection of persons for ability to earn livelihoods by hard
work in humid heat rather than (or as well as) for better survival
prospects under energy stress.
The existence of adaptive, evolutionary adjustments in body size is
hinted at by some genetic differences, although relatively minor, in
stature between ethnic groups. These can be demonstrated quite early.
Well-off (energy-unconstrained) Asian boys have average heights at seven
years of age that correspond to the 25th percentile of the National Center
fu. Htealth Statistics (NCHS) reference growth standard, whereas well-off
Africans, Latin Americans, and North Americans of the same age average
close to the 50th percentile, that is, aboout 3.5 centimeters taller (Martorell
1985, 15-16). The Asian height lag is almost certainly genetic, at least in
part (Davies 1988). In some populations, the endogenous control iecha
nism responsible for controlling height can be studied directly. Adult
male Pygmies, whose heights average 32 centimeters less than Europeans,
have correspondingly lower blood levels of insulin-like growth factor
throughout childhood and adolescence (Merim6e et al. 1987). It is worth
noting that these facts probably reflect adaptive interactions between
genetics and environment (Seckler i985), that is, they are not "ethnic";
for example, mountain populations in many parts of the world, with quite
distinct ethnic backgrounds, almost all have small modal adult body size.

Household Life-Cycle
Patterns of Stress
A second clock integrates the effects of individual (and to a small extent
intergenerational) changes in body size over the members of a house
hold and thus governs the timing of energy stress within its life cycle.
Households over the course of their existence have varying ability to
meet the (also var)ing) energy requirements of their members, A house
hold having a high proportion of older children will have a greater
capability of providing for its own energy needs than will a household
consisting of a large proportion of small children. As children get older,
they begin to contribute income to the household so that per capita
income increases; this reduces potential energy stress. Then, as the
income-earning children leave the home and the aging parents are more
likely to be ill, there is again an increased likelihood that the household
will experience energy stress. The Malaysian findings of Datta and
Meerman (1980) suggest that most rural households experience a cycle
of per capita income as follows:
1. Immediately following marriage, both husband and wife tend to
earn income; per capita income is quite high, reducing the risk of energy
stress.
2. With the arrival of small children, there are more mouths to feed,
but no additional income-earners. Indeed, the mother must devote time
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to child care, which cuts her income-earning capabilities. The household
suffers increased risk of energy stcess.
3. As the children grow older, they are able to contribute to income
earning and there are decreased demands on mother's time for child
care. Thus there is decreased risk of energy stress.
4. Finally, the income-generating children leave home and parents
are at greater risk of being ill, so there is increased risk of energy stress
caused by a decline in command over food.
Household income per capita for Malaysia fell as the age of the head
of household rose from 25.0 to 37.5 and again from 50.0 to 62.5 years
(Datta and Meerman 1980). This was based on cross-sectional data, which
frequently lead to ambiguous results. They could indicate that the poor
marry later within these intervals; however, there is much evidence that
the reverse is true in rurl areas of developing countries (Lipton 1983b,
24-27). Much more probably, the results reflect changing economic con
ditions; but such changes could take place in the economy or in the
household. Since not only gross national product (GNP) per pe;-son, but
also (albeit more slowly) poverty reduction, was advancing in Malaysia
over the period, the fall in income as the head of household grew older
probably reflected the above household life cycle. 4' In western India,
evidence from village surveys suggests that life-cycle variation in house
hold income per person is an important source of poverty (low consump
tion per person) only to the extent that some groups of households,
experiencing such variation, are for reasons of ascription (such as caste)
very unlikely to obtain land or high-earning jobs. Such people cannot
readily borrow in years of hardship because they do not appear to
potential lenders to be certain to i epay (Lipton 1983c, 55-57).
How important is this family cycle for undernutrition and possible
adaptation to it? Obviously, the household tends to be at higher risk of
energy stress just when tile children's early growth and development are
taking place. In severely income-constrained environments, there is
therefore likely to be stunting due to energy stress. However, children
may be able to contribute at an early age to household income so that
energy stress is reduced and-provided that their energy expenditure at
work is moderate and that, as the evidence suggests (Schofield 1979), an
adequate proportion of extra household income is devoted to calories
for youngsters-they enjoy catch-up growth. Genetic capacity to defer
the growth spurt (latency) is likely to be selected for if child labor is
4

Panel data are needed before coufident assertions can be made about the household's
energy stress cycle-or even its income cycle. However, it is clear that the extended or
joint family (Lipton 1983c) does not present a pervasive exception to this cycle in
less-developed countries. Nor does polygamy, which (apart from requiring unusually
wealthy men) implies, if pervasive, highly skewed sex ratios, much earlier marriage for
men than for women (and frequent separations), or a large proportion of single adult
men-phenomena that are not at all common.
SFurthermore. income per person is a less satisfactory indicator of household well-being
than expenditure per adult-equivalent. Nevertheless the data of Datta and Meerman
(1980) are suggestive: the evidence for a household-cycle relationship in Malaysia is
further examined in Lipton 1983c.
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resorted to for many generations, and if, but only if, short height in
adulthood does not, up to the completion of the couple's normal period
of reproduction, confer offsetting reducrions in fitness.
Such child labor, however, may involve unacceptable costs of school
time. If primary education were universal, and if its providers (far from
seeking to recover its costs) were ;also to compensate poor rural parents
for the lost income from child labor, this consequence would be
avoided. Whether either government or local communities of very poor
countries could afford to do this, however, is not clear.
Since these sequences of the household cycle (like seasonal fluctua
tions) are obvious to couples firom long experience, why cannot house
holds anticipate them and smooth out levels of food intake per adult
equivalent (avoidance of source of stress)? If households' fiture earnings
prospects are very low or unce;-ain, they may not be able to avoid seasonal
or life-cycle energy stress by borrowing to cover added expenditures
required when household food needs are high relative to household
current resources. Also, very poor households may be unable to store
grain (or cash) against expected high energy demands in late p~rgnancy or
lactation. Finally, such households presumably lack access to either tradi
tional or modern social security. Unfortunately, it is exactly the most
vulnerable (poor) groups who are likely to face these problems, together
with credit-market imperfvctions due to the need to spread the fixed cost
of loan administration for small borrowers over a small loan-unless given
by someone with special local knowledge, who is likely to be a powerful
person in local credit markets and to have few if any local competitors.
The small role of formal social security shifts attention to extended
kin networks, long-term employer responsibilities, or other aspects of
cohesion of the social structure as possible means of assisting adaptation
to periods of stress in the household cycle. Such cohesion has been
noted by many anthropologists as a inajor safety measure against an
other source of energy streas: drought-induced hunger and disorder. In
Yaavahalli village in South India, during a severe drought in te mid
1960s, the lack of deaths directly resulting from the lack of food has
been attributed to the way in which the population organized the
collective flow of human energy. According to the local people, the main
indigenous mechanism for keeping famine at bay was the preservation
of the large family unit. Anthropological observation confirmed that
larger households achieved economies of scale in well-being per unit of
consumption (compare Lazear and Michael 1980 for U.S. data), apart
from raising consumption per adult-equivalent by smoothing out family
cycle effects (Maclachlan 1983, 3).
Apart from avoiding the source of stress by the choice of long-term
size or structure of family and household, some families split or combine
when the stress occurs, thus repartitioning the stress to prevent severe
strain. This response of altering the household cycle to improve security
when drought or famine threatens a risky period for energy stress merits
closer attention in response to Ferro-Luzzi's (1985, 61) plea to remedy
the paucity of information on such methods of "energy-sparing" behav
ioral adaptation. In Yaavahalli, the elders defined their tasks as "securing
social harmony" during the drought so as to prevent the fragmentation
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of families at a time whey.smaller households would be most vulnerable
to the adverse conditions: families were ordered to abstain friom discuss
ing controversial subjects that might lead to arguments. "The prevention
of social disruption was thus a prominent feature of their famine man
agement strategies" (Maclachlan 1983, 228). Energy and food were
conserved through the cancellation of nonessential Hindu ceremonies
and the eating of food on alternate clays. Wealthier village members
helped poorer members by giving gifts. In other South Indian villages,
where social bonding had been eroded through migration and a closer
integration with the cash econom-y, hunger-related deaths were frequent
(Maclachlan 1983, 273). The nutritional adequacy of Yaavahalli, in face
of family cycles superimposed on drought stress, was intricately bound
to the maintenance of respect for stable, if static, social obligations.
Economists have found some evidence of economies of scale in
consumption for the household (Lazear and Michael 1980; Deaton,
Ruiz-Castillo, and Thomas 1984). lowever, these studies were made
among not-so-poor households. There are likely to be fewer economies
of scale in energy consumption among the very poor, probably those
relating only to cooking and storage of food. But even small economies
are crucial under stress, especially if acceptable adaptation means sus
taining body size or growth above some critical point (see discussion in
Chapter 5 under "Risk of Dea:h"). In particular, if fuelwood is in short
supply, perhaps because of the increasing cost of energy expenditure for
its collection, then economies of scale could be very important.
Furthermore, Indian household surveys strongly suggest that large
families suffer somewhat smaller downward fluctuation in income be
cause they (1) often coml)rise parents and married children, and in
technologically stagnant agriculture, where most poverty is concen
trated, past experience by the parents of coping with climatically bad
seasons is significant in reducing losses of farm income (Rosenzweig and
Wolpin 1985); and (2) have better chances that some members will
migrate to places where incomes are not strongly covariant with those of
the home village, so that remaining family residents enjoy much better
expectations of income transfer when their own (village-base,) incomes
fluctuate downward (Rosenzweig 1988). However, these accounts, while
providing rigorous quantitative evidence of such "economies to family
size in consumption-risk reduction" (as one may call them), also shcw
that the effects are small-and considerably smaller still for those with
few land assets, who are likeliest to be poorest and hence at most
nutritional risk from fluctuations.

Time-Patterns of
Environmental Stress
There are two patterns of stress for which timing depends on the
environment. First, within a year, there are seasonal variations in the
scarcity (and hence often the price) of food, the intensity and duration
of labor, and the incidence of infection; especially if covariant, these will
increase the risk of stress at certain times. Second, year-on-year variabil
il
y of crop yields can result in extreme stress in famine years.
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Seasonal Timing of Stress
The seasonal nature of production of food, especially in one-season
agricultures, means that peak seasons for energy expenditure-notably
the late wet season-often arrive when food stores are depleted and prices
high. Thus peak availability and peak expenditure of energy often do not
coincide. Transport costs, labor movenent or information costs, or die
costs and difficulties in stoage or borrowing sometimes prevent poor
households from readily trnnsferring food or work over space or over
time. The problem is worst when the exact timing of seasonal stress is hard
to predict, when it is compounded by a bad previous harvest (and thus
unusually small food stores or cash savings), or when it overlaps with
pei-sonal stress, especially fiom illness (often itself seasonal).
Such seasonal stress, when it happens, tends to hit most rural
households in an arca together. The usual iepartitioning devices (see
previous section), and also borrowing and storage, are therefore less
readily available. Seasonal stress can be found even where there are two
or three crops a year (for example, in Bangladesh [Clay 1981]), or where
there is little climatic seasonality (for example, in Papua New Guinea
[Crittenden and Baines 1986]). The type of energy stress, that is, re
duced intakes or increased expenditure, is important for identifying the
nature of appropriate policy initiatives. In addition, the point at which
functional impairment occurs, within what may be a relatively short
period of stress, is similarly important. Studies on seasonality and nutri
tion have been reviewed by Longhurst and Payne (1981), and Teokul,
Payne, and Dugdale (1986). Annegers (1973) shows that in West Africa
the classical seasonal pattern of energy deficit (the hungry season)
occurred in about 7 out of 10 cases. Where it did not, intake rose to
meet increased energy expenditure.
Although an area such as the highlands of Papua New Guinea is
aseasonal with regard to rainfall, there isseasonality in the labor demands of
the two agricultural subsystems: mixed gardens and sweet-potato fields.
Seasonal patterns of births and mixed garden activity are linked ritually
(Grittenden and Baines 1986). This is probably so as to avoid the seasonal
coincidence of heavy family work and scarce food togetier with children
reaching the age of 6-12 months, at which age they are in between the
phases of passive and active immunity, and hence especially vulnerable to
infections (Schofield 1974). The consequences of failure thus to avoid the
source of stress are well described by McGregor et al. (1968, especially p.
343) with regard to marked seasonal impacts on growth of children aged
under two years in The Gambia. In communities that do avoid unfavor
able birth timing, "catch-up attention" leads to the correction of quite
substantial seasonal fluctuations in mean birthweight (150- to 450-grain
differences are reported from several countries). By six to seven months
of age in a Nek Guinea sample (Ferro-Luzzi, Pastore, and Sette 1988),
these differences were no longer detectable. This seasonal adjustment of
childbearing is also very clearly seen in Bangladesh.
As suggested above, cycles of energy intake and expenditure
(through food and work) are sometimes linked to cycles of conception
and birth, the latter peaking after harvest time (Dyson and Crook 1981).
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Seasonal maternal activities (such as farm wo-k) that reduce breastfeed
ing frequency contribute to this seasonal pattern (Schofield 1979;
Quandt 1984). Several studies have shown how pregnant women can
lose weight through the wet season at this time (Rowland ct al. 1981;
Pagezy 1984), but recent evidence on adaptation in pregnancy (reviewed
in Chapter 4) suggests that this is less risky to the women's health than
was once believed.
Direct effects of climatic stress on human fertility may also influence
seasonal patterns of birthrates (Mosher 1979). Increases in prolactin,
which would somewhat inhibit fertility, have been associated with energy
stress, and Huffnan (1983) has suggested that the increase in prolactin
from dry to wet season could be due to such effects rather than to
decreases in calorie intakes or body weight as such. If so, this biological
res.stance to strain (in seasonal agricultures) prevents both fiurther strain
on the mother via first-trimester pregnancy in the wet season and high
risk to the child via underfeeding in the fetus throughout the wet season.
Seasonal changes in energy stress have a differential impact within
the family, a point explored mote fully in Chapter 7 under "Age and Sex
Groups." The conventional wisdom is that in times of food scarcity the
impact falls more heavily on women and children. I lowever, this has not
been found in one recent study (Abdullah and Wheeler 1985). Even if it
were the case, it might be adaptive, because women appear better able
to tolerate damage from strains due to seasonal stress if all else fails, and
ingeneral to survive energy stress better than men, according to recent
research in Senegal (Rosetta 1986), a point further explored in Chapter
5 under "Changes in Specific Metabolic Rates of 'Tissues: Metabolic
Adaptation."
The balance of biological and economic reasoning suggests that most
people have adapted to normal seasonal stress. Biology would suggest
that, since such stress is a regular occurrence, it comes to involve a cycle
of body-reserve depletion and repletion, and to reflect "trade-offs, be
tween the advantages of reduced food storage losses on the one hand and
[of] year-round constancy of body weight on the other" (Dugdale and
Payne 1987, 241). Anticipation,. leading to storage, borrowing, and so
forth (to an extent limited by the costs of such precautions) might be
expected to occur in the face of regular and hence predictable seasonal
variation in energy intake and outgo if such variation cannot be ade
quately "looked after" by biological adjustmer.ts. However, problems
would arise when the timing or effect of the lean season is uncertain;
when methods of handling it are disrupted by market failure, by worsen
ing income distribution, and so forth; 'r when a bad season is com
pounded by an illness or by the carryover effects of a previous bad year.

Bad Years and Stress
There is considerable interannual variation in energy intake caused by
the uncertainty of food production, both directly (for subsistence farm
ers) and via dearer food (for poorer laborers, townspeople, and food
deficit, including many cash crop, farmers). The consequences of this
variability are more serious if the stress is prolonged or repeated. Many
nural communities expect interannual variations (for example, "famine
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one year in seven"); obviously, the reserves available to cope will be more
easily exhausted with a prolonged period of stress. Thus, higher levels of
functional impairment (morbidity, mortality) would be expected as a
result of these extended stresses, though the empirical data are weak
(Longhurst 1986).
Families and individuals undergo a sequence of responses when
faced with annual nutritional stresses (Jodha 1975; Dirks 1980; Campbell
and Trechter 1982; Watts 1983; Longlmrst 1986). The Jodha-WattsLonghurst formulation of progressively more serious adjustme uits dur
ing a cycle firom breakdown back to full recovery is as follows:
1. The first is domestic nmutual support-identification of "fallback"
activities of household members, including gathering of foods, and
restructming of current farm activities to maximize effective availability
of products, including a variety of salvage operations. This is, in essence,
avoidance of much of the source of stress.
2. The second response is another avoidance of the source of
stress-minimization of current commitments through suspension or
cancellation of normal obligations, including deferral or default on
grain loans and tax.
3. The source of stress cannot be avoided in many cases but can be
repartitioned across households or over time by consumption, or sale in
exchange for cheaper energy sources, of inventories of home-produced
foods or purchased foods-at the expense of intended uses such as
marriage, village charitable relief, sale when prices rise, or acquisition of
client's or patron's support.
4. The next stage also involves repartitioning of the source over
time, via sale or mortgage of assets, with a sequence based on liquidity
and productivity of assets and with a preference toward mortgage rather
than sale.
5. Next is short- or long-term migration (repartitioning of stress
within the household).
6. Only after some strain has been resisted or tolerated do house
holds usually take up access to the stress avoidance strategy of famine
relief firom state or patron assistance; this strategy may permit reversal
of the earlier costlier strategies, for example, by return, recovery, re
planting, and reconstitution of reserves.
Households, individuals, and communities where this sequence of
responses has broken down will be subject to strain. Jodha (1975)
emphasizes that most households sampled by him during successive bad
seasons accepted reductions in energy intake, even to possibly dangerous
levels, before seeking to dispose of, or even to mortgage, productive assets.

4
Sources and Types
of Stress
nergy is available to the body friom the oxidation of food and is
expended as heat and work. Any factor increasing energy expen
diture at a given level of intake (or maintaining it at, in some
sense, a "high" level relative to intake) is a source of energy stress. So, for
a given rate of energy expenditure, is any factor reducing (or keeping
"low") energy intake or its conversion efficiency into heat or work.
Energy stress has undesirable effects on anthropometry only if it causes
adult body mass or child growth to fall to levels that threaten functions
or capabilities, that is, to fall below the acceptable range. Hence this
report emphasizes the impact of various types of stress on vulnerable
groups, to whose members it is likely to cause strain and perhaps
damage (the poor, preschoolers, and so forth), rather than on,say, obese
adults, for whom energy stress (reduced diet, increased exercise) is often
medically recommended.
However, particular types of stress may cause strain, via nonanthro
pometric effects that are undesirable in,,
themselves, even on persons not
already small. Sudden extreme effort can damage the untrained heart;
reduced intake even of an initially balanced diet (for example, in re
sponse to reduced expenditure) can result in micronutrient deficiencies
(Buzina et al. 1989); infections and parasites are obviously bad ways to
lose weight. And all three sorts of events, even when risk-free, are
unpleasant.

Reduced Energy Inputs
Food Consumption
Obviously, anything leading to a reduction of an initially just-adequate
level of food consumption, unmatched by sufficiently reduced energy
expenditure or increased metabolic efficiency or both, is a source of
stress that is likely to produce strain. The most common reason is a
decline in the food entitlement of the household, that is, in its claims
upon food, either in the marketplace or fiom domestic, customaly, or
legally mandated (for example, employer's meals, social security)
sources. Such a decline may result from crop failure, loss of employment
income, seasonal rises in food prices, or an interannual combination of
food and income shortages, as in conditions of famine. At the level of
the individual, consumption may be reduced because of voluntary or
forced changes in intrahouseliold allocation of food, or very commonly
30
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because of loss of appetite following an infection or other disease
episode. For example, studies of such episodes in Bangladesh have
shown up to 40 percent reduction in energy intake of small children,
which could not be overcome by encouragement to eat more (Hoyle,
Yunus, and Chen 1980).
Appetite can also be reduced because of a decline in the quality of
food available. The diets of poor people, particularly in rural settings,
are often monotonously dependent upon one or two staple sources of
energy. This can result in marginal levels of intake of miicronutrients
vitamins, minerals, essential fatty acids-lack of which, besides possibly
reducing the efficiency of metabolism of dietary energy, may also reduce
appetite (Miller 1982).
Finally, the transition from breast milk to solid foods constitutes one
of the periods of greatest potential energy stress. Many cereal-based, and
especially root-based, gruels or porridges are either so thick as to be
difficult for small children to masticate (so that feeding requires lengthy
and intensive supervision) or so much thinned by adding water as to
have a low energy content per unit of volume when cooked. In either
case, young infants may have difficulty in consuming sufficient volumes
of food to maintain the growth (sustained positive energy balance) that
they achieved when feeding on the breast. Wandel and Holmboe-Ottesen
(1992) describe how these sources of stress-almost always leading to
strain-are exacerbated when small children accompany mothers to
work in the fields. If an infection or other trauma occurs during this
period, the combination of low energy density and loss of appetite may
result in a high level of energy stress-especially as the normal weaning
period of 6-12 months is typically one when (for many infect:ons) passive
immunity has been lost but active immunity not yet fully acquired.

Food Energy Retention
After food has been consumed, the next step in the process of energy
conversion is absorption. The accepted normal coefficients of digest
ibility of the energy substrates in foods are high (usually more than 90
percent of the ava;lable energy content of foodstuffs is absorbed).
During illness, however, absorption can be reduced. Earlier studies
(Chung and Viscorova 1948) suggested that gastrointestinal infections
may be sources of energy stress by causing substantial reduction of
absorption rates. More recent studies (Molla et al. 1983) indicated that
the magnitude may be relatively small and dependent on the specific
types of pathogens involved: watery diarrheas, for example, seem to
result in quite small reductions in the efficiency of absorption.
There are, of course, other mechanisms by which these and other
infections act as sources of stress. They induce lower energy intake
through anorexia, and they lead to increased energy requirements to fuel
biological resistance to infection, as indicated by higher-than-normal
body temperature.
A recent study of the three main forms of schistosomiasis assesses
its effect in reducing not only food intake (via anorexia) but also food
energy retention. The parasites affect each of the three sequential
requirements for food energy use: absorption through the gastrointesti
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nal tract, utilization of nutrients absorbed, and retention (nonexcretion)
of partly utilized nutrients (Stephenson 1987a, 2-3). Between ages
6 and
16 months, treatment with metrifonate of children with nonsevere
S.
hematobiwn (some also had hookworm) resulted in a 50 percent
(0.8
kilogram) increase in weight gain, compared with children
given a
placebo, during the six months subsequent to treatment. "Metrifonate
treatment of even light and moderate infections . .. results in
a much
greater improvement in general health status of children than
was
previously thought" (Stephenson 1987b, 59-60), probably because
some
or all of the three components of food energy use (here called
"food
energy retention") have been substantially improved. This impHes
that
such parasites-perhaps more than most infections, and despite
the fact
that their own consumption (unlike that of some other gut worms)
is
negligible-substantially affect "extended absorption" and hence
energy
stress.

Raised Expenditure
Physical Activity
Maintenance metabolism normally accounts for 50-75 percent of
energy
requirements. However, it is less adjustable than energy expenditure
on
physical activity-the most obvious and perlaps the most important
variable component on the output side of the balance sheet.
Recent
work suggests that energy expenditure among Scottish women
is below
the basal metabolic rate (BMR) of 1.4 (Nestl6 Foundation 1987),
but in
poor laboring communities, especially in busy seasons, higher
rates
would be expected. Thus, al adult man may increase his daily expendi
ture rate by more than 40 percent during periods of heavy work
prepar
ing land for planting (Bleiburg, Brun, and Goiham 1980). Also,
when
individuals previously adapted to a more sedentaty regime undertake
prolonged hard physical work (not just distance running [Miller
1982]
but also presumably the seasonal clearing of heavy bush or
weeding
rice), resting metabolic rates (RMRs) rise above their normal
level for
15-24 hours after-ward. This work-induced thermogenesis combines
with
(Miller would say it potentiates) the thermogenesis that follows
eating
meals-the so-called diet-induced thermogenesis (see Chapter
5).
though relatively small (less than 5 percent of total expenditure), Al
this
combined effect could significantly increase the size of an energy
stress
originating fiom increased workload in the absence of an equivalent
rise
in food intake.

Pregnancy
The deposition of energy during pregnancy seems obviously to imply

increased overall needs. Thus, the cost of laying down new tissue
in the
fetus, placenta, and mammary glands can be calculated on theoretical
grounds to be around 40,000 kilocalories. It might be expected
that
these additions to total body weight would also give rise to an
increase
in basal metabolism on a pro rata basis, above the nonpregnant
level.
This would suggest a further 30,000 kilocalories distributed
over the
course of pregnancy (Hytten and Leitch 1971). In practice, however,
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many surveys in both industrial and developing-country populations
(Durnin 1988) have shown little or no increase in food energy intake
until the last few weeks of pregnancy, and even then by much smaller
amounts than these calculations would suggest. It seems that compensa
tory downward adjustments in BMR, in some cases together with reduc
tions in physical activity, can be sufficient to almost neutralize the energy
stress of pregnancy. For example, in The Gambia, measured reductions
in BMR were such as to imply a net increase in total requirements of
only 1,000 kilocalories over the entire pregnancy (Dunn Nutrition Unit
1986, 30). Maintenance energy metabolism adjusts throughout preg
nancy, declining by about 10 percent during the first two trimesters and
rising above the normal level only during the last. As a result, Durnin et
al. (1985) have concluded that there is no ieed to increase energy intake
during pregnancy unless there is a significant increase in physical activity
by the pregnant woman.
Seriously reduced birthweight undeniably increases the baby's risks
of early death (and of lesser degrees of damage), and some constella
tions of energy intake, energy expenditure, and metabolic lates in
pregnancy can seriously reduce hirthweight. However, it also seems that
pregnant women's capacity to reduce BMR normally prevents these
constellations, even in )OOr rural households, except in extreme situ
ations of redlcedt intake (especially in the third trimester), or if energy
expenditure is too high. In such cases, for example, inThe Gambia,
"dietary suppllerenvation
...increase[d] birthweight ...[yet without]
effect ... on weight ... gain during pregnancy," but a reparltitioning of
source of stress appears to )eavailable: a)parently, more maternal
meals (not calories) per (lay "increased the number of post-prandial
glucose peaks [with] beneficial effect on fetal growth" (Lawrence, McKil
lop, and Durnin 1989, 72).
Recent work funded by the Nestl6 Foundation (1987) has found
that-although initially often small and lean-rural women in three
less-developed countries benefit, with regard to their prospects of pro
ducing a healthy child, from nutrition su)l)lements in pregnancy only if
the second or third trimester occurs during the wet season. A study in
Thailand in the Nestl6 program illusirates the converse: that "pregnant
women who had the second half of their pregnancy [iu] the dry season
worked significantly harder and had smaller babies" (Mo-Suwan 1989,
601). In other words, what matters for small mothers, who (1o not have
the option of increasing energy intake, is to avoid heavT fieldwork: "rest
is best" (Briend 1984). Only with this form of avoidance of source of
stress can women be confident of producing a healthy child with little or
no increase in energy intake (lining pregnancy (Mo-Suwan 1989). How
ever, this dependls upon factors operating in combination with the
metabolic responses described above.
Many at-cisk women (though) the proportion depends upon tradi
tional customs and conventions) are normally involved in productive
work and in social exchanges. By curtailing these, women can achieve
significant reductions in energy expenditure over the whole period, as
compared with the nonpregnant state (Durnin 1988; McNeill and Payne
1985). In addition, the work reported by Dunn Nutrition Unit (1986,
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30-31) and NestI6 (1987) is finding that metabolic "adaptations" to
reduce energy stress in pregnancy are greatest where (as in The Gambia)
unsupplemented women are normally exposed to considerable energy
stress. They resist strain by more efficient metabolic conversion-and do
this most when stress (within tolerable limits) is greatest" (Dunn Nutri
tion Unit 1986, 31). This work on pregnant women provides possibly the
most striking example to date of adaptive changes in metabolic effi
ciency. In pregnancy at least, it seems that mechanisms of resistance to
strain exist that increase efficiency (at least if the stress of pregnancy is
not accompanied by extra stress friom heavy physical work), and that
these mechanisms are of sufficient magnitude to permit without visible
strain a fully successful outcome even with relatively small increases in
intake.

Lactation
Lactation increases expenditure progressively through the period of
suckling, with final rates of up to 1,000 kilocalories per day for the
energy content of milk, plus the energy cost of production. Efficiency of
milk production has been found to be about 80 percent (Thomson,
Hytten, and Billewicz 1970). However, recent research suggests that
lactating women on low energy intakes continue to have low BMRs, at
least to the same degree as in pregnancy, which would reduce net
lactation stress fron 1,000 kilocalories per (lay to, say, 850-900 kilocalo
ries per day. Lawrence found that "in Gambian women maternal BMR
values drop to some 10 percent below nonpregnant, itonlactating values
following parturition and remain there throtughot the whole of the first
year of lactation" (Dunn Nutrition Unit 1986). During this time, indeed,
"BMR was reduced by up to 100 kcals/day [even] compared with
conception and late lactation," although very little fat ioss, and (except
in the first nonth of lactation) nc. reduction in physical activity, was
observed (Lawrence and Whitehcad 1989, 179). These results were not
replicated (Prentice and Prentice 1988) for well-fed Cambridge mothers.
This again suggests--this time for lactation-that metabolic adaptation
to resist modeiate strain in the reproductive cycle is available in propor
tion to need. However, testing of the Gambian findings on lactation over
a range of different environments and ethnic backgrounds (as has been
achieved in pregnancy studies) is clearly necessary.

Infections and Parasites
Besides effects on absorption, infectious diseases can result in increased
expenditure of energy through the effects of enterotoxins. These raise
metabolic rate, body temperature, and hence heat losses. Each degree of
fever can increase metabolic rate by as much as 8 percent (Briscoe 1979).
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the effect of illness upon food
energy retention (as on appetite) generally sharpens the impact of these
sources of energy stress, in marked contrast to the partly self-correcting
adjustments in the case of pregnancy and lactation. The only truly
costless adjustment to energy stress in illness is recovery.
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Altitude
High (or increascd) altitude increases the physiological stress of a given
amount of work because of the reduced pressure of oxygen. This results
in many physiological responses, including metabolic changes. Hypoxia
and malnutrition commonly coexist, for example, in the Andes, where
most research has been carried out. Studies summarized in Haas 1983
show that the effects of altitude on fetal, infant, and child growth are
compounded with those of undernutrition. In these populations hy
poxia, cold, undernutrition, and disease are all associated with altitude;
all combine to challenge nutritional status and arc plainly unpleasant.
However, there seems to be an adaptive resistance to strain. Infants at
high altitudes develop a large chest early in growth, resulting inl a slightly
greater weight (for relatively somewhat shorter stature) than in equally
healthy low-altitude children. Haas's (1983, 51) warning against. infer
ring that a large chest is adaptive at high altitude appears to be unduly
cautious. The benefits of this may well show in other respects, through
age-related clanges in heart function, blood pressure, and so forth.
For adults' work, as well as children's play, energy requirements are
increased by changing altitude (gradient, hilliness) as well as by high
altitude. Moreover, "the same increase in grade will increase energy
expenditure by a greater amount [for successive increments in] speed,
grade, or load, or a combination of these"--and the downs do not
compensate for the ups. "The energy cost of walking downhill on a -10
percent grade ... was higher than the cost of walking at approximately
the same speed and load ... on the level" (Pimental and Pandolf 1979).
Studies friom Papua New Guinea (Crittenden and Baines 1985;
Bogen and Crittenden 1987) have explored whether altitude can pro
vide an index of the degree of stress created by an environment-an
index that can be correlated with indicators of malnutrition. As inl Haas's
(1983) analysis, there are too many factors involved for the effect of
altitude on energy stress to be isolated. Activity patterns nmay be differ
ent-that is, more walking (Ohtsuka et al. 1985)-for reasons only partly
linked to altitude. Certainly, lowland children were taller than children
in intermediate and higher zones. However, altitude per se (in Papua
New Guinea), except where it limits economic opportunity, was not a
sufficient explanation for malnutrition. Itis clear, however, that a group
adapted to lowland life that migrates to a much higher altitude (and
therefore increases the cost of oxygen acquisition per unit of work done)
must respond to this potential source of energy stress in some way,
either by repartitioning expenditure patterns in the direction of more
productive work in order to secure increased intakes, or by tolerating a
change in body size.

Temperature
There is a range of temperature, the so-called thermoneutral range
(about 25-38°C for a naked man), over which the core temperature of
the body is maintained constant by means of physiological mechanisms
rather than metabolic responses. Within this range, heat losses are
regulated by controlling heat transfer firom core to exterior, and hence
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skin temperature. Metabolic thernoregulation occurs whenever cold or
heat stress friom the environment threatens to bring a person outside the
limits of thermal neutrality. Rises in VO 2 and in metabolic rate, in
response to such stresses, have long been established in newborn infants
(Schulze 1986, 29).
The two mechanisms involved in thertnogenesis, that is, in the
production of heat above the dhernioneutral level in response to cold
stress,6 are shivering (the conversion of chemical energy to mechanical
work inside the body) and nonshivering (the direct oxidation of energy
stores through increased metabolism in tissues, such as brown fat, to
produce heat) (see, for example, Rothweil and Stock 1979). Similarly,
elevated heat loss can be achieved in response to heat stress, that is, at
temperatures above thermal neutrality, by increased evaporative losses
fiom the lungs or fiom the skin as sweat, or both. These processes will
themselves require additional energy because of the osmotic work in
volved in the excretion of sweat. This will ultimately have to be derived
fiom the d~et, just as a heater or a refiigerator needs a power source.
Some experimental studies have claimed to demonstrate an increase in
requirements due to heat stress on top of heavy work loads. In theory,
therefore, the energy requirements for sistaining a given work load
might be increased by cold stress 7 or by heat stress. However, there are
complications to this simple model of a fixed thermoneutral range of
outside teml)eratures, with biological inechanisnis of control coming
into play at the utpper and lower ends in order to stabilize body tempera
tures.
First of all, the loca .ion of the lower range of outside temperatures
depends upon behav or: the naked ape puts on clothes and hence
reduces loss of heat fiom the skin. At lower temperatures lie retreats
into a house; lower still, and lie lights a fire (if he can afford the fuel). All
these strategies, by raising the temperature of the immediate living
environment, lower the outside temperature at which shivering or meta
bolic thermogenesis occurs. Failure to (to so causes great discomfort.
Tis avoidance of source of stress is the first response to cold.
In rare cases, resistance has been obseived. The !Kung Bushmen are
able to reduce their core temperature and hence RMR so as to retain
lower skin temperatures and hence lower heat losses than other ethnic
groups. Both avoidance and resistance strategies mean that some cold
stress can be handled-apparently at veiy low cost-witliout extra ther
mogenesis, energy intake, or reduced activity.

6

Otler triggers of ticrmogenesis are dealt with in Chapter 5 under
"Adjustment of
Thermogenesis." Some thermnogenesis is "diet-induced" and may or may not
be
(1) functional, (2) reduced, perhaps adaptively, during energy stress. The discussion
here

is confined to cold stress.
7The qualification here is ihat the metabolic efficiency of muscular
work is relatively low

(about 30 percent). Depeoding upon the initial and finlal circumstances, therefore,
it may
happen that the "siaste heat" generated by physical activity is still sufficient to maintain
body tempetrature without recourse to additional thermogenesis.
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The upper limit of thermoneutrality can also change. Acclimatiza
tion to high temperatures follows a sequence: first, an increase in
sensible (visible) sweat production; later, a more efficient, that is, less
energy-expensive, insensible (invisible) loss of water vapor. Petrasek
(1978) demonstrated a slight reduction of expenditure and intake by
people filly acclimatized to tropical heat.
This complex and somewhat uncertain picture is reflected in the
attitude of FAO/WHO committees on energy requirements. The 1950
and 1957 committees recommended a 5 percent decrease in the intake
of energy for each 10°C rise in average annual outside diry-bulb tempera
tures above 10°C. After 1973 no allowance was made, on the dubious
grounds that, although there was clearly some rise, its size was reduced
by clothing, heating, housiiig, and indoor work, and that the previous 5
percent figure was too arbitrary to retain (FAO/WHO 1973, 27-28).
Work in Japan and Papua New Guinea (Suzuki 1959; Hipsley 1969, 8)
strongly confirms the extra energy cost of work when there are quite
moderate levels of cold. Except for extreme heat (above, say, 35C) or
unacclimatized subjects, this has not been so clearly shown at the other
end of the temperature spectrum. There is, however, quite persuasive
evidence (Quenoui~le et al. 1951; Mason,Jacob, and Balakrishnan 1964)
that after making allowances for differences in body size, basal metabo
lic rates are lower bl"some 8 percent in warm as opposed to temperate
climates, and that individuals moving fiom one to the other show
adaptive changes of this magnitude over a period of a few weeks.

Reduced Conversion Efficiency
The thermodynamic efficiency with which food energy is converted to
useful products such as body tissues (including energy stores), milk, and
physical work, as distinct fiom heat, can also vary. As will be seen later,
in the section on metabolic adjustments, the extent to which this hap
pens generally, as a compensatory or adaptive adjustment comprising
resistance to stress, is controversial. As distinct fiom this, reduced
conversion efficiency could bt a source of stress.
There is good evidence that deficient intakes of the B vitamins, and
of essential fatty acids, result in a lowering of (onversion efficiency of
energy into work, with greater heat production and less useful product
(Miller 1982). A similar effect may perhaps explain the s:,uergism be
tween anemia and protein-energy malnutrition (Cornu, Pondi Njiki, and
Agbor Egbe 1985), and possibly some part of the role of zinc in nutrition.
It is also to be expected'that there will be genetic selection for, and
conversely sometimes the loss o, cha-racteristics needed for efficient
conversion of main staples. This avoidance of source of stress might take
place over many generations, as an inherited rejection of individuals
with genes conferring energy stress in the presence of specific staples.
For instance, groups that have long been transhumants are not likely to
contain many individuals whose gene set inhibits them fi'om metabo
lizing lactose. If this is a general phenomenon, migration-or radical
changes in a main food staple-could produce serious energy stress in
significant proportions of affected persons.

5
Biological Responses
to the Stress Environment

djustments to the work process form a bridge between the biologi
cal and behavioral responses to the stress environment. Energy
stress leads to changes in bodily variables such as height, weight,
and the proportion of fat and lean tissues. These changes help to induce
both an altered biology of work (physical working capacity) and behav
;oral modifications at work (duration, selection of tasks, and perform
ance). The biological responses are considered here; behavioral re
sponses will be discussed in Chapter 6.
At each stage, four questions are addressed. Is the response an
avoid-ance, repartitioning, resistance, or tolerance of the challenge? Is
the challenge the source of stress, the stress itself, the strain, or the
damage? Is the response adaptive or nonadaptive, given the stres,, that
is, likely to increase the prospects of survival through the peiod of
producing viable offspring? If the response is adaptive, to what extent is
it acceptable, that is, (more or less) fully p,eservative of capabilities
(health and functioni), with little and brief cost or pain?
There are six types of biological adjustment by which human organ
isms adapt, acceptably or not, to energy stress, strain, or damage. Most
of the responses can take place across any of their personal or environ
mental time scales, from a single crop season to long-run genetic inheri
tance, as discussed in Chapter 4.
The first is reduction in body size or growth rate. This is a form of
resistance to strain, although, if the stress takes the form of illness, such
reduction is perhaps better seen as a resistance to damage. The reduc
tion can be adaptive, that is, fitness-restoring within the changed envi
ronment, unless oF course it impairs prospects of survival or reproduic
tion. The adaptation can be judged acceptable only if physical and
mental capacity, and resistance to disease, are not impaired to the extent
that social competence or the quality of life of individuals is reduced.
The second biological adjustment seeks to preempt the risk of strain
by repartitioning the stress via a rise in the proportion of body weight
comprising tissues or organs of low metabolic activity per kilogram. In
increasing order of basal metabolic rate (BMR) per kilogram, the main
tissues are bone; fat; nonheart muscles, neart; gut, liver, spleen, and so
forth; and brain. Clearly, some such rise in the proportion of low BMR
per kilogram tissues could be an effective repartitioning response to
energy stress as such; but it could induce other strains and would not be
genuine adaptation to the new environment as a whole if these strains
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tended to disproportionately reduce or destroy survival chances in other
respects. Even non-life-threatening adaptations in body composition
might be unacceptable (for example, reductions intie brain's share of
body mass), while others might not (foir example, reductions in a fat
share initially above 10-15 percent).
The third and fourth types of adcjustment are attempts to resist
strain. The third is metabolic adaptation, that is, reduction in specific
metabolic activity (metabolic rate per unit mass of one or more tissues
or organs). The fourth is increasing overall thermodynamic efficiency by
improving the proportion of dietary energy that is converted into useful
forms of energy or products; for example, by reducing thermogenesis.
The fifth is involuntary (biologically forced) reduction in the level of
physical activity above the resting metabolic rate (RMR); for example, as
earlier glycogen exhaustion (following lowei energy intake) reduces the
proportion of VOnax at which, for a given period (say, an hour), the
body can function. (VO 2 nax is a measure of the naximum rate of
oxidation attainable by an individual in the short term.) Some of these
issues of involmntary reduction in work activity are considered below.
Others are considered jointly with behavioral responses to energy stress
affecting physical activity. These adjustments are forms of tolerance of
strain amounting, in some cases, to tolerance of damage.
The sixth adjustment is that of involuntary responses affecting the
reproductive cycle. In many situalions, these six tend to occur in combi
nations as "integrated responses," although there may be a hierarchic
sequence through which they would come into play under increasing
degrees of stress.

Growth and Body Size
This discussion refers to the "acceptability", or otherwise, of adjust
ments to energy stress (in growth or inbody size) that are sustained for
at least a year, and in some cases carried through life. Seasonal changes
in adult weight normally "app)ear to be rather modest, rarely exceeding
5 percent of the maximumni yearly value of body weight [with question
able] impact on work capacity, on functional competence, and on
[adults'] power to initiate adaptive responses" (Ferro-Luzzi, James, and
Waterlow 1988, '44). For children (and for birth weights) seasoiial fluc
tuations are more serious, but "factors other than primary energy imbal
ances," notably illnesses, appear to be the main cause (Ferro-Luzzi,
Pastore, and Sette, 1988, 3'7).

Smallness as a Direct Contribution
to Energy-Saving
Under energy stress, body mass usually decreases, or in the case of
growing children, increases more slowly. Does such a response to cur
rent energy stress-reducing the weight-for-height or the rate of gain of
height or both-result not only ina reduction of current energy needs
but also the avoidance of future energy stress? Beaton (1989) points out
that the immediate energy saving, involved in reduced growth rates in
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childhood, is normally in a range of only 2-3 percent of total daily
requirements. He draws two conclusions. First, such responses are too
smaP to be a very important component of adaptive strategy. Second,
changes in energy supply of this magnitude could not be "sensed" by the
individual organism above the level of random fluctuations in both food
intake and energy demands; hence the resulting growth adaptations
could not be an adaptive response, because they would not be triggered
either by the stress itself or by the resulting strain.
Nonetheless, it would seem that the energy saving due to early
growth reduction-and the ensuing small adult size-is an important
and often adaptive form of resistance to strain, and hence part of the
overall stmategy of adaptive responses. To recognize how this works, it is
necessary to look at energy-saving over a longer period than the single
day that Beaton (1989) examines. There is a conpound-interest effect.
As a child advances along a slower growth curve, so its cumulative
energy saving increases rapidly relative to what wotld have been re
quired for advance along a curve of faster growth.
This is illustrated in Table 2, which compares the energy requirements
of a girl whose weight growth is along the 50th percentile of the current U.S.
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) reference growth standard
and those of a girl subject to carly growth-faltering. The upper halfof the
table gives the energy cost per day of BMR, physical activity, and growth,
together with the total daily requirement and the cumulative lifetime
energy needs for supporting growih along the 50th percentile. The
lower half of the table is a simulation of the effects on all of these of a
period of growth-faltering. This starts sometime after the age of six
months and by one year has transferred the growth path fiom the 50th
down to the 5th percentile, which is then followed through to adult
hood-a pattern typical of, for example, Indian farm-labor households.
If one looks simply at the difference in the daily cost of growth at the
age of one year, this is a small saving, as Beaton (1989) says, of about 3
percent of the daily total. However, added to this instantaneous effect of
growth-faltering is the cumulative reduction in total daily expenditure
due to smaller size in addition to slower growth. Daily requirements at
one year are 8 percent lower than for the child growing along the 50th
percentile, 19 percent lower at 2 years and 31 percent lower at 10 years.
Up to this age, the simulation assumes that the energy cost of physical
activity is proportional to body weight. A 2 5 -year-old hldian wonman has
a daily total expenditure rate 21 percent lower than an equally active
woman of average (U.S.) body weight. If a realistic allowance were added
for the effect of reduced body size in cutting the cost of productive work
(here assumed to be 400 kilocalories per day irrespective of body size),
reduction would be well over a quarter. Such a large weight reduction
would, of course, be associated with some degree of stunting. However,
such resistance to strain has to be adaptive in the limited sense that,
without such stunting-and even making generous allowance for possi
ble slightly higher earnings for taller people-the woman, if she were
substantially taller, would be seriously wasted at her likely food intake;
and severe wasting is a far greater threat to the lives of mother and fetus
than moderate stunting.

Table 2-Energy savings and cumulative growth-faltering
Item

0.5

Weight (kilograms)
Basal metabolic rate (kilocalories)
Activity (kilocalories)
Growth (kilocalories)
Total kilocalories/day
Lifetime kilocalories

3.2
144
113
133
390
...

Weight (kilograms)
Basal metabolic rate (kilocalories)
Activity (kilocalories)
Growth (kilocalories)
Total kilocalories/day
Lifetime kilocalories
Kilocalories/day saved

3.2
144
114
133
391

Lifetime saving (kilocalories)

...

...

...

1

Age In Years
2

5

10

Energy expenditure of girl in United States (NCHS 50th percentile)a
7.2
9.5
11.9
17.7
32.5
360
617
654
885
1,137
224
317
401
584
705
83
50
33
25
66
667
984
1,089
1,494
1,909
32,000
81,000
446,000
1,760,000
4,860,000
Energy expenditure of girl in India (NCHS 5th percentile after 6 months) a
7.2
9.0
9.6
14.0
22.5
360
585
528
700
788
224
300
324
462
488
83
22
33
17
33
667
908
885
1,179
1,3409
32,000
SO,000
408,000
1,500,000
3,690,000
...
77
204
315
600
(8%)
(199")
(21%)
(31%)
...
1,400
37,900
25,700
117,Oui

25

57.0
1,68
847
2,215
16,360,000

43.0
1,032
713
1,745
11,906,000
470
(21%)
4,450,000

Source: Derived from pooled data from 95 studies published between 1914 and 1983; and P. R. Payne and M. Griffiths,
private communications.
aNCHS is National Center for Health Statistics.
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Even more stiking than these quite substantial savings in daily energy
needs are the cumulative savings of food energy over time. The bottom
line of Table 2 shows that by the age of 25 these amount to 4,450,000
kilocalories, which is equivalent to seven years of food supply for an
"Indian size" woman, or perhaps more strikingly, almost sufficient
to
provide for the food needs of another female individual tip to the age of
10. This provides a second reason for attaching importance to lifetime
energy-saving: moderately reduced child growth contributes to household
resistance to str-ain. This could be usefully adaptive, even in the relatively
short run. -ousehold adaptations usually involve several adjustments. Any
one of these, such as reduced growth rate by one member, while in itself
contributing only a few percentage points to the reduction of total energy
requirement, may be crucial to the household's accumulating enough total
adjustment, or to its doing so at low or acceptable cost. In any case, there
seems no reason to assume, as Beaton (1989) does, that the saving
of
energy consequent upon reducing the growth rate could be an effective
adjustment only if the body had a mechanisn for deploying it that was
sensitive to a veiy small change iin
entergy balance (such as the 2-3 percent
equivalent to a single day's resulting saving of energy).
In assessing the claim that moderate stunting-undesirable as the
process that causes it certainly is, and as the final state of shortness may
perhaps be--constitutes an adaptive resistance to strain, both iimmedi
ate and cumtlative direct energy-saving effects on the individual must be
taken together. In addition, the spin-off to others from the calories not
consumed, summing tip over all moments of time, pr'ovides the house
hold with scope for adjustment to the same or other sources of stress.
Obviously, a number of biological mechanisms could be involved in
bringing about these cumulative savings at the individual level. Probably
the most important of these is the quite rapid decline, after the first year
or so of life, in the growing child's capacity to make a full recovery of its
original potential for growth in height. It is this progressive loss of the
mechanism for complete catch-up that results in the accumulation of
a
permanent deficit in size and hence reduced energy needs. It seems
unlikely that this pattern of relatively rapid loss of an initially effective
mechanism of compensation would have survived the process of natural
selection if it constituted a significant loss of biological fitness. The net
advantage gained by individuals who were able throughout childhood
and adolescence to maintain the path toward maximum achievable adult
height (together with its strong correlates) must not in the past have
usually exceeded the net advantage gained by individuals who experi
enced progressively inhibited child growth in response to energy
stresses-despite the associated costs and dangers, including those of its
strong correlates. Either Darwinian evolution resulting fiom natural
selection is rejected or, in the absence of an alternative explanation,
it
has to be concluded that moderate reduction in child growth of height
is usually an adaptive response, resisting strains caused by dietary energy
stress. Whether such adaptation is seen to be acceptable, either in general
or in particular instances, is another matter.
Similar considerations of the overall balance between gains and
losses also apply to adult weight loss as an adjustment to energy stress.
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Adjustments in both adults' body mass and children's rate of growth of
height operate in two ways. First, as body tissues (energy stores) are
burned up (or deposited more slowly), they release or save energy that
is then available for the remaining body tissues, helping them to sustain
function despite the reduction in food intake relative to requirements.
All body tissues take some part in this response to energy stress but do
so in proportions that reflect a strategy for survival, which is itself the
result of natural selection in the past, the brain and nervous system
being conserved with the highest priority. Second, because a smaller
weight of body tissues remains (after adult body mass, or child growth
of height, has been reduced), its total maintenance cost declines. Sub
sequently, the body can maintain energy balance with less food (or more
work) than before.
The importance of both these direct responses to energy stress
could be greatly altered if body size significantly affected any of three
things: the mikeup of the body, as between tissues with different initial
resting metabolic rates; the specific metabolic rates under conditions of
rest, per unit weight of any form of tissue; or the energy requirements
for performing any sort of work or productive activity over and above
the resting state. Discussions of t1iese possible indirect consequences of
body size adjustment are deferred to later sections of this chapter.
First, adjustment of body weight, or of growth of height in children,
is examined as a two-part direct strategy: to slow down growth of (and,
instantaneously, to mobilize) tissue to counter an immediate energy
shortfall for other tissues; and to reduce body mass, and hence mainte
nance costs, to anticipate future enes-gy shortfalls.
Differences in the relative involvement of fat and lean tissues in
adjustments of body size are important in understanding the scope for
such adaptation. Fat provides a relatively high density of energy storage
that is deposited efficiently and contributes little to the cost of mainte
nance. In addition, the energy stored can be efficiently released with
little risk of incurring any loss of physiological function (Dugdale and
Payne 1987).3 Unfortunately, groups at high risk of energy stress usually
have little fat when it begins and indeed (Lee 1977) might be incom
moded in their work if they had much more. Although the success of
some agricultural populations in adapting to sharp seasonal stress does
depend on the capacity to deposit and release a high ratio of fat to lean
(Payne and Dugdale 1977), in other communities hunger causes its
victims to lose weight with high lean content and thus to become
"emaciated"--plainly a damaging response, although usually a revers
ible one.
The two time-series issues of the extent to which adult weight loss
and child height growth retardation are adaptive responses to energy
stress meet in the crosscutting question, Is low adult body size, of a
person or group, compared with other persons or groups at the same
period-and frequently due to some previous retardation of child

8

his applies also to reduced rates of tissue deposition in children.
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growth-to any extent an adaptive response to life in circumstances
of
chronic or repeated energy stress? The answer must depend to some
extent on where one starts fiom. At-risk groups, such as the landless
laborers examined by Shetty (1984), were already vely thin (body mass
index [BMIJ values were below 16); so an even lower BMI, that is, further
weight reduction, would involve considerable, though perhaps some
times reversible, costs. But is a group of adults disadvantaged by having,
on average, small achieved body size to the extent that, as is usual, this
partly originated in some slowing down of growi in height during the
early years of life? To decide whether small adult populations reflect
previous child growth retardation that is itself adaptive or otherwise, the
discussion must now revert to the issue of child growth relative to growth
rates currently accepted for international comparisons: the NCHS stand
ards, which are derived firom measurements on U.S. population groups.
Growth of children in high socioecononuic categories in many other
population groups for which data are available follows these NCHS
growth curves rather closely (Keller and Fillnore 1983, 134). Although
these authors carefully refiain from any such inference, this, together
with the rapid secular increases in stature of both inter- and intra-popu
lation migrants, is often cited as evidence that (1) there are no significant
genetic differences in the growth potential of different ethnic groups of
humans. Those who are satisfied by such negative evidence often draw
the further conclusion that (2) those large groups of adults, for example
the populations of South India, who currently are on average smaller
than Americans or Europeans, must be so not because they are constitu
tionally different but because they have adjusted their growth downward
as a response to adverse environments. Although this is certain to be
true, at least in part, it clearly does not exclude the possibility
of
underlying genetic differences. 9 Even less does it justify the fr'equent
assertions that (3) such populations must not be described as "adapted,"
or that (4) even if adapted in the strictly Darwinian sense discussed
earlier, they are not adapted acceptably because, being smaller than
some normative size (such as the NCHS standard), they have not
achieved their genetic potential. Still less is it proven that (5) even
if
genetic heght potential had not been achieved, net disadvantage would
result in the circumstances actually prevailing for such populations.
Indeed, if the shortest people in many populations-comprising, prob
ably, the poorest subpopulations-had grown to a greater adult height
without improving their adult access to income and food, this would
normally imply wasting.
These five propositions about genetic potential for attained height
can be boiled down to two: (1) it can be assumed that a single mean value
exists for maximum potential growth of stature and is applicable -across
all ethnic groups; and (2) important aspects of well-being, or of functional
9

The genetic height potential of such groups may have been lower before adjustment
than it is now; that is,adjustment may have eliminated carriers of genes that had earlier
carried genetic potential for greater tallness.
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efficiency of individuals, are always improved, the closer an individual
approaches his or her genetically determined maximum stature, and
hence growth performance.
The balance of evidence renders the first of these two propositions
very dubious. To assimilate the growth performance of all populations
to that of "high socioeconomic groups" excludes consideration of the
most striking exceptions, namely, those relatively inbred tribal groups
that still follow their traditional livelihoods. The achieved mean stature
of such groups ini Africa ranges between J44 centimeters for male
Pygmies and 147 centimeters for the Bushmen of the southern Kalahari
to 176.5 centimeters for the Tutsi (Barnicot 1964). This range is five
times the standard deviation of adult male stature according to the
NCHS standard. This may represent tile maximum range of genetic
differences among humans, since tile current consensus is that indige
nous African populations are the representatives of the oldest and hence
most varied genetic pool, from which the ancestors of all other geo
graphic/ethnic groups migrated comparatively recently. H-owever, sig
nificant variations do exist elsewhere. A study of the growth of several
tribes living in the highlands of New Guinea (Malcolm 197,4) shows the
mean stature of adult women as 12 centimeters shorter than that of
European women and intertribal differences of 19 centimeters (3 standard
deviations of the NC-IS mean). While there are indeed very few people
of that kind left alive, the populationis of the Far East include a large
majority of the world's people who are at risk of energy stress. Davies
(1988) and Martorell (1985) quote studies on Japanese, Chinese, and
Korean children whose growth approximates to the 25th percentile of
the NCIS standard, even though they were living in relatively privileged
environments.
Possibly, the motivationi for denying the cxistence of genetic differ
ences in potential height is concern for egalitarian rather than scientific
principles. If so, it is foolishly misplaced. First, the existence (ideally to
be continued) of morphological variance is a measure of the capacity of
the species to respond to future new environmental stresses or opportu
nities. Second, in recent history, concern for genctic homogeneity seenis
more often to have led to authoritarianism thai to increased regard for
equality. Third, within-group variance (about the group mean for adult
height) remains significant and is not thought to confer inequality.
Fourth and above all, people are not giraffes. Tall is not, in general,
beautiful. Tall or small may be adaptive or healthy, depending on
environment.
In the Far East, particularly, people in almost wholly endogamous
and largely very poor groups (notably agricultural labor castes in India)
are often short in comparison with domestic high-income groups, and a
fortiori with regard to the NC-IS standards. Moreover, they are also
thinner, being more than proportionately lower in body weight. Shetty
(1984) reported that "poor Indian [adult male] labourers were able to
work, and performed well in physiological tests, despite their thinness:
they had BMI values (the ratio of weight in kilograms to the square of
the height in meters) of 15-16 ...and an estimated body fat content of
6 percent": respective U.S./European averages for men are around 23
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and 20 percent, respectively (Waterlow 1989, 10). It is at least question
able whether such groups, even with total removal of childhood expo
sure to disease and dietary constraints, would achieve even the stature
of well-to-do Indians, whose median height is at the 25th percentile of
the NCHS level. Hereditary and endogamous castes of extremely poor
laborers, surviving over many generations (and exemplifying the out
come of the process of natural selection), would presumably become not
only smaller in body size but altered in other ways, such as body
proportions and relative sizes of organs, so as to cope more effectively
with low energy intakes and heavy work. If indeed such a group retained
genetic potential for taijiess, this could be expressed only via
the
emergence of recessive genes for tallness over several generations-after
a change of environment that involved better prospects for food and
work, and that thus moved the balance of advantage in favor of the
emergence of these recessives, which had formerly been selected against
(by mortality in the womb or in early life) in the harsher environments.
The alternative possibility is that the tallness genes have been so
heavily selected against as to have been eliminated in these enclogamor-is
groups long accustomed to "hereditary" hardship. If so, such g'.oups
have a height potential lastingly adapted downward in order to survive,
through reproduction of viable offspring, in Ahcir long-run environ
ments. In that case, if the full achievement of genetic potential for
growth is to be accepted as an objective of improved public health,
it
would seem necessary to admit the likelihood that not only each individ
ual but every ethnic or other endogamous group mean has a different
target to reach.
But what is the argument for the paramount objective of maximiz
ing growth? In essence, it is the same as that which insists that no degree
of individual adjustment of body size in response to environmental
stress can be regarded as acceptable.
This report has aiready set out the argument that shifts in gene
environment interactions will always imply an altered balance of advan
tages and disadvantages. In face of prevailing or new circumstances, an
adjustment (such as shifts to a below-maxintun growth path) will not be
durable in a population unless it sustains fitness, that is, unless as a result
of adjustment the individual has improved or mai .tained, rather than
diminished, its chances of contributing to the inheritance of future
generations. It is contended here that the first need is to be able reliably
to identify those people for whom even that condition has not been
achieved. Achieving that priority, with reasonable assurance for all
individuals in a society, in no way precludes subsequently "moving the
goalposts" on the grounds that a second criterion should be addressed,
namely of whether or not the condition of those who are still the
worst-off is judged by the members of that society to be acceptable in
regard to the ethical values currently prevailing. However, it is clear that
this emphasis on the need to prioritize concerns also implies a shift, of
the basis of policy, away firom "goal-setting; problem solving; optimiz
ing" toward the influence and management of "process," including not.
only the processes involved in adaptation but also those of the evolution
of ethical standards.
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The circumstances of many adults involve life with low or uncertain
energy intakes; work requiring much body translation (and little heavy
lifting); and hot, humid environments. Being considerably shorter and
often somewhat thinner for height than richer or "Northern" popula
tions, they may be more efficient in turning physical work into income
and food as well as needing less, hence surviving better in their current
environment. The selection process may partly be that children with
genetically high energy needs have fewer survival prospects, but also
partly that children consume somewhat low energy intakes relative to
requirements and hence grow into smaller adults. Circumstances, such
as persistent poverty, that eliminate many potentially viable and happy
humans merely because they are large in body size and food needs are
as a rule wholly deplorable. However, given these deplorable conditions,
the result-lo, body size in adutthood-is not only a clear adaptation if
it improves fitness but also is of itself not obviously deplorable. To
establish that some specific degree of shortfall below a group's height
potential (if demonstrable) was unacceptable, one would need to show
that the subgroup of adults thus affected was disadvantaged in some way
specifically related to their stature. An important dynamic example is
that some ways out of poverty, for example via very heavy physical work
such as lumbeijacking, might be closed to lopulations that had adapted
to poverty by means of very small stature and low BMIs.
Of course, if one were able to measure genetic potential in regard
to some aspect of function almost universally valued, such as social
competence or intelligence, then its full attainment would correctly be
seen as a human right. In regard to height (and certainly to weight),
however, this is not obvious, unless future research demonstrates that
larger body size is a cause, not merely a statistical correlate, of some
widely valued aspects of function.
Leaving aside this issue of the adaptiveness or undesirability of
achieved adult size, what is '.ie development cycle during which energy
stress affects growth to adulthood, and which of the resultant strains are
damaging? The impacts of supplementaly feeding programs on the
growth of children, even below six years of age, are much less than the
theoretical increments implied by the amounts of supplement con
sumed (making corrections for losses, leakages, displacements, and so
forth) (Beatou and Ghassenii 1982). Martorcll, Klein, and Delgado
(1980) showed that dietary supplements, contributing an average of 258
kilocalories and 18.2 grams per (lay while reducing the extent of height
deficits of Guatemalan children at three years of age, still left them
below the 5th pei-centile (--2 standard deviations below the mean) of the
NCHS reference standard, although that standard is attained by the
children of well-to-do Guatemalan families.10
Descriptions were presented earlier of how energy stress in very
early life reduces growth, but relatively rci ersibly; how this potential for

1°More recent work by Martorell, not yet published, suggests that by adolescence the
supplemented children had still not caught up (J.R. Beluman, pers. comm.).
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fully reversible responses is progressively reduced; and how the capacity
of the mechanism of growth control to "reset" itself onto a lower track
is a crucial response, not just to present but to expected future energy
stress. Exactly at what age improving the diet or the health environment
ceases to fully reverse the effects of early stress patterns on height
growth is not known, but it is very early.
To some extent offsetting this limited capacity for catch-up between
(say) 2 and 8 years or so in poor (energy-stressed) societies, and espe
cially in poorer groups within them, the adolescent growth spurt is also
effectively postponed. The result of this is that height gain between ages
12 and 18 is absolutely more than in better-off populations (Eveleth
1985, 32), though still much less than sufficient to bring mean height to
the level of those populations (Ashworth and Millward 1986, 158). A
capacity to delay growth until "the time is ripe" may itself be part of
a
selective adaptation to energy stress (Roberts 1985, 52). In the model
shown earlier in Figure 1, this corresponds to the form of "tolerance of
strain" that plant breeders call "latency." This rendeis some plants
grown in semi-arid environments of variable rainfall, such as millet,
better able to withstand moisture stress than plants adapted to less harsh
environments, such as maize. Millets facing recurrent high risks of
moisture stress-like some poor human populations similarly facing
energy stress-have evolved [ie capacity to defer critical growth stages
until conditions are more propitious.
While latency does counter sonic of the reduction ofadult body size
due to energy stress in childhood, some of that reduction remains. It is
the overall outcome that forms part of a strategy of adaptation to
adverse environmrnts. More controversial is the question of whether the
process is an acceptable adaptation. 1 Given that both short- and long
term responses are possible, what are the immediate costs of the process
of becoming small, and what, if any, are the safe limits?
Much attention has been directed toward identifying associations
between growth retardation in early life, aspects of performance such as
resistance to infectious diseases, and cognitive development. The key
question is the extent to which such associations provide evidence of
causality. In reviewing the evidence, it is as well to keep firmly in mind the
fact that growth retardation is itself a irobable outcome of a wide variety
of processes, including both disease and nutrition. In addition, many
studies in the past have either explicitly or implicitly used current growth
status as a measure of current or past nutritional status. Pelletier (1991)
introduces his discussion of anthropomety and mortality thus: "
...a
distinction must be made between nutritional status and anthropometn.
lIt is not only energy intake, outgo, and metabolic rates that detennine whether
the

amount of child growth, or of adult size reduction, remains in the "acceptable" range.
Apart from vitamin B, iron, iodine, and some essential fatty acids, at least two
micronutrients, zinc and vitamin A, play acatalytic role, as yet inadequately explored.
And for a few populations with roots, tubers, or bananas as main staples, and with high
energy requirements, "pure" shortage of protein may independently push size or
growth below critical levels.
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indicatois of nutritional status, although the terms are sometimes used
interchangeably ...."Tus, the present review is concerned with anthro
pometty-mortality relationships in the first instance, and only through
cautious inference does it discuss nutrition-mortality relationships."
Osmani (1988, 56) summarizes the state of knowledge well. Fe contrasts
the causative hypothesis that "moderate stunting does not impair any
nutritionally determined capability" (here, Osmani is considering the
hypothesis that there is no causality) with the associative hypothesis that "a
moderately stunted child does not suffer fiom impairment of any nutri
tionally determined capabilities." -le continues, "We feel inclined to treat
the causative hypothesis sympathetically in view of our discussion of all the
functions mentioned above. Ilie associative statement however requires
caution. We should not simply assume that a moderately stunted child is
nutritionally sound, even if we accept the causative statement."
This casts a new light on the famous comment that "stunting can be
seen as healthy only in the sense that scar tissue is healthy" (Martorell
1982). Citing this, Beaton (1985, 230) continucs, "Small stature in a
population is of concern because it is a marker of deprivation, not
because smallness is bad in itself." Burning and child undernutrition are
unhealthy; scar tissue is, and moderate stunting may be, the least in
healthy response available in many circumstances.
Moderate stunting without wasting is neither a cause nor a marker
of current or individualdeprivation. It is a marker, though not a cause,
of previous population deprivation. All this seems to be agreed, despite
the strong feelings and the rhetoric. Yet where smallness is in some part
genetic, as for example is probably the case in most of South and East
Asia, the deprivation thus marked, and the subsequent selection and
competitive survival of smaller individuals, may have occurred millennia
ago. If, on the other hand, there is unexpressed genetic potential for
growth in a population, and if food shortage rather than disease is the
current source of stress, what would be gained by only providing extra
food to set children on the growth curves toward their maximum
genetically attainable adult height and toward the NCHS median weight
for that height? Ob-iously, without proportionally greater food supply
as adults, they might well be thced by the need to repartition their
work/time patterns away from tasks involving high levels of activity and
toward tasks with lower energy cost but also lower productivity. Such
children might therefore grow up to become poorer and hungrier and
perhaps (at their taller heights) wasted. Without more physical activity
in work or at leisure as adults, they could well grow tip to be pool and
fat. Circumstances of several "poor but overnourished" populations
for example, the upsurge of coronary heart disease in urban Sri Lanka,
and of obesity among poor groups in many cases in the United States
and even in Caribbean and West African urban areas-show that "poor
and fat" is not just a hypothetical concern (Arteaga 1982; Ross and
Minkowsky 1983; Stunkard and Singh 1972; see also Dugdale and Payne
1987). Both these sorts of adult populations-those generated by only
feeding tip children to attain full genetic growth potential, and hence
poor and hungrier (perhaps wasted), and those that become fatter but
remain poor-would be no more capable and no fitter than today's.
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Risk of Death
There is general agreement that several indices of anthroponletry are
good predictors of subsequent mortality, certainly for those individu
als whose growth is severely retarded. Sommers and Lowenstein
(1975), Kielman and McCord (1978; see Lipton 1983a, 18), Chen,
Chowdhury, and I-huffinan (1980), and Heywood (1982, 1986) have all
demonstrated. that a elationship exists between the anthropometric
status of individuals and the likelihood of their dying subsequent to
the measurement.
Pelletier (1991) has reviewed and reanalyzed the data friom six of
these studies, which cover a number of countries. This confirms that in
all cases the relationship between the dcgree of deficit in body dimen
sions as compared with international reference standards and sub
sequent risk of mortality is highly significant and is nonlinear. With
increasing size of growth deficit, mortality risk rises, at first rather
slowly and then with increasing steepness as the deficits become
greater. This i. consistent for all anthropometric indicators, although
as predictors of mortality, ain' circtimiference and weight-for-age are
much the most consistent and efficientt, while height-for-age and
weight-for-height are the poorest. While the get -ral form of the rela
tionship is consistent a., between populations, the strength of the
association is not. For a givel deficit below the same (NCHS) mean in
weight-for-age, South Ai n children experience a much lower risk of
death (2-4 times) than children in Africa or Papua New Guinea: an
observation that casts serious doubt on the value of anthropometric
indicators as measures for global comparison.
Pelletier (1991) disagrees with the interpretation of tl!' form of the
relationship given by Chen, Chowdhtry, and Huffman (1980). This is
that there exists a distinct "threshold" or breakpoint in the relationship
that divides the range into two parts, with lower levels of growth deficit
showing little if any association between size and the risk of death but
higher deficits showing a stronig positive correlation. Pelletier considers
that the existence of a threshold is not supported by the cross-countmry
analysis and that the data as a whole are better described by a continuous
cxponential finction. -lowever, with analyses of this kind, observations
on indiviciuals necessarily have to be aggregated into a limited number
of groups in order to derive rates (of relative mortality). There are, as a
result, in Pelletier's analysis only four data points covering the whole
range that can be used to test the fit of amly kind of model, exponential
or otherwise. In addition, as Seckler and Young (1978) point out, when
individual anthropometric data are aggregated, interindividual variation
would conceal the location of any threshold point. The statistical power
of Pelletier's analysis, even to distingvoish betw,'een a "threshold" model
(two intersecting straight lines) and azi exponential curve, much less to
reject the former, is, to say the least, questionable.
Drawing the "catutious inference" about the relationship between
anthroplometry and nutritional status, it seems plausible that the mecha
nismn, which results in a nonlinear relationship between rowth retarda
tion and mortality risk, is itself dlie to a similar relationship between
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degree of imnmunocompetence and level of nutritional status, in which
other deficiencies of vitamins or micronutrients such as zinc as well as
protein-energy malnutrition (PEM) play a part. (This is discussed later in
the section on resistance to infections.) The primary role of immuno
competence (or the lack of it), particu"Hrly in regard to severely growth
retarded children, is lent further plausibility by evidence of a strong
positive effect of breast-feeding on their chances of survival. In two
studies in Bangladesh, for example, the relative risk of mortality for the
most severely, as compared with mildly, wasted children was between 5
and 10 times higher for weaned than for breast-fed individuals of the
same age (Pelletier 1991). As in other studies (Butz, IHabicht, and
DaVanzo 1984) showing breast-feeding as a positive factor in rrc2acing
the mortality risk of poor sanitalion or water supply, the benefit of
breast-feeding appears to lie in its role as a source of maternal antibod
ies, reinforcing the immunological competence of the growth-re
tarded child, rather than in its nutritional properties.
Comparison of Heeywood's (1986) results for Papua New Guinea
with those of Chen, Chowdlnity, and Huffman (1980) for Bangladesh
suggests that the point on the scale of any anthropometric indicator
above which children's risk of deai begins to rise sharply may depend
on the particular sp ct um of infectious disease organisms to which they
are exposed. With some reservations because of this, as well as of the
possibility that the relationships are continuous (for example, exponen
tial) rather than discontinuous (threshold), the present study holds that
there is a regioni of the scale of any anthroponietric indicator oclow
which individual children are likely to suffer much greater associated
costs (in terms of mortality or pernanent damage) than do those with
smaller degrees of grc.wth deficit. Furthermore, those costs are likely to
rise much more steel.1y with any further decrements in growth. On
available evidence, this point seems to be somewhere around the lower
end of the range of individual varia, In found in well-to-do populations.
It is common practice to use a level of two standard deviations (in te
case of weight-for-age, about 20 percent of the mean) below the median
value for well-to-do child populations to define the boundary between
moderate and life-threatening malnutrition. However, it is also now
clear that as measures of the limits of acceptable adjustment to nutri
tional stress, such conventional cut-off points should not be applied
globally as a basis for policy. Being 20 percent below the mean for
weight-for-age in the context of one 1 articular )atterln of' infectious
disease types and transmission processes might imply a tolerable, ", lot
ideal, level of risk; in another context, the same growth status might
involve vety sharp rises in the risk of child death.
If the mean hody sizes of adults are pushed to the left by adaptation,
this may leave tlhem "fit and well adapted" only at the cost of high child
mortality (Ciittcnden and Baines 1985). This is almost ce:'tainily not,
however, because of significantly higher risk of death among tile children
whose size would imply "nild" or "moderate" nderlotuislmment. It is
because, when 1ihe whole distribution of children aged 0-6 months, by
height or by weight, is lushled to the left, a larger proportion of the
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children in the extreme left tail is severely undernourished. The rather
small children will continue to survive into acceptably adapted adulthood.
Could reduced body size be counteradaptive by reducing the pros
pects of adult survival? The first point to consider is wasting, which alone
is relevant to the adaptiveness, or otherwise, of adult body size reduction
under energy stress (since height is already determined in adults).
Extreme wasting is obviously harmful, but how much wasting is ex
treme? How much leanness is, instead, adaptive? Most of the direct
evidence derives fiom developed countries. A prospective study of 1.9
million Norwegians (Waaler 1984) shows that the form of the relation
ship of BMI to general mortality experience is a U-shaped curve. There
is a wide range of BMI vaines over which mortality risk is related only
weakly, ifat all, to BMI. That range is bounded at both extremes of BMI
by a very steeply rising risk of mortality.
Values less than 18 or 19 for BMI in adult males seem to carty about
10 percent excess mortality risk-typically, a reduction in life expectancy
of about three years (see also Cole, Gilson, and Olsen 1974). For women
the curves are markedly steeper, which might suggest the need for a
higher threshold value of between 19 and 20. The main causes of death
associated with verny low adult BMI values in Norway were tuberculosis,
obstructive hng diseases, and lung and stomach cancer (Waaler 1984, 31).
However, it cannot be inferred that, even in Norway, BMI below
18-20 "causes" higher mortality. First, both tuberculosis and very low
adult BMI are known to be caused in part by child and adult poverty and
its consequences. Second, and( more important, this study made no
distinction between smokers and nonsmokers. Smoking causes both
greatly reduced life expectancy and reduced BMI in smokers and in
their children-once again explaining part of Waaler's finding, even if
low BMI does not cause higher mortality. Third, there is a likelihood that
some of the low BMI readings are caused by as yet undiagnosed cases of
wasting disease, even though invalids, persons in hospitals, and those
already under control or treatment for tuberculosis were excluded
(Waaler 1984, 8-9).
An especially worrying possibility, in view of the rapid spread of
cigarette smoking among poor people in such developing countries as
China (where it is expected to cause 2 million deaths yearly by the early
2 0 00s [Commission on Health Research 1990, 14]), is that BMI below
18-"0 may somehow increase the risk fiom smoking. There is some
evidence for this harmfil synergism (I.James, pers. comm.). Hundreds
of millions of adults in poor countries will continue to have BMIs well
below these 18-20 borderlines. The spread of cigarette smoking there
could in future tturn body-size reduction fiom an adaptive response to
energy stress into a hidden further cause of death.
Actuarial data also show that mortality inmiddle-aged U.S. males
from various occupations is higher for those with BMIs below 19 (Keys
1980). For British men aged 55-65 (Cole, Gilson, and Olsen 1974),
mortality rates were three times higher for the group with BMIs below
19.7 than for those between 19.7 and 22.4. (They were twice as high as
for those above 22.4.) However, these U.K. and U.S. data, unlike the
Norwegian, do not exclude low-BMI hospital populations, many of
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whom have low BMI because they are seriously ill. Also, the U.K. and
U.S. (like the Norwegian) data are affected by inclusion of nonhospital
ized cases in which early stages cf disease are cat'Aed by low BMI (or
caused simultaneously with it) or by adverse childhood health environ
ments, rather than by the concurrent effects of low BMI itself. Further
more, the greater prevalence of smoking, low BMI, and lung cancer and
obstructive lung diseases among the poor-nutrition apart-applies to
these data as well as to the Norwegian data.
Moreover, the causes of excess mortality in low-BMI persons in
Norway are not main causes of adult deaths in India (except for tuber
culosis, which itself causes low BMI). It is not known whether BMIs of
16-19 (apparently consistent with health among Indian agricultural la
borers [Shetty 1984]) in fact raise mortality risk in poor tropical popula
tions; these have nmuch lower mean BMIs than in Norway, and higher
overall mortality, but of course quite different sets of health hazards. It
is hoped that future research will analyze relationships of BMI to age
specific ,iortality for populations and subgroups in poorer countries.
Populations that have lower mean adult BMIs probably will also have
lower levels of BNMI (for each sex) below which age-specific death rates
start to rise sharply. For small children, that is suggested by the evidence
cited earlier in this section. For adults, there are straws in the wind-no
more-to support such a hunch. One such straw, to the extent that
illness rates predict mortality rates, is a study of 199 men in Bangladesh;
their risk of illness rose sharply with low BMI, but. only when BMI fell
below 17 (Pryer 1990).
The steeply rising risk of death associated with very high values of
BMI may well be relevant to the adaptive success, or acceptability, of
low BMIs even in very poor populations if these are likely to become
richer and if a major concern is to avoid the spread of "diseases of
affluence" as they do so. Like low BMI, high BMI is also a "marker" of
earlier events that increase risks to life and health; hence tile current
concern about overnutriton in richer populations. The problems of
being overweight, such as hypertension, diabetes, and heart disease, are
well reviewed elsewhcre. There is, in addition, a substantial body of
evidence friom ax'imal studies suggesting that rapid growth in early life
(and maximum body size) is associated with early onset of degenerative
diseases (and early death). A review by Pariza (1987) concentrates
particularly on cancer risk. Pointing out that calorie restriction is one
of the most effective ways to decrease cancer risk in animals, Pariza
notes the growing emergence of epidemiological evidence fcr similar
relationships in tman, especially in combination with sustained high
levels of energy expenditure.
All this suggests major risks, especially to steadily aging populations,
of insisting now upon apparently "safe" high thresholds for energy
intakes in early life, predefining the growth of children into pathways
that imply possibly ill-advised levels of energy requirements later on.
This could be an important consideration in defining nutrition policies,
especially in the developing areas of Asia and Latin America (though
not, as yet, in most of Africa), which have a clear prospect of an aging
population.
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Those who see the value of requirements as primarily prescriptive
and who therefore do not accept adaptations that reduce body size and
hence cut down requirements---need to bear in mind that obesity arises
very rapidly in populations that, even if not aging rapidly, acquire even
quite modest leve's of improved food supply and leisure. Obesity as a
cause of increased death risk associated with poverty, not affluence, in
the United States-especiafly aniong ethnic grouips adapted until re
cently to survive heavy farnwork on low energy intakes-is a warning
sign for poor populations in "successful" developing countries. So is the
serious rise since 1945 in obesity-related degenerative diseases in Sri
Lanka. Early formation of more (or, less riskily, of larger) fat cells among
children in societies not providing extra income-earning activity in later
life could be a tragic and ironic upshot of inaccurately identifying and
"treating" populations of the alleged marginally tndernourislled.
Clearly, BMI in adults can lead to higher death risk by being too low
or too high; for BMI (as for weight), an approach to genetic potential is
itself unacceptable. What of height? Several studies, notably that already
mentioned of Norwegian adults by Waaler (1984), show an independent
relationship between final height and general mortality experience. The
relationship is positive, that is, life expectancy increases with tallness
throughout the range of stature (with some evidence of a reversal only
for the extremely tall). However, slhortness could well be assoc;ated with
BMI, not as a direct cause, but due to the associations with poverty and
smoking by parents and chiliren, leading to subsequent smallness and
high risk of lung disease when the children grow up.just as smallness in
children may be best thought of as a retrospective marker for the Cffects
of environmental stres:ss in very early life, so it seems that some of those
early even-s continue flnoughout life to exert a lasting effect both on the
course of trowth in stature and on susceptibility to the effects of disease
and other stresses.
If this is correct, secular upward trends in adult height would be
expected in the populations of developing countries, accompanied by
reduced mortality fioin general causes. This would mirror the changes
seen in developed countries over the past few generations. At the
moment, it cannot be said how differences in genetic potential for
height, as between South Asians and Norwegians, for example, will
influence the speed or magnitude of such changes.
Nor is it certain that, say, a 20-year program to help South Asian
children to grow closer to their genetic potential for adult height-in the
absence of better economic prospects for those adults-would raise
adult life expectancy. Suppose that an onslaught on mild-to-moderate
child stunting led to a substantial increase in adult height, yet adults then
had the same degree of command over food. Adult weight-for-height
would then fall well below levels that would have prevailed in the
absence of the height increase. This, in turn, would probably lead to a
general upward impact on adult mortality risk. At very low incomes,
moderate stunting may be the only feasible alternative to wasting, which
is usually more dangerous. Thus, concern that some plausible food
policies might make, say, India's poorest groups little or no better off on
average-and at the extremes (in the right tail of their body-size di.,tribu
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tions) dangerously fat, tall, or large, or (in the left tail for BMI) at greater
risk from adult wasting than they used to be from moderate stunting-is
not as absurd as might at first appear.
However, even if rather small average height of adults in many
populations if a successfil adaptation, mainly because it reduces risks of
adult death in energy stress, it is often "bought" with a severely malnour
ished left tail of the height-for-age distribution of preschoolers. Children
in this tail are at significantly increased risk of death. Special care for
these maladaptive children matters more than feeding-up of the less
severely malnourished.

Resistance to Infections
Two reviews (Ma'orell 1985; Toinkins and Watson 1989) reach similar
conclusions about the effects of growth impairment on children's infecLions. First, regarding the incidence (that is, the fiequency with which
children with different levels of growth performance suffer illness) of
measles, diarrhea, and pneumonia, there seems to be no reiationship
between incidence rates and anthropoinetry over a major part of the
range of anthropomentic measurements (sce also Martorell and Ho 1984)
except for the possibility that growth deficits caused in the first place by
measles may be subsequently followed by increased susceptibility to
diarrhea (Tomkins 1981). There is, however, some suspicion of increased
rates of incidence of diarrhea in severely growth-affected children.
Regarding severity of illness, the cvidence seems to point to no, or
only slight, differences between normal and mildly growth-retarded
individuals, but very markedly worse effects on the severely under
grown, particularly for the important childhood diseascs such as measles
and diarrhea. The one important exception to this pattern seems to be
that of duration of the infection for diarrhea: even moderate growth
reduction is associated with an extension of the duration of symptoms.
However, this is directly related to earlier impairment of immunocom
petence, not mediated by curent nutritional status (Koster et al. 1987),
and thus to earlier severe undernutrition. Moderate stunting
(Bhaskaram et al. 1980) appears to have little affect on overall inimuno
competence or its components, whereas severe stunting does (Osmani
1988, 46). The evidence and diagrams in Chandra (1981, 1991) also
indicate impaired immunocompetence from uppe-moderate and se
vere stunting, but to a much lesser extent at "marginal" levels. Martor'ell
(1985, 22) summarizers in this way: "In a nutshell, nutrition seems to have
little to do with who gets sick. On the other hand, more studies indicate
an association between nutritional status (anthropometry) and the sever
ity of infections." But in most of these studies it is wasting, seldom
stunting and hardly ever moderate stunting, that is thus associated
(Osmani 1988, 45).
It looks as if moderate stunting does not, as a rule, make infections
more fiequent, prolonged, or serious. Indeed, "depression of the im
mune system is observed regularly in clinical malnutrition symptoms
caused by multiple nutrition deficiencies," especially of zinc, iron, and
vitamin A (Buzina et al. 1989, 171). However, a serious problem, recog
nized by these reviews, is that most of the studies show positive relation
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ships between illness and undernutrition (or, at any rate, anthroponmetic
shortfalls) but do not clarify the causal sequence. Thus Belkenchir et al.
(1985, esp. p. 91) show a strong relationship between diarrheal fie
qaency (though not incidence) and simultaneous weight-for-age, which
might be cause or effect of illness. However, they find no link between
birth weight and subsequent probability of suffering diarrhea on any
randomly selected day.
Muci.i less is known about the impact of anthropometty on adult
risks of illness and infection. A study by Pryer (1990) of 199 fathers of
malnourished children aged under five years in Bangladesh showed
that, whereas 44 percent of those with BMIs of less than 16 (and 33
percent with BMIs between 16 and 17) had lost labor days in the
preceding month, a much lower proportion (10-12 percent) of those
with values between 17 and 20 lost employment time. Once again, severe
anthropometric impairment is indicted as unacceptable because it car
ries a high risk of infectious illness, whereas lesser impairment does not
(compare Chen, Chowdhtty, and l-hffinan 1980 on child death risk,
also for Bangladesh).

Cognition
Concerning mental development, there is almost certainly a level of
deprivation itvery early life, associated with severe wasting, at which
some irreversible damage is done to brain functions (Brozek 1979). For
milder or later episodes, problems of measurement, and of correcting
for confounding thctors, are very severe. Some of the most extensive
studies involving a food intervention have been made in Guatemala
(Barrett, Radke-Yarrow, and Klein 1982). Food supplements were made
available to women during piegnancy and lactation, and subsequently to
their offspring. This was done on a voluntary basis, subjects being given
food on request at health ccnters. The amounts of fr,
cd taken varied
considerably, but it is said that there were no differtces between the
high and low uptake groups in terms of household socioeconomic
status. The outcomes were measured in terms of physical growth, mor
bidity, and a wide range of tests of cognitive development and of social
interactive behavior of the children and, on later follow-up, subsequent
school performance. The results show that on average the growth and
behavioral performance, measmred in terins of spontaneous exploratory
levels, competitiveness, persistnce, and so forth, of the children were
poorer for tile boys but not the girls in the group whose uptake of
supplementary food was smaller. At the age of six to eight years, these
child',en continued to show greater passivity, lower levels of play activity,
and more dependence on adults.
Even if such differences later vanish and do not affect performance
in cognitive tests, as appears to be the case (Valenzuela 1988) except in
severe earlier undernutrition, while they last they are probably unpleas
ant fo- the children. This shows that being in the low-uptake group,
which was not lower in income, is not acceptable. However, even if these
features of the Iow-uptake children were indeed the results of damage
due to undernutrition rather than to continued subsequent exposure to
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poor environments, it is difficult to see what are the l)ractical implica
tions of a trial that shows that low vohtintaty acceptance of food supple
ments is associated with subsequent poor performance. Moreover, dam
age was not reflected in school perfornances after three years at school
(see sources cited by Lipton 1983a, 17); in mildly and nmoderately
stunted primary school children, intellectual growth appears to "catch
2
up" with their taller colleaglics.
Modeate stress leading to moderate degrees of stunting, given
normal stimulation, may delay learning or socialization at school, but
has not been at al! persuasively shown to cause any long-term decline or
shortfall in mental performance on its own. "Small bodies maintain a
low but statistically significant correlation with comparatively low intelli
gence test scores and low school achievement" (Buzina et al. 1989, 175)
for reasons similar to those expl'ining why "taller children are more
likely to enroll in school earlier" (Pollit 1990, 90). Such correlations
reflect (1) the relationship over the whole iange, including extreme
smallness that does confer cognitive disadvantage, and (2) the effects of
a process of becoming small, not necessarily the drawbacks of moderately
small attained size, which in itself can be largely or wholly overcome by
"positive dviance" in child care (Zeitlin, Mansour, and Bajrai 1987).
Except for severe utidernutrition, "big is smart" only to the extent
that high income tends to facilitate education, stimulation, and food
intake to attain bigness, and perhaps selection of genes for it (Osmani
1988, 53-55). For 2,300 randomly selected grades 1-4 pupils in the
Philippines, in a regression model allowing for "pupil, school, teacher,
and family variables ...energy intake was found to be a significant
predictor of school attendance, but [not] of overall test score and scores
in local standardized tests in mathenatics and reading" (Florencio
1989). Slightl), subnormal energy intake relative to requirements, and its
possible results among children in terms of mild-to--moderate stunting
without wasting, are-in populations where their incidence is high
"markers," in Beaton's (1989) words, that many such children are in
households too deprived to care for them properly. As this deprivAtion
is remedied, children's food intakes and requirements will increase,
along with their school performance and their physical growth rates. But
these rates on their own are effects, not causes, of poverty.

Size and Work Capacity
Adaptation to energy stress via reduced child growth, and hence lower
adult body size, is clearly not acceptable if smallness in adulthood
imposes a significantly less satisfactory choice of work or a significantly
higher cost (for example, risk of serious occupational illness) for making
an otherwise satisfactory choice. UJnfbrtunately, the literature is very
confusing, partly because many different indicators of adult body size
are used: height, weight-for-height, BMI (w/h 2 ), lean body nmass, and
12In fact, these differences in behavior were seen for the most part in boys rather than
girls.
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others. In what follows, "large" and "small" are rather loosely used to
cover all these indicators, but distinctions are attempted where neces
sary. The bioengineering aspects of how body size affects adult working
capacity seem to be fairly clear.
There is considerable evidence of a significantly positive relation
ship between adult bedy size and maximum physical work capacity. As a
proxy for maximumn physical work capacity, physiologists use an indica
tor of the maximum aerobic capacity or maximum rate of oxygen
uptake, VOomax. VOMniax is a measure of the maximum rate of oxidation
ofenergy-yielding substrate that an individual can attain in the short term.
It is useful to think of total-body VOmax as the product of body
weight and aerobic capacity per unit of body weight (that is, VOomax per
kilogram). The most significant deteuninants of VO 2 taxlper kilogram
are the health of the circulatory system and the level of habitual physical
activity. However, body weight (kilograms) accounts for over 80 percent
of the differences in total-body VOomax among subjects suffering fiom
vatying degrees of protein-energy malnutiition (Spurr and Reina 1989).
Since stunted adults are likely to have less body mass than adults of
normal height, they are also likely to have lower VOmax on that account.
In view of the major role of weight in determining VO~max, it is
hardly surprising that numerous studies lr,ve found high correlations,
not only between body size and VOmax, but also between each of these
and measures of productivity. Spuirr (1981) found that larger and taller
Colombian workers were able to cut and load more sugarcane tonnage
in a given time than were other workers. Brooks, Latham, and Crompton
(1979) found that men with higher weiglit-for-hight took less time to
complete tasks such as wheelbarrow work, ditch digging, and earth
excavation. Inunink et al. (198'4) found that the fat-fi'ee mass of Guate
malan wage laborers correlated linearly with the amount of coffee beans
picked per day, the amount of sugarcane cut and loaded, and the speed
of weeding a given surface area. Thus Spturr (1984) concluded that, in
occupations involving heavy Physical work, stunted workers will have
lower productivity (output per person per hour).
However, except in Particular circumstances of employment or of
time allocation, differences among persons in physical output per hour
(given the task, teclmique, and end-product) need not imply differences
in value added, or in earnings, per Person. Duration of work of given
intensity, type of task, method of working-all can be adapted to body
size. Therefore, the physical capacity to p1oduce does not depend simply
on VOmax, but also, given VOmax, tipon endumance, that is, the
fiaction ofVO 2,max that can be sustained over time; the requirements of
a particular task for a specific rate of work, given a Particular body size;
and ergonomic factors affecting task efficiency. -lence smaller people
can sometimes adapt by choosing different working durations or imten
sities, tasks, or ergonomic patterns. Only if all this leaves small people in
receipt of less income than large people, after allowing for the lower
food requirements of smaller bodies, or if small people are compelled to
do more work or less-preferred kinds of work for a comparable income,
could one consider the adaptation through reduced height as possibly
unacceptable through its impact on the work process. Even then, be
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cause poorer people tend also to be smaller people, one would need to
inquire whether it was poverty (and therefore lack of skills and educa
tion), or smallness as such, that led to the concentration of snmall people
in less satisfactory lines of work.
Where poor people must specialize in veiy heavy work, such as
cane-cutting, at fixed time-rates of pay, they are clearly at a disadvantage
if they are snall; that is, employers are likely to select against them or to
pay them less pe" hour or both."3 This is partly offset by the lower
amount of food that snmall people need to buy (although poor people in
less-developed countries typically spend over 70 percent of income on
food). However, given the empirical nature of the relationship of short
ness to muscle nmass, it cannot be assumed that short people are any
worse at even heay physical work than others (Osinaui 1988). Why?
Lower productivity in a given task may be offset by greater endurance,
longer and slower work, or selection of less heavy physical tasks, in
which short or lean adults have advantages.
Although sinall people, as measured by weight, height (if it proxies
lean body mass), BMI, or weight-for-hcight, have lower VOon.ax than
"large" but non-obese people, body size is not associated with reduced
VO 2max per unit of lean body mass. This, given the level of "training
effect," is constant regardless of body size (Viteri 1971; compare Spurr
and Reina 1989, 15, 18). Fcrro-Luzzi (1985), using data fiom 36 coun
tries, found that VO~omnLx per kilogram did not decrease as anthro
pomctric indicators varied between normal levels and those that are
usually taken to indicate mild or moderate undernourishment.
Indeed, sometimes marginally malnourisled boys have higher
VOlM ax per kilogram than others (Barac-Nicto, Spurr, and Reina 1984),
indicating one or more of the following: training effect in the narrow
sense, that is, higher VO 2max per kilogram of muscle miass, given the
level of muscular efficiency; higher mu scle-ass,/body-wcight ratios; and
higher muscular efficiency. This last possibility is exenplified by differ
ences in average einergy expenditure between nornal and undernour
ished Colombian boys in a series of tasks, as measured by Spurr (1984);
"tle advantage of low body weight amounts to about 0.08 kcal per
minute for each kg." These biological possibilities at work arise befbre
even considering behavioral options, such as ergononically greater task
efficiency-units of task done per unit of work (energy expenditure)
by poorer persons with less total muscle mass, to whom energy-saving is
nore important. The biological options above all probably result friom
bodily changes due to past work, transport, and recreation patterns, all
associated with poverty or smallness.
Indeed, where lheavy, lifting-type physical work is not involved, so
VO~max matters less, smallness can confer energy advantages (less body
weight to mtove to, f1om, or at work). If smaller (or poorer) workers
nevertheless have lower output per hour than others, even at moderate
13

This and the next sentence can easily be reinterpreted for circumstances of
self-employment; there is no major change in the conclusion.
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or light work, that is likely to be associated with specific deficiencies,
especially of iron, and not with mild to moderate protein-energy malnu
trition, past or present. Iii female Indian plantation workers, tea plucked
per month was significantly related to hemoglobin (grains per deciliter
of blood) but not to anliropometric measurements. Iron supplements
alone improved both hemnoglobin levels and productivity (Chaliha Kalita
and Seshadri 1989, 314).
Another useful way to analyze the adaptations of work to body size
(and hence, in part, to nutritional stress) is to point out that sustainable
working output depends on (1) VO 2max; (2) the proportic n of VO 2max
at which a person can work for a given prolonged period, say four or
eight hours; (3) the efficiency of conversion during this period to
kilocalories of work done per 100 kilocalories of energy expenditure;
and (4) ergonomic efficiency in converting work into economic product.
This behavioral adjustment is discussed in Chapter 6, but even through
biological variation alone-since (2) typically ranges fiom 20 percent to
40 percent and (3) fiomin 15 percent to 25 percent-there is plenty of
scope for adults with low VO.max (for example, small adults) ,o produce
as much physical work output as large adults, even at heavy work. This
could be clone by one of tIle following methods.
First, small workers could increase tie physical intensity of work above
that for large workers. Studies have shown that even an 8-hour (lay of
heavy work seldo,m recquires more ihan 35-40 percent of VO,,max of the
individual (Michael, Hutton, and Horvath 1961; Astrand 1967). By per
forming, say, at 40 percent of VO 2max where a large adult performs at 35
percent, a small adult could perform hcavy work at the same productivity
level. The cost of performing at this higher level of physical intensity, as in
fact the smaller worker in general does, is tlht his or her heart rate is
higher while working than the heart rate of a comparably "trained" large
worker (Satyanarayana, Nadaummi Naidum, and Narasinga Rao 1979; see
also Crabbe 1783). H-lence small workes, given the same muscular effi
ciency, would have a higher energy cost per kilogram of performing heavy
work, partly offsetting the energy savings firom their lower body weights.
Second, as suggested above, this can be offset by training effect on
the cardiovascular system. If small workers continue to perform heavy
work at a higher physical intensity relative to large workers, this effect
gradually raises not only the efficiency of their muscles other than the
heart, but also-even assuming constant efficiency of muscles apart fiom
the heart itself-the physical effect that workers can exert at a given heart
rate (Satyanarayana, Nadamuni Naidu, and Narasinga Rao 1979; BaracNieto, Spurr, and Reina 1984). Thereby energy costs to small workers are
reduced. This increase in the pumpin;g capacity of the heart imuscle-its
efficiency in processing oxygen, that is, true training effect-is distinct
fiom the effect of any change in body composition (for example, rising
muscle-fat ratio). Rather it must reflect a higher oxidative capacity of
muscle cells among those workers who have gone thiough the training
effect. Nevertheless, large children perform several sets of tasks with less
effort than small children (Barac-Nieto, Spurr, and Reina 1984).
In short, small adulhs must work at a higher physical intensity or rely
to a greater extent on training effect, or both, in order to perform work
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involving heavy lifting, pusling, or pulling of external objects; bUt work
involving relatively little of that, and a lot of movement of one's own
body, can be done more efficiently by small adults than by large adults.
A small boy expends less energy in moving his body than a large boy
(Spurr et al. 1983). Also, small adults typically have much more lean per
unit of fat than heavy adults of similar height, but not very different
skeleton weight. This reduces small adults' energy cost per unit of
muscle mass of moving their own bodies (Barac-Nieto, Spurr, and Reina
1984) and also reduces discomfort and distress associated with fatness
when people work in humid heat (Lee 1977).
The upshot is that small (lean, short) persons are at an advantage in
work requiring mainly body translation, where their low fat-lean ratio
reduces "wasted effort," while their lower discomfort levels-and possi
bly higher VO.max per kilogram-increase endurance. However, small
persons are at a disadvantage in work requiring mainly heavy lifting, and
so forth, where their low total muscle mass and low total VOqmax reduce
performance.
So much for work-lit kcd consequences of body-size adaptation
within a given generation. Many generations of hard work,under energy
stress, may also result in genetic selection, not only for size, but also for
body build. Wade, Marbut, and Round (1990) have shown that leanness
in men is associated with a high ratio of slow-twitch to fast-twitch muscle
fibers-wholly a genetic clhiacteristic. Since slow fibers are compara
tively well endowed with initochondria, the implication is that, other
things being equal, low-BMI individuals will tend to have higher values
of VOmax per kilogram of lean tissue than will high-BMI individuals. A
related issue is that small, but otherwise hcalthy, adults appear to
perform steady, continutous tasks at "higher absolute mechanical
ciency," that is, they convert a higher proportion of the work doneeffi
by
muscle contraction into useful work done on the environment (lifting,
pulling, levering, and so forth). At lower rates of' work, this implies a
lower total oxygen consumption for doing the same amount of work as
a larger person. However, their "delta mechanical efficiency," that is, the
additional energy cost of each increment of work load, is not superior, so
that for increasingly heavy tasks the larger muscle mass of bigger people
puts them at an advantage (Satyanamryana and Someshwar Rao 1989).
Whether the biological consequences for work performance of mild
to moderate stunting (and even perhaps of mild wasting) are a._ceptable
adaptations to energy stress, in relation to their impact (after full adjust
ment) upon adult size and hence working capacity, depiends on non
biological considerations. Specifically, such consequences are unaccept
able if, and only if, entire communities of low mean height or weight, or
small individuals within commutnities, specialize in forms of work where
smallness confers a net disadvantage and cannot change that specializa
tion without significant loss to tll'iselves, to others, or to the process of
economic development and poverty reduction. Is this the case?
For individuals, Styanaayana et al. (1977) and Satyanarayana, Nada
muni Naidu, and Narasiniga Rao (1979) collate evidence that lower adoles
cent and adult weight is associated with lower wage rates, lower total work
output in agricultural tasks, and l)resumably specialization in lower-paid
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tasks, but that lower height alone is not so correlated. The weight correla
tion probably does reflect employers' preference for people with higher
(lean) body mass as well as the correlation of poverty to both mild-to-mod
erate undernutrition and low wge rates. Absence of a height correlation,
however, suggests that-otmithstanding childhood stunting-sub
sequent imjproved nutrition, plus training effect, can build muscle and
restore normal earning capacity." The e'idencc that early underntit'iion,
even if it leads only to mild or nocerate reduction in adult height, causes
maladaptive changes in work capacity-and that adults cannot respond to
such changes in ways that avoid overt damage-seems quite unpersuasive.
Overt damage, yes. But the vigorous attempt made here to give
logical coherence to the confused and difficult subject of workers'
adaptation to energy stress is not entirely satisfactoty. Both the econoin
ics and the natural science, at the levels both of theory and of evidence,
indeed suggest that the alleged physical and income drawbacks of
tnoderate smallness-at-work are thcItnsel\,es very small. But some of the
adaptations reviewed here tend to Ic vety unplcasant. -larder, longer,
work; more endurance; higher hea.t rates; and reliance on training
effect, which is lost with a touple ol' weeks of' bed rest, so that quite
minor illness can greatly, cven if only briefly, reduce subsequent work
ing capacity: even if survival and ii coicm are- not much affected, what a
life! Crabbe's (1783) descriiption of fai niworkers in eightcenith-century
rural England serves as a usefil warning against undue "adaptation
optimism" about tnlderntitrition, and not only in regard to work per
formance. The most relevant lines-poetic, but (for example, in their
closing observation of anorexia) far from unscientific-include
Or will you deem themi
atiply paid in health,
ILabour's fair child, that languishes with wealth?
Go then! and see them rising with the sun,
Through a long course of daily toil to iu n;
See them bencath the dog-star's raging heat,
Wien the knees tremble at the temples beat
See them alternate suis and showers engage,

And hoard up aches and agnes lbr their age...
Then own that labour may as fatal be
To these thy slaves, as thine excess to thee...
There you may see the youti of slender frame
Contend with weaki ess, weariness and shame;
Yet, urged along, and proudly loth to yield,

He strives tojoin his fellows of the field:
Till long-contending nature droops at last,
Declining health rejccts the poor repast ....
14There is a limit to the extent of smallness that can be "compensated for" by the
greater training effect in reducing heart rate at a given work level derived by small
persons from regularly achieving a given level or VO,. Extremely small adults
("severely undernourished") show a significantly higher heart rate at 40 percent of
their own VO 2max than do other groups. Controls, mildly undernourished, and
moderately undernourished groups show no significant differences (Spurr 1984, 231,
diagram 10c).
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Changes in Body Composition
Adjustment of body-fat stores is the most obvious component of tile
response to changes in energy intake, either in anl upward or downward
direction. It is not always appreciated that such changes are inevitably
linked to some extent with changes of lean tissue as well. Studies of
partial or total starvation show that, as fat stores are mnobilized, there is
always some loss of lean body mass (Payne and Dugdale 1977). However,
the fact that more fat than Ican is lost-given that fat has lower BMR per
kilogram than lean-represcnts a inaladaptivc effect when taken in
isolation: total-body BMR per kilogram rises somewiat, redlucing the
amount of energy saved by the weight reuc(lltioni. Undcrnourished
children prol)ably show reduccd skeletal miuscle tissue (as well as re
duced fat) relative to high BMR per kilogram organ tissues, accounting
for their "pervcrsely" raised sleeping metabolic rate per kilogram as
compared with well-nourished controls (Vasquez-Velasquez, Prentice,
and Coward 1989, 421).
The proportion of energy mobilized from fat, as compared with
lean, varies quite widely firom one individual to another. If very little fat
has been stored, obviously little can be mobilized (this is yet another
reason why women, with their higher fat-lean ratios, usually tolerate
energy stress better than mien). Damage is normally reduced if fat can be
mobilized, for three main reasons: it is more dispensable than 1,-Iti, the
cost of mobilizing it is less, and the energy released pcr kilogram
t
metabolized is much greater than fiom lean tissue.
This easily out
weighs the maladaptive effect, just discusscd, that niobilization of fat
(rather than Ican) raises RMR per kilogram.
When a transient fall in body weight is revcrsed and energy stores
are rcplenished, the various body tissues increase in weight in nearly the
same proportions as they had previously decreased. Therefore the con
tinual swings between positive and negative energy balance, which are a
normal part of existence, do not lead to cumulative changes in body
composition. Payne and Dugdale (1977) suggest that the range of inter
individual variation is fiomi 97 percent of cnergy stored as fat and 3
percent as lean, to 70 percent as fat and 30 percent as lean, witi a
median value of 85 percent and 15 )eclcit. They also suggest that a
propensity to use and replace fat as an energy store, rather than relying
on depletion of lean body mass, is a useful adaptation of population
groups to situationis in which food su))ly and energy ex)n(liture
fluctuate throughout the agricultural production season. A population

15"In man, short-term fluctuations of energy balance probably occur all the time, in
[day-night] rhythm, and his body appears to be well equipped to mobilise stored
energy. Body fat (is] aspecialised organ, capable of correcting energy imbalance in the
short term . ..as one of the early ... physiological responses of the body. Serial

[weight] data therefore should be an excellent operational indicator .. of adaptation
mechanisms at work, in the context of seasonality" (Ferro-Luzzi, Pastore, and Sette
1988, 37).
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that is adapted to subsistence agriculture would be likely to comprise a
high proportion of "fat storers," although their year-round average
weights would be low in relation to height.
However, if such peolple-that is, lean people with a high propensity
to store extra weight as fat-began to make use of a less energy-using
range of production possibilities, perha)s with mechanical aids or follow
ing a move to an urban environment, body weights would increase, with
the addition of a high proportion of fat. This is consistent with the
knowr, large genetic component to obesity and with the lhenomenon of
rapidly inrcreasing prevalence of obesity duiing urbanization. Little is
known about changes in the proportions of nonfat tissues in response to
changes in intake. although such changcs do occur. Some orguns, such as
the liver, function as short-term "buff'r" stores, smoothing out the
intermittent flow of nutrients. 'Tlieeffects of relative changes of weight of
some of the more iietabolically active tissues such as liver, git, heart, and
kidney on the whole-body metabolic rate could be substantial and diffi
cult to distinguish firom effects due to alteration of metabolic efficiency.
There is little ilthe literature oi body composition in field coiditid'ns
that call also be linked to socioeconomic factors. Ill Papta New Guinea,
highland men had gi'cater body weights and fat-fi-ee masses than most
coastal men, but stature, body density, skinfold thicknesses and fat mass
were similar in the two groups (Norgan, Ferro-l.uzzi, and DIurnin 1982).
Among the Masai in Fast Africa, significantly greater vaiiances for the
skinfold neasuremen ts illnontribals compared with tribals were found,
suggesting that a redistribution of body flit a,'>-ompanied the transition
fiom tribal to nc,ntribal states (I)ay, Bailey, and Robinson 1979).

Changes in Specific Metabolic Rates
of Tissues: Metabolic Adaptation
A reduction in BMR is an invariable feature of prolonged energy clefi
ciency. Much of it is the result of a decrease inl active tissue mass. Under
conditions of prolonged sciistarvation, the RMR per kilogr'am is also
substantially reduced, by as much as 20 percent (Keys et al. 1950). There
is general agreement that the costs of adjustmen~t to this extent are
severe and mlikcly to be acceptable in general (as distinct, of course,
fiom tie particular case of beaiing those costs and surviving starvationl
longer, as distin - fiom irefusing to pay them and dying sooner). Flow
ever, adjustments of a smaller extent than these ili the metabolic activity
per unit weight of lean tissues are certain to occur as a component of
"normal" intraindividual variability (Slietty et al. 1987, 33).
There has been continuous speculation and dispute about the mag
nitude of this "smaller extent" during the past few years. Once again, the
dispute is intensified by those who take the view that no adjustment that
incurs a demonstrable cost of any kind or degree can be described as
adaptive. The "normal" range of variation, firom day to clay, of BMR per
kilogram within an individual pi obably lies somewhere between 2 and 4
percent (see the comprehensive review by Millman and Chen 1991).
However, there is little experimental evidence about tile costs incurred
by individuals who make adjustments in the range intermediate between
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this and the 20 perccnt reductions displayed by tile subjects of semistar
vation experiments (Keys et al. 1950); hence there is .o basis for
judgments about their acceptability or otherwise. There is certainly no
theoretical reason for assuming that changes greater than 2-1 percent in
the specific metabolic rates of tissues cannot take place without cata
strophic or permanent loss of integrity. This would not contravene any
of the laws of theri odyta Itics, nor would it rcquire any revision of our
present view of how energy is transformed in biological systems. There
is nothing in dhe way metabolism is regulated in the whole body that
dictates a constant efficiency of conversion.
In fact, there appears to be plenty of scope for changes in metabolic
efficiency either' upward or dowitwad fiomi "normal" values. First, there
are several different pathways for the metabolism ofeiergy; it is logically
possible that, under energy stress, the body might switch towa-d more
efficient pathways. Waterlov, (1989) points to three possible "methods
of economizing ATP [adenosine tripliosphatl], tile uiit of currency for
energy exchanges": "a decrease in ... protein tl'lover and ion transport
across the cell membranes," of which the latter is reduced in underled
ing, with "sonic loss of the capacity for metabolic control [as a] cost of
[the] adaptive process"; "reducing the anioumnt of energy [required for a
given] ATP function"; and "more efficient use ofATP for driving [given]
chemical reactions," notably a switch fi'on fast-twitch to slow-twitch
muscle fibers. Pongpaew rt al. (1988, 1213), comparing mildly under
nourishecd and (age-matched) normal Thai preschoolers, find direct
chemical evidence that, for tile latter, "uiiscle catabolism is influenced
to aljust . . . protein [or] energy requirements [or both] to intake by
slowing down the metabolic rate"; since these not very dissimilar groups,
in a country with little within-subgroup endogainy, are almost certainly
drawn fiom the same poptilaion, intraindividual rather than inherited
adaptation is suggested.
Secocl, alllouligh many experiments on animals have shown that
body weight cannot be maintained utIlcss energy intake is sustained at
some 40 percent above RMR, this additional amount cannot all be
accounted for iii terms of muscle tone or minimum obligatory physical
activity (Milligan and Summers 1986). Third, RMR (even under the
standard fasting and resting conditions) cannot be taken as a fixed and
irreducible minimnum, since RMR rates as normally measumred are tip to
60 pet-cent higher than those that can be obtained with subjects under
anesthesia or with sensory deprivation (Girardier and Stock 1983). Of
course, tile mere fact that only 40 perceILt of the energy cost of mainte
nance can be accounted for does not prove that increased efficiency of
energy use for this purpose must be a significant part of a strain-avoiding
adjustment to dietary energy stress-for example, to reduced food
supply-only that it could be.
There is, moreover, evidence that some, perhaps typical, people can
adapt BMR or RMR pe)r kilogram downward under stress and that, as
compared with unstressed controls, this often exceeds the 2-4 percent
of intraindividual variation. Shetty (1984, 446) found that RMR per unit
of surface area was 16 percent lower in undernourished, moderately
active, fit, and healthy inskilled Indian laborers than in well-nourished
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controls, and per unit of lxly weight was 14 percent lower. Fe concluded
that, apart from decreased body weight, adjustments in physical activity
and possibly increased metabolic efficiency in energy utilization all
contributed to maintenance of energy balance. Among poor northern
Nigerian farmers, BMR per kilogram was found by Nicol and Phillips
(1976), to be about 10 percent less than for well-fed Western controls.
They descrilbed this as indicative of greater efficiency of cnergy utilization.
The problem, as wilh other examples of a similar kind, is how to
determaine whether this is int'apersonal va: iation, in which people have
adjusted BMR per kilograii downward in response to energy stress, or
inteipersonal variation in BMR per kilograi. as between persons in two
groups, for examiple, due to genetic selecion (for energy-saving) among
successive generations of the usually stressed group, such as Nigerian
farmers in the above example. In general, however, ev'en i Iterpersonal
variations may indicate very long-ruin adaptation of BMR to energy
stress. That is, interg-rou/ differences in BNMR suggest genetic adaptation
to greater risks of food deprivation (or perhaps to something else),
specifically in hot environments.
Thus McNeill et ;d. (1987) found BMR in South Indian male farm
workers to be 12.1 percent below levels predicted by "world" indicators
(WHO/UNU/FAO)). In a scanning of data rigorously screened for
reliability, Leitly and Rees (1989, 15,1) found that for persons aged
18-60 years-usally one-sex subgroups in narrowerage-bands-"al the
South Asian groups, that is, Filipino, hIdian, Japanese, Chinese, Malay,
and javanese" (and also Brazilians, though not groups in Yucatan or
Singapore) showed average MIR per kilogram fiom 5 percent to 13
percent below the expected value derived fiomi, worldwide regressions of
BMR per kilogram upon weight. Rural (or Iigh-altitude) tropical groups
that, exceptionally, do not show more "economical" BMR per kilogram
than Westerners of similar weight, sometimes instead show significantly
lower energy cost per kilogran for a given level of activity above BMR
(Strickland and Ulijaszek 1990); that too may be adaptive, though it is
important to heed warnings against constructing or irrefutably "adapt
ing" stories that portray any apparently convenient outcome as an
adaptation (Gould and Lcwontin 1979, esp. 586-587).
Ilow do some small-sized, hard-working people come to have BMR
per kilogram of total body weight 5-13 percent lower than that typical of
Western populations? Any explanation requires either that this group's
BMR per kilogram of all specific organs and tissues must be similarly
lower, or that they have lower body proportions of Organs and tissues
with high-as compared with low-metabolic rates. The latter explana
tion is perhaps less probable in view of the rather large changes that
would be needed to account for the difference, particularly since poor
Asian populations also typically have much lower fat-lean ratios. So
perhaps BMR pt-r kilogram of specific tissues has adjusted significantly
downward among these populations? Many of the subipopulations of the
very poor, such as Indian laboring castes, have been both energy
stressed and endogamous for many generations. More research is
needed to establish whether these adjustments in BMR per kilogram are
the result of natural selection among successive generations exposed to
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encrgy stress,' 6 or (as hi' the "Sukhlatie hypothesis") to intraindividual
adaptation to specific periods of increased stress.
Edmundson (1979) argued the latter: that higher levels of metabolic
efficiency enabled Javanese workers on a lower-energy diet to produce
more work per unit than individuals with relatively higher intake. How
ever, his findings are widely questioned. The average BMR per kilogram
of his high-energy group was twice that of the low-energy group. These
are quite astonishingly large variations, and no one else has produced
comparable results. lnterindividual variation of BMR per kilogram
approaching 10 percent within a local population of similar origins and
styles of life and work-a range considered reasonable byJ. C. Waterlow
(pers. comm.)-has been suggested by other ineasu'iemnts in Giiate
mala (Stein,Jolhston, and Greinev 1988). Seasonal fluctuations in BMR
per kilogriam, however, appear to be considerably lower (2-1 percent),
and even these are not always observed (Ferro-Luzzi, Pastore, and Sette,
1988, 37; Neumain et al. 1989, '1.1, for Kenya).
Edmu ndson's high-intake subjects also expended significantly more
energy than did contr-ols in performing standard work tasks. He con
cluded (Edimntndson 1979) that the low energy intakes reco,-ded (in East
Java) may be related to long-terin genetic adaptation and short-term
.phenotypic adaptation, with a decrease in BMR playing the major role
in cnalhing a higher level of metabolic efficiency ior the energy-stressed
subjects. Most specialists (1.C. Waterlow, pers. comm., also citing FerroLuzzi) question not thei-role, but the size (and hence the validity of
Ednunndson's
,neasui-eients)
of variations in BMR per kilograin, and
thus of the ipper bound for-genetic adaptation in it.
Is this adaptation of BMR per kilogram, such as it is, genetic or
environmental, controllable, relevant to policy? Comparisons betwect
dizygotic and nionozygotic human twins show that (given age and s.)
only about 40 percent of interpersonal variance in a person's average
RMR per tinit of fat-free mass is heritable (genetic) under normal
ciricumstances (Bouchard et al. 1989). It is almost certain that some
fturther, intrapersonal capacity to adjust RMR per kilograin in response
to energy stress exists within ,uany )opulations, but is much smaller
than long-run adaptive differences in RMR per kilogram anong popula
tions (Edinundson and Sukhatine 1959, 271-274).
How could one detect that a person has adapted to energy stress by
reducing BMR per kilogram? In practice, if an individual is preserving
16This would probably appear as lower average requirements in persons from those groups

or nations that over many generations had been exposed to substantially higher levels of
dietary energy stress. Three groups of eight European, seven Asiatic, and nine African
students at London University were carefully matched for age, height, weight, and lean
body mass. Energy costs of sitting, stand ing, and lying were, respectively, 13-i 6 percent,
10-13 percent, and 17-20 percent higher in European subjects; not significantly different
between Asian and African subjects; and had very low within-group (as opposed to
intergroup) variances (Geissler and Aldouri 1985, 294-296). The authors point out that the
students had diets unrestricted either by class of income or by weight-loss regimes, and
hypothesize that genetic differences in RMR are Iartly responsible.
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body weight and Comlposition despite a level of energy expenditure
(assessed on the basis of that individual's previous work performance)
that appears to be greater than energy intake, there are three possible
explanatory factors that are hard to separate fiom one another The
first, which was referred to earlier, is metabolic adaptation, that is, a
possible decline in RMR per kilogram of specific tissues: in effect, a
reduction of unit maintenance costs. The second is increased over-all
efficiency of conversion or utilization of dietary energy,. The third is
improvement in a particular aspect of conversion efficiency, which is
conveniently considered separately, namhely therinogenesis: reduction in
energy "Wasted" through heat plodtiction.
Some scope for -ach of these luce adjuistments has been demon
strated, that is, both inte'- and imtraindividual variations have been deni
onstrated in the field and in laboratorv colditioans. So why is a(justmIient
of conversion efficiency," iiict &ding ut not. limited to BMR, not a more
prominent feature of scientific analyses of actual regulation and adjust
ment to energy stress? This is due in part to the huge difficulties and errors
of measurement of intraindividual variation in fiee-living populations; in
part to the proiinence in the adIjustinent debate of one highly controver
sial and as yet not adequately sul)l)orted hypothesis, that of stochastic
homeostasis (Stikliatne and Margen 1982); but above all to the fact that in
surivival ternis (he double strategy of mobilizing fat reserves, thus at the
same time paying off iniiediate energy debts and reducing fiture over
heads, is a )owertfil one and for tle most part--in comlbination with tile
behavior-al ICsponses (iiotably work ada)tations) r'ciewed in Chapter 6
uinder "Ergonomic Adjustinet" and exCept in famine-probably suffices.
Ior metalolic efficienlcy ofeitlier maintenance or task-specific activities to
be presstured to rise sigificantly (assumiing that it can do so), persons in
energy stress need (1) not to mobilize fat reserves, and (2) to decide to
maintain task levels, structures, and crgonomics-an uilikely joint event.
Moreover, to the extent tht conversion efficiency does increase, for
example through metabolic adIjustment, there is little or no evidence
abouit tie presence or absence of adverse effects.18

17

Such adjustment might also take the form of reduction f metabolic requirements of
work over and above RMR. A WHO/Nestle workshop of the International Dietary
Energy Consultancy Group now advises defining grades I and 2 chronic energy
deficiency as "a ratio of energy turr,-over to predicted BMR of less than 1.4" together
with a BMI of, respectively, 17.0-18.4 and 16.0-16.9; grade 3 has BMI of less than 16.0
(irrespective of energy turnover or BMR) (Nestle Foundation 1988, 18).
18 An extreme possibility is that very high early death rates-almost 50 percent before
age five years in The Gambia-are required for "selection of infants capable of
metabolic adaptation" (Dunn Nutrition Unit 1986, 24). In other words, that there are
harmful recessives, perhaps on several genes, that when expressed (that is, inherited
from both parents) lead to inability to lower RMR in energy stress, and that such
inability is frequently fatal in early childhood. Such sequences would also be an
extreme case of the unacceptability of a process of adaptation, even though it produced
an acceptable adult state for those who survived it.
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There is, however, some evidence for intrapersonal adaptation via
the increase ofsome form of conversion efficiency in response to energy
stress. Infants of both sexes do appear to adjust both RMR and post
prandial heat production (specific dynamic action) upward as energy
becomes more abundant (Brooke 1986, 12). Prentice and his colleagues
(Nestl6 Foundation 1987) provide evidence that women, even apart
from pregnancy and lactation (examined separately below), have sub
stantial powers ofanjustnient. It is not yet known, however, whether this
is by lowering RMR (that is, reducing maintcnance costs), by reducing
thernogenesis (that is, by limiting additional heat loss consequent on
environmental stimuli), or by increasing the efficiency of food energy
conversion. In any event, women seeml to have sone leeway in meeting
stress without reducing activity or losing body weight.
McNeill and Payne 1985 provide evidence that this capacity to
"save" energy in stress is sulbstantially more tevidcmt in womnen ilan ill
men. "Seasonal patterns of lIowl energy intake and 1high] phy)sical
activity were more marked ill
women, but there were not significan,
seasonal differ-nees in body weight or body fat content." It imiakes veiy
good sense in biological terms for fenales to have specialized in these
kinds of energy-conserving responses, especially since investment of
energy ill
offspring, by direct transfekr, is the obvious major feature of
female reproducti've strategy. Investment of energy by males, on tile
other hand, is il the first place indirect, through food provided to the
mother, and is often conditional on other circumstances, since food
acquisition is usually part of a broader set. of general collaborative social
activities. Biological function tends to define the range and effectiveness
of options for adaptive response. Thus it makes good sense if women,
with tile constraints imposed by reproduction, have greater capacity
than men for biological adjustnents that allow diversion of energy into
the produicts of conception without varying body size, composition, or
activity, while miten, with a broader scope for seasonal or other short
terni behavioral adaplations ill
activity, with or without changes ill
body
stores, show less ability to make metabolic adjustments.
However, if women can adjust conversion efficiency by whatever
means-and if a substantial part of intrapersonal capacity to adjust (as is
the case for about 40 percent of interpersonal RMR per kiiogram
variations) is genctic-then it is doubtful that adult men have no such
inherited capacity. It is not quite imiossible (some genes are recessive in
one sex but dominant in ihe other), but it is veny unlikely, particularly
because capacity for such adjustment is probably determined by many
genes, plus environment. The extent and duration of such a cap:city
which it may or may not be correct to model as its "hoimeostatic range"
(Siikhatme and Edmintndson 1989, 527)-and the causes for its variation
are unknown and-important for all age- and sex-groups exposed to
energy stress.
If me abolic adjustment occurs and is of more than trivial magni
tude, why is it so difficult to denmonstrate by direct observation? The
major reason is that, if habitual intake is reduced inexperimental
subjects, the result is always an integrated response ill
which changes of
body weight, composition, and physical activity all play apart as well as
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some of the thermiogenic effects discussed in the following section. In
fact, several trials involving underfeeding of volunteers have been
mounted during the past 60 years. InI most of these, BMR per kilogram
of body weight was substantially reduced. One problen in interpreting
these rleductions, however, lies in the uncertainty about how to correct
the results for the accompanying changes in weight and fat content.
There are regression equations that can be used to make corrections for
the differences in whole-body BM R between nornal individuals of
different body sizes as well as to adjust for differences of ethnicity,
climate, age, and sex. However, when these equations are used to
correct for the effect of low body weight on BMR in fiee-living under
nourished subjects, or of weight loss oni BMR in experimentally under
fed subjects, they generally do not account for the whole of the decline.
The question is, Can that inaccoiutalkl component be attributed to
metabolic adaptation and, if so, could victims of energy stress in field
conditions (in sonic cases) avail themselves of it?
The measurelmenls by Shetty (1984l) of low IMI values in poor
Indian agricultural laborers have already been lelltiotled. These were
considerlably below those of a conitrol group. Part of this, but only part,
can be discounted on the grounmids that the controls bad Ulntypically high
values (McNeill 1986). 1-1o,vcver, tile poor labol e s had edlidred a period
of unempiloynient and had BMI values as low as 16.6. This precludes ally
direct comparison of BNIR with controls of substantially higher BMI
unless one has recourse to mathemnatical corrections for height, weight,
or "surfacc area"; but which, if any, of the many equations derived fiom
data on "normal" subjects of different body sizes is valid for this?
In experimental studies, the discrepancies between observed and
predicted metabolic rates are also considerable. For example, the study
most often quoted is i senistarvation trial reported by Keys et al. (1950).
Thirty-two men were given half their normal energy intake for 24 weeks
and lost an average 24 perceit of their initial body weight. The BMRs eil
by an average of 39 percent, although the anotint of lean tissue loss would
have led to a predicted reduction in BMR of only 22 percent. This would
leave a possible 17 pl'erett to be counted as metabolic adjustmelint. There
are still some p~roblems of interpretation; there were major changes in
body composition, and the subjects were not equilibrated at their reduced
weights but were almost immediately placed oil a recovery regime.
However, the decline in IMR in these experinients was progressive
throughout the 2'4 weeks, and by 8 weeks was already greater than could
be accounted for by the change in weight. It seems to be generally
accepted that this experiment did demonstrate a real response of BMR
per kilogram to tderfeeding, and that this was probably not a result
only of weight or composition changes. lowever, it is not widely ac
cepted as evidence of the existence of metabolic adaptation as a general
phenomenon. The argument is that these subjects were studied during
the process of semistaivation and could not be regarded as having made
a sustainable adjustment to the stress to which they were exposed. They
had lost a considerable amount of weight and their physical activity had
fallen to a very low level before any real (that is, unaccounted for in
terms of size or composition changes) effect on BMR could be measured.
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The problem is that with the measurement techniques available, it is
difficult to distinguish such real changes in BMR when smaller levels crf
stress or shorter exposure times are used.
A study by Benedict et al. (1919) has received less attention but is
more relevant to metabolic ada)tation under conditions of moderate
stress. Twelve mnen were subjected to a 10 percent reduction in body
weight (a change of BM[ from 22.8 down to 20.0) by a careful a(]just
ment of each individual's energy intake, which amounted on average to
a 30 percent reduction. Their weights were stabilized at the lower level
and maintained for three months. The subjects were urged to maintain,
as far as they could, their habitual patterns of physical activity during
both work and recreation. )etailed studies were made of changes of
physiological and psychological fimction including, for example, the
energy cost of a 10-kilometer walk before and after weight reduction. In
these subjects there was a decline in BMR of 12 percent greater than
could be accounted for onithe basis of body weight change. The energy
cost ofwalking, however, was red(uce(l simply in direct proportion to the
weight loss; BMR efficiency rose, but task efficiency, metabolic or ergo
nomic, was umahered. Still, since BMR account for 60-70 percent of
typical energy expenditure even in hard-working farm laborers, a 12
percent cut (with a weight Icduiction of 10 percent) would still leave a
reduction of about 8 l)ercent in (lietary energy requirements over and
above the reduction due to weight loss. Such resistance to strain would
substantially add to tile already large energy-saving effects of smallness,
spelled out in Talble 2, and would strengthen the case for seeing snall
ness as adaptive. Of course, this interaction tells nothing about the
acceptability or otherwise of smallness, lower BMR per kilogram, or
their interaction; but it is,at least, not obvious why the last two forms of
energy economny have any costs at all. In any case, the onus of proof
appears to lie with those who assert that such costs exist.
Garby (1987) has used a dit'ferent method for analyzing the effects
on BMR of both over- and underfeeding. He calculates the changes in
b5MR that would be expected from the gains or losses of fat and lean
tissue, that is, assuming constant values for the metabolic rates per
kilogram of fat and lean tissue, which he derived from independent
studies. Garby finds that three -,tudics on overconsumption show an
average excess of 5 percent (range of 3-7 percent) of BMR unaccounted
for by change of weight; eight umiclerfeeding trials found an average
shortfall of 7.5 percent (range of 0-17 percent) of BMR below the
predicted values. If the latter range is replicated in larger trials, the
ill)ortance for Third World nutrition policy is very great. It should be
noted however, that there are no comparable data for children. Nor is it
known whether BMR adaptation is less or more when the sources of
energy stress are (say) heavier work or infection rather than underfeed
ig, or when they are briefer or longer.
The last of the three possible explanations for reduced BMR per
kilogram under energy stress is that there could be a reduction in the
anounts of extra heat normally produced as a side effect of adjustments
to some other kinds of environmental stresses such as infections, cold
exposure, emotional stresses. The measurement problems of distin
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guishing this fioni metabolic or food effi''ency changes tider field
conditions would be insuperable. One can, however, look to laboratory
trials for art assessment of tie possible niagnittide of the energy saving
that might result.

Adjustment of Thermogenesis
In this context, the-niogenesis means heat production above the level
associated with normal iietabolism in a resting, fasted, and thernioneu
tral state. Such additional heat call arise in response to a number of
stinmli (usually short-term), the most important of which for this discus
sion are (1) exposture to cold; ' (2) hormones such as adrenaline or
norepinephtrine; (3) emotional stress such as anger or fear, which is
partly mediated b), (2); (1) ingestion of fbod, with or without exercise;
and (5) toxins, notably those generated by inflectious disease processes.
It is possible tIhat
a reuhict ion in the auoutint of heat produced in
response to any or all of [ie above stinuili might be an effective way to
respond to energy stlress arising froi a source other than those. If so,
are the costs of sucli a reductioin likely to be acceptable? In general there
are three aspects to consider: the maximnum extent to which metabolic
rate can be increased in response to a stimulus, and hence tie potential
for saving energy )),
rcduicing such a response; the likely fr-eqlency of
such stimuli; and, when these are iransient (for example, meals, short
bursts of physical activity, episodes of anger, fear, and so forth), the

length of time over which appreciable levels of Ietabolic response
persist after the stimulus is removed.

Responses to Cold
Cold exposure can result in two different biological mechanisms for

thermogenesis. Shivering involves involmntary muscular work. Non
shivering thernogenesis (NST) involves direct generation of heat by an
increase in metabolic rate.
In the earlier discussion of low environmental temperature as a
source of stress (Chapter 4,under "Temperature"), one example of
adjustment was described: the !Kung's ability to lower RMR and skin
and core temperatures to reduce body heat losses, and thus to obviate
the need to use ip energy for the shivering response. Since they also
have lowered resting metabolic rate throughout sleeping, it can be
assumed that they also sutppress the nonshivci-ing response to cold,
thcreby redmcing itheir overall maintenance requirements. Such suppres
sion of the need for thermuogenesis could also be a means of repartition
ing stress fiom a source suich as dictar-y constraint, or an tincompensated
increase in daytime workload. Ilowever, this is the only example found.
Responses to temperature stress petr se usually take the form of avoid
ance-owering the threshold tenperatutre for thermal netiti-ality by

19In this case, specifically excluding effects due to shivering, that is, to involuntary
muscular work.
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increased clothing or sheltering, or raising environmental temperature
by heating. In permanently warm climates, moreover, or if clothing and
shelter are sufficient to ensure that no stimulus to NST occurs, reduc
tion of the potenaal capacity for making such responses would obviously
confer no benefit.

Effects of Hormones
A common experimental technique for studying thernogenesis is to
give small closes of the hormons noradrenaline or norepinephrine by
injection to human subjects and measure the increase in RMR that
results. It has been argued that the magnitude of these inciements is a
measure of the general capacity of all individual to make a thermnogenic
response (that is, independently of the nature of the stimlhis).
This technique gives resp~on0scs that in terns of maximum incre
ment of oxygen uptake arc quite large even for some "chronically
undernourished, but physically active and otl'erwise healthy" groups.
Shetty et al. (1987) compared such men, age,, . '3, with two other
groups--one matched for height and age but of nonal weight, the
other underweight for their height but not undernourished (that is, they
were constitutionally tlii)-for response to norepinephrine stimuli
repeated at five-minute intervals. Shorter, lighter mei, (that is, those
classified as chronically undernourished) showed 40-45 percent lower
NST responses to the first two such stimuli than the underweight
controls, despite the fact. that these had similar body mass indices and
fat-fiee body mass. The differenccs declined as the two stimuli (doses of
norepinephrinc) were increased in size, but subscquently increased and
stabilized at a high level (over 40 percent) as the number of stimnumli, of
modcrate size, was increased fion 2 to 12 closes (at five-mninute intervals).
Plaily, NST response to norepinephrine is sharply lower-at least
for small or moderate stimuli, or for ficquently repeated or long-duration
stimuli-among people in energy stress. As is often the case, it cannot
be determined whether this represents durable (perhaps genctic) adjust
me'at in some people to prolonged stress, or adjustments that most or all
persons make in peuiods ofstress. In either case, though the total amount
of NST is not large (typically only 10-12 percent of intake at energy
lalance for a healthy adult), a 40-45 percent saving of this would be a
significant resistance to strain, and hence an apparently adaptive adjust
ment to energy stress-if one can infer that this capacity of (some)
undernourished persons to reduce NST after norepinepllrine stimuli
also exists for other stimuli.
Indeed, Shetty et al. (1987) conjecture that NST responses to in
jected norepinephrine call be regarded as a measure of capacity to
respond to cold. They believe that their findings largely explain why
undernourished people suffer higher rates of death and damage due to
cold exposure. If this is so, energy saving by reduced NST would not
normally be adaptive, let alone acceptable, as a way to counter energy
stress in (say) the hills of Nepal or other cold places. In warm places-the
habitats of the vast majority of persons at risk of energy stress-curtail
ment of NST under cold stress might not carry any penalty but would
happen much too seldom to result in significant energy saving.
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Emotional Stress
If, in addition to being a neasuie of capacity to respond to cold, NST
response to noreijinephrine is also an index of emotional stress ,eac
tions, then an overall reduction in NST responsiveness as a means of
saving energy might have adverse implications. For example, capacity
for arousal and effective response to sudden hazaruds, threats, and so
forth, might be reduced as a consequence. 1-lowever, calmer and less
energy-tising rcsjonses to many situations-fioni minor irritations
through family quarrels to serious hazards requiring measured response
iather than "fight or fligh t"-could even be a desirable result of adapta
tion to energy stress.

Diet-induced Thermogenesis
A distinction was inade earlier between diet-induced therniogenesis and
specilic dynamiic action. Specific dyn)IIuic action accounts for part of the
heat released as a result of the ingestion of food. The metabolic pro
cesses for transferring the energy that is stored in chemical bonds in
food constituents, proteins, fats, amnd carbohydrates to the processes of
synthesis of body constituents are less than 100 perceit efficient: waste
heat is therefore produced as an incvitable result. It is most likely that
this is simply an obligatory loss and is in fixed propiortion to the quantity
of nutrients metabolized. -lowever, since quite large aniounts of energy
are involved, it is reasonable to ask whether al increase in efficiency of
energy Coumpling Imight be a conceivable response to energy stress. I'here
is as yet no answer to this except to say that any alternative metabolic
pathways that would resull in greater energetic efficiency would almost
certainly have already been selected for as part of the evolutionaiTy
process, unless there was some serious offscuing disadvantage.
Diet-induced thernnogenesis, on the other hand, is a tsponlse of the
body to the stitniuis of eating and is similar in nature t,- Jle effects of
hormones. Since diet-indtced tlherniogenesis depends not only on the
size, fiequency, and composition of neals (that is, the size and fircquency
of the stimuflus) but also on the physiological response of the body, its
reduction might be a p-ossible energy-saving adjustment to stress. This
could be nediated by behavioral factors, most obviously by reduced
numblers of snacks or couceit ration of energy intake into a slaller
nubnl)er of ncals or both (Prl.ice et al. 1983b ). There is also evidence
of physiological reduction in diet-induced tlterniogemiesis as a response
resulting fironl energy str-ess (Watcrlow 1989, 21-22; Blaxter and Water
low 1985, 1,18; Crauidc 1981, 15). It is not clear how itich of this is
contingent upon p rior dtplhtion of body reserves; a strong link is
suggested by the evidence (Ashworth and Millward 1986, 161) that
children in need of catch-u p1 growth, given the same meal, show snialler
poStl)randial increases in RMR when weight gain in the preceding
period has been less.
Clearly sonei redilction iii diet-induced tc-rnogenesis is automatic
if, but only if, encrgy stress is caused by reduced intake. In addition,
diet-induced Ihernogenesis is related to (some, for example Miller
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[1982], say it potentiates) tile long-term effects of exercise. A short burst
of physical activity not only has to be paid for in proportion to the work
done but also acts as a stimulus, much like diet-induced therniogenesis,
in causing therinogenesis above the normal resting rate for some hours
afterward. There is evidence that, when diet-induced therinogenesis and
exercise occur" together, the effect on heat production is more than
simply additive. However, the magnitude of energy cost due to thejoint
effects of eating and exercise, while extended over time, is still relatively
sniall, amounting to only one-fifth to one-quarter of the whole of the
extra heat l)roluction stimulated by eating-that is, 2-3 percent out of
the total 10-12 IJercent of the maintenance energ , needs of normal
subjects that is counted as diet-induced thlermogencsis Uanies 1985).
Hence, if chronic undernutrition leads to a 60 percent reduction in
these two responses-properly classified as resistance to stress, rather
than to strain, which does not mwterialize-there is a maximuml saving
of bctween 1.2 and 1.8 petcett of total energy requirements.
To the extent that energy st ress leads to reduced intenlsity of effort
or reduced duration of fairly intense effort, it is possible to distillgutish
three fbrms ofclergy saving: (1) direct energy requireiients of work are
redhice(d-resistaIice to strain; (2) diet-induced thclirogenesis is rc
duced; (3) RM]R per kilogram is reduced for about 12 hours after tile
energetic work stops. Both (2) ald (3) collstitute Ircsistanlce to st'css and
are aff-ctcd b),genetic etidownient (lPoehlinat and I-Iortoli 1989). This
probably helps explain why some adults are mote pronc than others to
reduce work intensity in rcsi)onse to energy stresses; those who do
reduce it may well obtain more energy saving (absolutely, per kilogram,
and per rupee's worti of food earned by work) frlotn slch a reduction
than nonteducers would.

Infections
Tile thernogenic effects of infections can be quite considerable, ranging
friom 10 to 15 percent increase in RMR for every IPC rise illbody
temperature. 'hnl mechanisms involved are complex and constitute part
ofa general defelse pro'ess. 'hiis ensur'es favorable conditions for action
against invading organisms by the itunullie systenis of the body, which
work better at higher teije)'tatlt es, anid for (he processes of breakdown
and climination of the toxic substances produced by that action (Keusch
and Farthing 1986). Clearly, chronic recurrent if'ections, such as mna
laria, could sigtnificantly increase etergy expellditure. Given fiequent
episodes of infection, an effective counter to additional energy stress
might be a gener'al reduictiol iithe size of tie febrile response.
Would there be couttervailing disadvantages? In the present state
of knowledge., this is hard to say. Partly, this is because infectious
episodes are ill
any case almost always accompanuied by depression of
ap)petite. It has been sutggested (Toinkins atnd Watson 1989) that this is
part of a biological "infectiot control strategy," tile effect of which
paradoxically is to redtuce the datnger of "thertnal i-naway." The risk of
excessive (sometimes fatal) rises ill
body temp)rature can be reduced by
cutting down the intake of iron and other substances that catalyze the
thermogenic reactions. It seems, therefore, that while thernuogenesis is
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a necessary part of defense against infections, there is a fine balance
between adequate and excessive responses. Up to a point, some conces
sion to the proverbial advice to "starve a fever" might make some sense;
conversely, some reduction in febrile response might be an effcective
adaptation, not only via (partial) avoidance of energy stress (lime to
infection but conceivably also via improved prospects of recovemy fiom it.

Adjustments to Stress
During Reproduction:
Pregnancy, Lactation, and
Birth Frequency
A long-run avoidance of source of mtritional stress in girls-lowering
reproductive efficiency and therefore not likely to be adaptive in the
Darwinian sense but certainly acceptabe for those who believe that large
families place a severe, often unwanted, burden on women, on the poor,
and on the economic growth process-cani be seen in delayed imenarche
and earher menopause (Eveleth 1085, 34). A more short-rin response of
the same type is increased length of postl)artumn amenoirlhea. Further
more, ovulation is thought not to occur if fat. eserves fill below a certain
critical lhreshold. The mechanism is thought to maximize the prob
ability that a given pregnancy will succeed, that is, to minimize energy
investment per successfil biirlh. Ovulation is prevented only while an
infant is dependent on the mother (Qumandt 1984).
Under famine conditions, it is problable that I)oor nutrition will also
depress fertility, delay menarche, and decrease the period of fecundity
(Dirks 1980). Variations in hormonal levels among the women of the
Kalahari are thought to decrease fertility during food shortages.
Bentiey (1 85) has pointed tc a correlation between the season of
least energy 'xpemiditure and a higher rate of' conception among the
!Kung San. Uuimsually long weaning periods may also contribute to the
long birth interval. Conceptions among this group are high when in
takes are highest and body , ,iglit at a maxinuim (July-August). Analysis
of data iii Taiwan also suggests links betweell conception and seasonality
in (liet (Mosher 1979), as do careful data fi'om Bangladesh (Clambers,
Longhitrst, and Pacey 1981, 150-152).
The balance of evidence firom Bangladesh and several other coun
tries suggests that birth cycles-and, by implication, successfill concep
tion-are "timed" so as to reduce quite substantially (below the expected
value of about 50 percent) the proportion of all infants born, who reach
ages of between 7 and 12 months, during the second half of the main
wet season. This rcmiarkable adaptation, which might of course be partly
explained by either cultural or inherited behavioral patterns., reduces
the risk of overlap bctwe--n the time wlien the child is (1) likeliest to
receive reduced care because of the pressures of farmuwork, and (2) in
transition, having lost inborn and maternally transmitted (passive) im
munity but not yet acquired active immunity to several infections that
are major sources of energy stress (Schofield 1974).
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Even if the risks to child health are reduced by tihus ensuring that
transition does not coincide witli the greatest likelihood of household
energy stress, there is no reason to believe that the resulting birth
seasonality is an optinmal, or even desirable, corrective to the seasonal
adult energy stress cycle. In other words, better adaptation to energy
stress bearing upon infants, through avoidance of the source (through
tining of pregnancy and birth), might need to be set against the cost of
less favorable timing for the mother. -lowever, the recent evidence that
energy requirements of pregnancy can in some circumstances be much
lower than had been thought means that the amount of compensatoly
reduction of physical activity may also be less than expected. In such
circumstances, therefore, it is probably adaptive for birth seasonality to
be adjusted in the light of tie prospective effects of seasonal energy
,tress on children rather tian of the mnothers' current requirements.
As well as the timing of conceptions, three other important adapta
tions to energy stress in pregnancy ,nay be biological, behavioral, or a
mixture. First, several studies report an overall reduction in physical
activity (luring pregnancy (McNeill and Payne 1985). If "rest is best" for
the hungry fetus (Briend 1984) this is a desirable adaptation, supported
by conformity to a cultural norm. As with birth cycles, research is
needed to establish whether the adaptation is biological or behavioral.
This is a matter of some policy significance, since policies affecting
adaptation, however unintentionally, can save-or waste--lives.
Second, more efficient utilization of body-fat stores has been observed
in pregnant womeni. This change has also been found, and measured, for
lactating women, notably in The Gambia (Rowland et al. 1981; Lawrence
et al. 1987). Lactating wonien appear to have a raised mobility of fat stores
compared with nonpregnant, nonlactating women. Thlis increased nobil
ity iinvolves both greater fat deposition during the dhy season and greater
fat utilization during the wet season. Therefore, weight change is not an
obligatory counterpart to successful lactation. 2 Prolonged lactation-so
typical of rural communities in Asia and Africa-extends the period for
such increased mobility of fat stores and appears to be otherwise adaptive
to energy stress. For the mother, it causes body fat to decline, reducing the
chance of ovulation and subscquemti
pregnancy. For the weanling, it
probably safeguards the diet against shortage of "outside" foods. For the
baby to follow, it increases spacing and thus improves child care.
Third, deposition of fat obviously lends to increase during preg
nancy; one of the functions of weight gain during pregnancy is to
"tevelop energy stores for fetal growth and lactation. These stores act as
a buffer in the diet; if the efficiency of storage and transfer to tile fetus
is total, then the effect of supp!enientation upon the well-being of the
fetus in late pregnancy would be the sanie regardless of when tile
supplementation is given (Lechtig et al. 1975). Such perfectly adapted

2°1n the supplemental trials inThe Gambia, it was also found that sea.,on had a similar
impact on body size and energy stores during pregnancy, irrespective of the stage of
pregnancy.
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storage efficiency is of course siot present: it is shown by Dutch famine
studies (Stein and Susser 1975) and others (Viegas et al. 1982) that,
below a certain th. esliohl, negative inaternal energy balance inthe third
trimester adversely affects birth weight evei if earlier food intakes
allowed the mother to build u ) energy stores. Also, morc maternal
body-3tore is not the imain deteriiinant of the neonate's size: "maternal
antilroponiet ric v'ariables accoulltcd for only betwcen 6 perc,llt (height
and fat iiass) and 20 percent (fat-fiee iiass) of [its] total variance" in The
Gambia (Lawrence, McKillop, and l)trnin 1989, 59). More thI.ian mater
nal body mass for the fetus, breast iilk can be regardled as insurance for
the young clile, iiaking it relatively independcnt of food availability
to
tiaintain its Io,,l intake. Most it-aied
clildrti receive inosi Iu'itri
ents f,'on breast milk (for example, ini
rural Bangladesh: Brown, Biack,
and Becker 1982). Therefore, food ingested inseasons of plenty ca'l
be
tt ansferred to;
children in seasons of need.
A fourth sort of adaptat iol to energy stress, this t ine clearly biologi
cal, applies in both lpregnancy and lactation and involves increased
overall conversion efficiency. As discussed in the first section of this
chapter, the capacity of adult neli to achieve this adaptation is contro
versial, hard to mtlea1surte (an([ lird to separate, as between ie(itce(l BMR
per kilograii and improved efficiency in thlwrlnogezlesis), and probably
rather sniall. I lowever, recce.l evidence (Nestl6 Foundiation 1987) from
five poptL.atio is---foli- colnp-ising pool rural women in the tropics
suggests effective resistance to strainl via increases, probably substantial,
in metabolic efficiency du:-ing pregnalcy. TI us implies that tie energy
requirenients in pregnant . nien givei ii FAO/W I-O/JNUL 1985 are
exaggerated and, if "itnplei,,etited," could needlessl) transfer food fi-om
preschoolers who require it inore or 1iap )pegnatit wonien into obesity
or both. This appears to apply e'en i1o- strongly in lactation: among
riua Gambian wonien, "dining the" first 12 months )ost-l)rtuni, RMR
was reduced by u ) to 100 kcal/day compared with conception and with
late lactation (15-18 month,;)": only (luring the first tionth of lactation
could this be in part attrilbuted to redlutced physical activity (Lawrence
and Whiteliead 1989). It will be inte'esting to eatit why pregnant and
l;zctalilig wonieli are better at reducing RMR in eneigy stress than
tiiht;--aii( whicher such adaptation has hidden costs.?

2t

A very important point is raised by Beaton (1989, 299-300): does the apparently
acceptable adaptation reported by Prentice et al. (1983a, 1983b) conceal reductions
in
"discretionary activity... including social functions and psychosocial development,"
suggested by the anecdotal observation that when lactating women in The Gambia were
given food supplements, they sang as they worked? Such adaptation, while
less
distressing to its victims than some, is surely not acceptable in the longer term.
However, the case for inferring it is still sFeculative and depends on Beaton's doubt
that "improvements in the efficiency of food absorption or of metabolism are a likely
explanation" of the results of ,he Gambian studies on pregnant and h ct'ting women.
The reasons stated in Dunn Nutrition Unit (1986, 71-72) for placing more emphasis
on
such adaptive possibilities appear to be sound.
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It certainly has limits. Although, in The Gambia (Prentice et al.
1983a, 1983b), dietary supiplementu nised mothers' energy intakes (from
1,400 to 1,800 kilocalories per woman per (lay) by 30-40 percent during
lactation, this had no effect on the quantity of breast milk. The impact
during pregnancy was a 15-25 percent rise in birth weight when births
took place in the wet season, though with no effect in the dry season.
Seasonal energy stress fiom high work levels and low food intake may
therefore exhaust some of any capacity for metabolic adaptation to
further stress in pregnancy.
Wiether genetic-environmental interactions or changes in behavior
(food niix? work timing?) alone can significantly improve adult or child
efficiericy of food conversion in energy stress-or can reduce the costs
(uhatever they may be) of any given feasible improvements in conver
sion efficiency--is as yet quite mysterious. That such effects may be
important is suggested by evidence that the timing of food stipplemen
tation, vis-A-vis season of work-food stress, critically affects the "level of
dietary energy efficiency aldaptation which iiay be namurally switched on
and off with the ainual cycle of hungry and post-harvest seasons" (Diaz
et al. 1989, 4). Research is needed into what, if anything, iniglt be done,
either through public policy or by actions taken by individuals or house
holds facing rnergy stress, to incr-ease their prospects for such adapta
tion through "dietaty energy efficiency" at a given set of costs (or to
lower these costs, if*they are identifiable and significant). "Wc nced a
great deal more basic iesearch on energy and protein metabolism in
order to establish the possibilities for adaptation to low intakes ....
[Sihortage of finding for [such] research ... will ...seriously handicap
our efforts to improve the nutlition of the people of the Third World"
(Waterlow 1989, 5).

6
Behavioral Responses
to the Stress Environment
liree aspects of a person's work output that may be affected by
dietary energy stress have been identified by Viteri et al. (1981,
279). The biological effects, that is, the physical capacity to sus
tain work of various types and durations, were reviewed in Chapter 5.
The effects on voluntary work duration and intensity and on adult work
efficiency will be considered here.
Behavioral choices, determined by extcrna; incentives as well as by
psychological preferences, link the three effects. For example, if labor
supply is ample, working households often respond to energy stress by
spreading work over a longer period; thus they reduce enerby expendi
ture per day, either time at work or intensity per unit of time, during
stress. On the other hand, ifa hard task must he done in a critical period
(for example, clearing bush l)efore the rains), while tlhose usimlly work
ing at this task are scarce yet energy-stressed, then the options are
different: defer other tasks, call on reserves to swell the labor force, or
accept assorted unpleasantesses or nonenergy costs to .ncrease ergo
nomic efficiency.
Workers lose weight fiom energy stress only to the extent that its
conversion into strain cannot be avoided by some combination of
increased metabolic efficiency (if feasible) and one or more of three
strategies: raise biological conversion into applied effort per unit of
energy ingestec and expended-for example, as the muscles benefit
friom training effect (see the first section of Chapter 5); reduce energy
expended (woi.king time or expenditure of energy per unit of time);
increase ergonumic efficiency or units of economic output per unit of
applied effort.
Apart friom adjustments to adults' economic (including domestic)
activity, changed household behavior under energy stress can affect
children's work, play, or management as well as household food acquisi
tion or composition.

Reduced Energy Expenditure
Several studies (cited in Ferro-Luzzi 1985, 66) show that short adults, or
those with low lean body mass, take longer to produce the "same"
output, though a minority of studies linked to task types involving body
translation rather than heavy lifting do not show this. In niost tasks-not
80
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involving unusually high energy expenditures, say above 45 percent of
VO 2 max-this is largely or wholly a behavioral choice, not an unavoid
able metabolic requirement. Slower performance ofa given task (Ises up
less energy. Is repartitioning of thc source of strcss, by choosing longer
periods of slower (and ergonomically more efficient) work, an unaccept
able adaptation? Sometimes; Ia there need be no substantial loss in
income, production, or welfare from slower work.
First, work may be better done if it is done more slowly. In some of
the tasks cited above (weeding, coffee picking), this is certainly the case,
although an employee on a piece rate will usually not receive the
benefits. This is reflected inile absence, in rigorous studies, of any
impact of moderately smaller body size, which is associated with slower
performance of some tasks, on rural wage rates (Vosti 1984).
Second, agreat deal of spare time may 1 e available. Energy stress often
occurs in heavily populated regions. With the important exception of the
few weeks each year of very high employment in peak farming activities,
the costs of a decision to perborm a task more slowly may be small.
Third, it may well Icpossible to "make" time for slower work on key
tasks in energy stress )ydeferring other tasks. Cattle-care and domestic
work are typically, and sensibly, "packed" into otherwise slack seasons
(Hopper 1955; Lipton 1983a). lhis usially amounts to saying that such
,ctivities are concentratled by temporarily siressed households into less
stressed times of year, enabling criticai tasks io be done without haste
(that is,without specially high use ofeiergy) during periods of potential
energy stress. This iteans repjartitiontig the source of stress between
high- and low-priority (or high- and Iow-shiftability) tasks or times.
This repartitiotling has three advantages. First, Iehavior that keeps,
say, fortnightly energy expenditure moving in parallel with fortnightly
intake is a more eflicient response to fluctuating intake than is deposi
tion and storage of fat-and even more of lean---because ihe latter
biological responses themselves use up some energy. Second, to per
form the same tasks more slowly when food is short, even if this means
a longer working day. on balance reduces etci'gy expenditure (and
hence avoids strain) diectly because the relationships between rate of
energy expenditure and load, speed of walking, and gradient are non
linear; the higher loads, speeds, and so forth, cause disproportionate
increases in energy expenditure rates. Thus shorter times do not com
pensate for higher rates of work. The higher the body weight, the
greater the "saving" from slowness (liiental and Pa,,dolf 1979), so that
very small and light poptlations have rather less prospect for successful
adaptations along this route. Third, however, there is an indirect saving:
by smoothing out the daily amount of work done, one avoids faster work
performance thtt raises subsequent BMR more, and for a longer period,
than does gradual completion of work (Miller 1982).
Apart fi'om working less hard, working for shorter hours could
reduce energy expenditure. This latier method, however, runs counter
to some of the ways in which peol)le seek to avoid energy stress; for
e:;ample, longer jounevs for food-gathering or for work-seeking. More
over, the effect ofeither redtction, in time worked or in energy-intensity
per hour,oil total energy expended is limited because voluntary activity
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in working adults typically accmunts for only 20-25 percent of total
energy expenditure when averaged over time. This means that if all of a
shortfall in available food energy is compensated for by a reduction in
work output, the latter may be drastically affected: reducing mainte
nance cost by losing weight might be a more effective strategy.
Table 3 shows the outcomes of adjusting to a 10 percent cut infood
intake either by simply reducing energy expended on productive work
or leisure activities, or by lowering maintenance energy needs through
reduced body weight, together with a small reduction in work or leisure
needs. The figures in the first column are representative of those
described by McNeill (1986) for small landowners (1.25-2.50 acres) in
Tamil Nadu State in India. The second column shows that to adjust to a
10 percent reduction in intake without a change either in body weight
or in the energy associated with activities necessary to sustain life and
health (calculated as 140 petcent of BMR) would require a nearly 50
percent cut !nproductive work output or icisure activities or both. The
third column shows the outcome ofadjustment of 10 percent in prodtuc
tive work or leisure, together with a reduced body weight (and hence
lowered maintenance because of lower BMR). This tnight seem a some
what desperate strategy. However, the figures itnthe third colunu
correspond quite closely with those observed by McNeill for landless
workers in the same village, who did in fact have food ener'gy intakes on
average 10 percent lower than the small landowners (together with BMIs
of around 18-, 9) despite maintaining very similar expenditure rates at
work. In addition to the savings directly linked to reduced body weight,
further adjustments are likely. Reducing the rate of expenditure
during productive work might improve the efficiency of work output
(see "Ergonomic Adjustment" section below). Longer time spent
working at a lower rate might be at the expense of time and energy
spent on leisure activities. Overall, these adjustments might imply no
loss of production despite the reduced expenditure on work and
leisure activities.

Table 3-Reduced energy expenditure or body weight?
Intake Reduced by 10 Percent

Item
Energy intake (kilocalories/day)
Maintenance energy
(1.4 x BMR: kilocailoies/day)a
Energy cost of productive work
and leisure (kilocalories/day)
Body weight (kilograms)
Body mass index U

Initial
State

Reduced
Pror'active
Work

Reduced
Body
Weight

2,600

2,340

2,340

2,000

2,000

1,740

600
55.0
21.0

340
55.0
21.0

550
48.0
18.1

aBMR is basal metabolic rate.
bWeight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters.
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In general, there appears to bejustification for Ferro-Lu,zi's (1985,
63) doubts about the assumption that most "long-term adaptation to low
energy intake may be achieved by nieans of curtailing physical activity,"
especially for "poor people who mostly depend on their own physical
labor for survival." Still, even a small saving in energy expended is worth
having, especially as one of many low-cost responses to stress. It should
be noted that such savings in energy expenditure are behavioral re
sponses to one or several of a wide range of impairments of working
capacity: by infections, by energy stress, and by anemia, which decreases
the blood's capacity to transport oxygen (Spurr 1984). Anemia and some
infections are synergistic with undernutrition but can occur separately.
Who is able to reduce work, and thereby repartition soic of these
combined sources of stress? People with several sources of command
over food, especially if they have different energy requirements, can
adjust to energy stress by sacrificing some of their normal variety in food
and work jointly. This is especially notable among pastoralistF The
Senegalese Ierlo, in the higher-stress rainy season, offset food shortage
by less emergy-using recourse to food gathered in the wild. On the other
hand, Ota and Twa women in equatorial forests in Zaire reduce their
activity in the hungry season by ceasing to gather and scoop fish in the
forest whil' manioc fields are being planted. At the end of the wet
season, heavy physical work is carried out (Pagezy 1984). In periods of
stress the Tlokwa in the Eastern Kalahari reduce their energy expendi
ture in obtaininig food by adjusting tile balance ofagiiculture-horticl
ture, animal husbandry, and hunting-gathering (Grivetti 1978).
Behavioral specialization often records "fossilized," learned changes
by different groups inachieving avoidance o-- repartitioning responses
to vaious sources of energy stress. This is exemplified by sexual speciali
zation. The women of the Ache of Paraguay (Hurtado et al. 1985)
acquire 13 percent of total calories produced by the foraging group but
80 percent of the total vegetable calories; the men exploit resources with
high energy content per kilogram, such as honey and game. It is hy
pothesized that women exploit the less energy-dense resources because
these are more compatible with their carrying ammd acquiring duties,
while men's tasks require more energy-dense foods to permit stalking of
mobile animal resources.
Activity specializations are both cause and effect of evolved anthro
pometry, in part as joint ways to repartition sources of potential stress
so as to reduce actual stress for each specializing person.Thus, different
activity patterns between lowlanders and highlanders in Papua New
Guinea are related to differences in body mass in those groups (Ohtsuka
et al. 1985). Northern and inland people are thinner, while riverine and
coastal people are fatter; the former travel on foot and over longer
distances, especially for sago-working and hunting. They also camy heavy
items such as raw sago floar, garden crops, and firewood. The riverine
and coastal people work i;A places near zie village and use river canoes
to transport their goods.
Specialization in tasks has been noted in studies of the marginally
malnor..shed. School-aged Colombian boys with low weight-for-height
specialize in tasks that involve translation or lifting of the body, which
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could be achieved with less 0., co insumption, since less total work is
involved (fie to their diniinislied body mass (Barac-Nieto, Spirr, and
Reina 1984). This seenis to be a clear case of adaptive, learned response,
partitioning the sources of potential stress so as to minimize realized
stress on the most vulnerable. Whether tile adaptation is acceptable
depends on tile effect on the income, well-being, and prospects of both
groups, especially the marginally malnourishcd, but also on the effkct of
alternative ways to respond. With energy stress, as with balance-of-pay
ments deficits, any "siructural adjustment" cannot be praised or
dlamned without reviewing the effects of the alternatives, including
nonidjustiment.
Types of task coupled with work intensity are inportant types of
adaptation. III their studies of pregnant women, Lawrence ct al. (1985)
found thmat pregnancy alters tict intensity (and hence energy expenli
tine) of some tasks such as hwinding and digging, but not of others such
as walking, standing, or poiniding. lPregnant women may adapt toward
more nonloadl-"aring activities, avoiding intensi'e use of arm and back
muscles.

Ergonomic Adjustment
As discussed above, households seek low-cost responses to energy stress
by adIjusting task intensity, duiration, tining, selection, and allocation
among household lIuImbers. Ilowever, somie tasks must be done by a
particular individhal within a part icular period, whether he or she is
malnourished or not. Those who are malnourished may hein seek a way
of performuing these tasks diat miniizmizes the energy costs, thereby
avoiding the source of stress, or else accepti-ig it but adapting behavior
so as to tolerate low-level strain. The following is a list of behaviors that
might help.
1. As mentioned earlier in the discussion of work capacity, "training
effects" result in reduced energy costs. Slowly increasing periods of
physically intense work graduhally increase nuiiscular efficiency and acro
bic capacity. 'rhis reduces the energy cost of p-erforming those tasks. Of
course, there is an initial fixed cost of training and working at high
physical intensity. Espccially in itonstrcssed periods, persons prone to
stress can engage in task slpecialization to develop the training effect for
particular nuscles as well as for the heart-lung system. These then
operate more efficiently in the str'Cssed period, reducing energy cost and
hence stress.
2. Task specialization is a viable strategy. Certain individuals, clue to
their physiological characteristics or their aerobic training, expend less
energy at a given task. The worldwide tendency for nien to clear land
and plow, and for women to transplant rice and weed, is almost certainly
related to the niusculai efliciei'cy of each sex. If so, the proper feminist
critique may well be of the reiltive 'rewards and prestige attached to
these tasks, not of gender specialization in them. Specialization in tasks
among the marginally malnourished can be a way of reducing activity,
but it can also formi part of a strategy leading to greater ergonomic
efficiency.
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3. Physiological factors operate in such a way that the energy costs
of performing tasks can be reduced cither by slowing the speed of
performance or by spreading out reduced work loads over longer times.
Examples of this have already been mentioned. PI:uental and Pandolf
(1979) show that the effects of load (weight carried) and grade (steep
ness of slope) on expenditure rate are both nonlinear, so that there are
trade-offs to be made between total cost of transporting a load and the
time required.
4. Even identical twins of the same sex and body mass, required to
perform the same task during an exactly given time, would in all
likelihood act differently if only one were energy-stressed. Many choices
of use exist for almost every voluntary muscle in performing a given
function. In particular, there is almost always a trade-off between com
fort and energy-saving. The classic "fat man's reaction"-picking up
objects with a long stretch, or even with bare feet instead of hands, to
avoid getting up and walking--reflects (and helps to cause) his fatness
and the associated high energy costs of body translation. lInder energy
stress, such reactions can be adopted, and reactions that "waste" calories
to gain comfort can be avoidcd. These options extend beyond standard
ergonomic choices. Among (lispensable, energy-costly, but comfort
increasing behaviors are such things as fidgcting, !cratching, wiping
away sweat, or mort fiequent interruptions of work.
Of course, it is not acceptable that people should be denied reason
able comfort because they are poor. The point, however, is to identify
poor people's least danaging responses to a situation in which some
damage is inevitable. Mere efficient, but less pleasant, work may be a
preferable alternative to more serious strains resulting friom dietary
energy stress.
The standard journals and books on ergonomics appear to have
little to say about work-method responses-successful, adaptive, or oth
erwise-to enrergy stress. Such responses, quite apart from changes in
working time or intensity, could be important, ieowever.

Children: Activity, Play,
Management, Learning
Torfin and Viteri (1981) found that preschool children reduce activity in
response to reduced energy intake. They suggested that reduced activity
is the initial response of preschool children, followed by reduced weight
gain. Grahamn et al. (1981, 551 )also argue that since "over 70 percent of
energy' intake for children is used for maintenance, a variable but
significant proportionu for activity, and only a small proportion for
growth .. .when [energy intake is] marginally inadequate, growth and
weight gain may be curtailed, but activity is more likely to be sacrificed
to maintain some growih."
Is this sacrifice acceptable or are there significant costs? It is doubt
ful whether this reduced play does lasting damage except in severe or
prolonged undernutrition or where it-or the reduced growth-is a
marker for likely continued exposure *o deprivation. A study in the
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Indian Punjab (Kielmann et al. 1978, 3-27) concludes that "nutritional
deficiency in the range commonly encountered in a rural ambulatory
community seemed not to be associated with permanent psychomotor
impairment." Reduced play, however, obviously means a loss in happi
ness-in utility even if not in capability.
It also remains possible that poor children in primary school are
impaired in socializing or in school perfornmnce by undernutrition.
Certainly that is so for those seriously affected. For mild or moderate
stunting on its own, however, there is no evidence of lasting damage to
school performance (see the section on "Cognition" in Chapter 5).
Socializing may nevertheless be impaired by lower height or temporarily
worse school perfo:'iance. Yet for policy purposes the question remains
whether "food first" is a sensible approach, for these somewhat stunted
children, to prol)lems of social status whose underlying cause is created
by their families' lack of land, markets, or l)olitic-econonlic power.
Spurr et al, (1986), Spurr (1987), and l)esai ct al. (1984) found that
adolescents were unlike preschoolers in their response to undernutri
tion: they tended to reduce growth via biological response rather than
play via behavioral response. Peer iressilre imiiiinimized the effect of
malnutrition on activity levels in adolescents. They were able to perform
at activity levels similar to their peers, in part because of the lower
energ) , cost of maintaining their smaller body size. However, l)csai et al.
(1984) fouid that such children had higher heart rates and lactic acid
levels. They also fotund that a deficit of only one year in height and
weight affected work perfbrinance at low levels of activity. This indicates
that at more intensive levels of energy stress the adolescents would have
to decrease the opportunity for exploration, discovery, and learning
along with the effect on their physical growth and development. Thus,
adolescent childrhcn adjusted to lower energy intake by first reducing
weight gain; later, they reduced activity levels if malnutrition became
imore severe.
To what extent is any of this acccptable? A key finding is that
parental management skills have a significant impact on children's
nutritional status. Zeitlin, Mansour, and Bajrai (1987) have found in a
review of past studies dhiat mother-child interaction, their individual
temperaments, and the social support network all have important impli
cations fr the child's nutritional outcome. Positive mother-child inter
action would include tile motheir's meeting the child's needs, close
physical holding and caressing, attention to socializing and safety in
structions, Ibsence of harsh punishnents and controls, and creating a
stimulating environment for the child. In addition, the social environ
ment appears to favor efficient conversion of given nutrients into out
comes if tile child's home includes a husband or male partner who is
providing continuous support.
Later work shows that, even among moderately to severely under
nourished children, as judged by weight-for-age, those with "nornmal
developmenital quotients" were much likelier to have "expressive" moth
ers than children with quotients beov normal (Alvarez anO Perez 1989).
Thus "consistent differences in the competence of the mothers to
provide child care might Ie present prior to the onset of undernutri
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tion" and (given the socioeconomic and demographic variables)
strongly correlated both with avoidant and iesistant child heliavior and
with undernttrition itself (Valeazuela 1974). Conversely, the miiuch
higher prevalence of sedatives, namely, opium and Phenargen, in diets
of Iranian chilrtncn ,hose mothers had a heavy workload seriously
harmed their nutritional status despite higher family income (Rabiec
and Geissler 1989, 226). In a coastal town in Pakistan, "women who are

fiequently sick are less comptent in their child care activities," leading
to worse child icalti and nutrition than in other housclolds (Farhat
Sultana 1989, 224). The tr'aditional exteldlcd family in many developing
countries may provide an important channel for consistent support in
such circumstances. Hlowcvcr, at least in most Indian villages (and

especiAly among tile poe'r, who are at greatest risk of energy stress),
such extended family types ate, and have long been, much rater than is
conventionally asserted (Shall 1979).
A comparison between better-noutrislhed and worse-nourish.d chil
(Iren at school in rural Mexico re'ealed "that only one out of e' y 30
observations shows the [ill-notirishedi] child to be looking at the teacher
attentively and tlat it is even rarer to finid hil obeying instructions...
the poorly nourished child is )assive.t. e sul)l)lenitcd child is more
of a pirticipant, is morc i t'erested, and is imitch Imlore restless." In fact,
most studies (1o show iegutive rclatio
ltships
betweeI 'past an(l (especially)
current nltritional stalls--on Var'ioulS ill(.aSnll'eS_21-aln(I assorted indica
tor's of school a)titude, learning, and attainment.
As to ile causal proccsscs involved, the situation is still uncertain.
Chavez and Martinez (1982, 319) hyl)othesize that "ialnutrition de
presses activity, whicl in turn isolates the individual firom .. all sources
of stintili that ar'C of vital importance to t lie fiuctional developlment of

the brain." Pollitt (1990), in a critical review, says of the current state of
knowledge that ". . . the data gatlhelCd in the las! 30 years are, at best,
inconclusive; admittedly, not a single study ca be cited that satisfies all

the requireinents of experimentation and at the same tithe l)rovides a
clear and distinct picture of the effects of early chr-onic un(lenltrition
on mental developlment."
This has been partly reic(lied by a recent study-uniqne ill its long
du-ation (Pollitt ct al. 1993 )---of Ihic long-term effects of food supple
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Inquiry needs to be made as to whether it is unavoidable absence by mothers who
need to work outside the home, riot low maternal "competence," that reduces the
child-care performance of some poor working women and hence their children's
nutritional status. Such working mothers might be "negatively deviant" in child-care
because they are forced by poverty and lack of productive assets to be "positively
deviant" in leaving hopie to obtain income with which to feed their children. For
examples of this, see Shekar, Habicht, and Latham (1989).
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One should, however, remember that current nutritional status, with respect to
energy/protein, is likely to have been assessed simply by measuring current body size.
Thus the distinctions between impact of past and current status, and between nutritional
as opposed to other environmental causes, are unlikely to have been clearly
demonstrated.
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mentation during infancy. The study "infour villages of Guatemala...
compared . . the .. effects of [a daily] Atole si pplement [11.5 grams
of protein; 163 kilocalorics] or a Fresco supplement [59 kilocalories] on
performance on a battery of psychoeducational and information
processing tests. [Persons supplemented] pre-natally and [aged 0-2 years
were] contrasted with [those supplemented] only after 24 months." The
effects of the feeding programs, carried out in 1969-77, were followed
up (1) throughott the period and (2) in 1987 for adolescents and young
adults up to age 24 (Pollitt et al. 1993: v, 26). The impact of age, gender,
socioeconomic status, schooling variables (age of entry, leaving grade,
attendance), and some "interaction variables" were separated fiom the
impact of Atole vis-a-vis Fresco, that is, of extra food sulpplementation.
This study has its problems firom the standpoint of evaluating
responses, or adaptations, to dietaty energy stress. 1i1s is not clearly the
same as responses to "Atole instead of Fresco." First. the effects of
Atole's extra dietary energy, protein, and niclronultrients (as compared
with Fresco) are not separ'alele. Second, the level of home food intake
and therefore the efects, if any, on it of receiving Atole rather than
Fresco-is unknown. In particular, "Fresco villages" even before 1969
inevitably differed in important ways-perhaps :affecting food or health
behavior or its changes in 1969-87--friom "Atole villages." And relevant
behavior of children or parents may have been affected by the fact that
they, and the researchers, knew who received which supplement. How
ever, Pollitt ct al. (for example, pp. 74-75) honestly explore these prob
lemIs, and their findings are telling for atn understatding of cognitive
adaptation to energy stress:
1. At most ages, regular childhood intake of Atole was associated
with significant, persistent, but small gaiins in later mental performance.
"The maximum accounted for by the Atole treatment was 5 percent (on
the vocabulary tests) ...[and] only about 1 percent of the variance [of]
nutneracy,"
2. Atole was associated with a smaller proportion of variance (1-2
percent) in performance on iiformation-j)t-ocessing tasks than on psy
choeducational tasks (1-4 percent).
3. More performance variables are affected, at more age levels, and
somewhat more substantially, for those whose mothers received Atole
during p regnancy (and who received it in the first two years of life) than
for those who received it only at ages 2-6.
4. The later the grade at which children left school, the larger was
the effect of Atole on performance; indeed, on a separate sample of
unschooled subjects (excluded from the main sample), "no effects of
Atole were observed."
5. However, the lower the child's socioeconomic status, the larger
was the effect of Atole.
Pollitt et tl. argue that these effects are !ikely to result ft-oln belav
ioral modification linked to changes in nutritional status rather than
fi'om any direct, structtual, or other fimnctional changes in the brain or
central nervous system t esmihing from improved dict. In their muodel,
early nutrition directly influences physical size, motor devclopment, and
physical activity, all of which are crucial, tnot only to the developmnent of
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exploratory and self-stiniulating behavior but to tile levels of interactive
response with other individuals-especially with adult caregivers.
Suppose that tie Atole-Fresco results can be applied to coilnpaisons
betwecn subjects who are identical except in their exposure to dietary
energy stress at various periods of life. If so, these results suggest that
cognitive and behavioral "adaptation to stress" is in line with adaptation
in characteristics such as height and infunctional capacities such as
physical performance and resistance to degencitative disease (Chapter 4).
It seems that the prenatal period, together with the first two years of life,
presents a "window of opportunity" for the growing child, in which the
potential for future functional development is largely determined, but
during which it is to some extent malleable and able to adapt to insult, at
least if appropriaicly assisted. It is usually possible, in some degree, to
recover fiom environmental insults-tit, icnt shortages, infectious dis
eases, or psyclhosocial deprivation-during late, life; but as ile "window"
closes, it rapidly Ibcollies difficiilh, if not impossible, to improve on the
limits to tlhe potential for de -... pnient that were set earlier., whether
these are for inaxianitin statire ur fbr cognitive achie\'ement at maturity.
Pollitt et al. infer, from lie strong iiieraction of food supplements
with school grade levels, that removing the source of energy stress-by
supplementary feeding for example-while necessary to improve poten
tial, is, in contexts like Guateinala's, almost certainly insufficient to
realize potential. "The school system, for example, is terribly inefficient
and does not r -spond to the basic edtcational needs of the population.
Less than half of the children enrolled in the first grade finish primary
school, and many remain functionally illiterat . It is highly unlikely that
the provision of food will prevent or remedy the consequences of not
7ceiving an adequate fbrmal e(lcation in a changing society." Even if
partly biological, mechanisms of adaptation (including those triggered
by sUtppllntentary feeding) may need to Ile "potentiated" by behavioral
mnechanisims--of schooling or i):eitut:l ca-e for example--if they are to
improve outcomes, whetlher of, bodily or mental jierforniatnCe.
If this inter)retation of the re'search findings is correct, call it be
concluded that learning Iehavior (-an always be acceptably adapted to
cope with all but the most severe levels of energy stress? Probably not,
because many parents lack the knowledge or resources to do what is
necessary, not only to revelse the effects of the stress itself but also to
diss-wiate them from linked, intellectually harmful features of the home
environnent. There can be (listiessing conflicts between family and child
adaptation under stress. 'lte Queclua Indians, at such times, rely more
heavily otlchild labor for tasks involving mainly body translation; chil
(ret's lightness, e'en more than small adults', increases the efficiency of
conversion of food into tasks done (Thomas, cited inSituith 1979, 65).
Yet tile balance of evidence is that extra calories alone, in infancy or
at school, will not significaii:ly improve tle school aptitude, leaning, or
outcomes for mildly to iitoderately undernourished children. This ap
pears to indicate that such children can tolerate strain from iiioderite
calorie deprivation (otl its own) without lasting intellectual daitage.'L lie
role of "positive deviance" inhome child care-shown in a Bangladesh
study to relate to mother's education (holding wealth constant) via
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cleaner, more fiequcnt child-feeding patterns (Guldan et al. 1989,
462)-is clearly inportanit in facilitating such adaptive possibilities.

Food Acquisition and Composition
Changes in these behaviors, ill order to avoid energy stress, often
succeed to sonic extent btt incur costs (fother sols. The most plausible
options are to conipress nonfood outlay (or nion-food-acquiring activity)
so as to obtain more food; to raise the proporlion of cheap calories in
food obtained; to draw on "food capital," notably livestock; to accept
foods with high presinvatioii o cooking costs or tines, or with other
unpleasant characteristics; or to enable family iimmbers to acquire imore
food by displacing household servants and doing the work themselves.
Those at most risk of energy stress, the poorest 15-25 percent of
households in rural aicas oflow-iicoiiie countries, ty)pically devote some
80 percent of outlay (including sClf-coiisUIiied products) to food ('-,ipton
1983a). This "food share" is not readily increased whei em|mi
erw stress
intensifies. If, as often happens, higher food p)rices are .iuiiig the
sources of such intensification, l)rol)abl)y inducing some comnpressioii of
the nonfood share, thein the scope for fillrther compression is usually
vety small. ILcss-poor people, however, do have this oplioll.
What about sacrificing food diversity to obtain ci aper calories?
Even die ver-y poor soniletiles have this option umader stress (Shall 1983).
More specific food composition choices inivolve turning, il hliungiy
seasons, to larger amnounits of loods that store well (even in drought) in
the wild. Tlhese ,ni;y be staples or more occasional foods; for example,
imongongo itsianl iclons for the !Ktig (Lee ,973) and nuts and
other foods fo:" tle Mbuti ofeast er Zaire (I lart arid I lart 1986). Other
cases, for examiih, amioig the Qucclita lildialis (Tlhomias, cited in Smith
1979, 65), involve trading protein foods, unicr stress, to acquire cheaper
calories. In solvc cases inl Papua New Giinea, such switches to cheap,
low-proteiti foods appear to be associated with three bodily responses:
the first within the lunen of the alitentary canal; the second inlvolviig
mineral salts that increase the efficiency of protein turnover; and the
third involving uwr-,bolic adIjustnients to low dietary intake of protein
(Robson
- adsworthi 1977).
File extent and seasonality of infection critically determnine whether
such caloric-cheapening b1it protein-reducing changes, in avoiding eii
ergy stress, incur olh. lr severe costs. W'here lictre ar few seasonal
infectious the cost is less, a- for the Ferlo ill Setegal (Benefice, Clievassus-

Agnes, and Baral 1984t). Peak energy expenditure, however, coincides
with malaria in Rosetta's (1986) group ofSenegalese. An unusual stigges
tion by Lep)owsky (1985) is that in Paptta New Guinea, childhood food
taboos on consumption of animal proteiti below weaning age may
reduce the severity of malarial attacks among children aged about 6-36
months. 2 4 Murray ct al. (1978) suggest a similar linkage between high
24

Such taboos may be a behavioral response to the need to keep energy sources cheap
under stress.
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protein diet and cerebral malaria in a nomad population in Niger
consuming large quantities of milk. An outbreak of malaria followed
ref-eeding after famine had restricted children to eating grain, not milk.
Often, accelerated livestock slaughter is the main way to avoid
energy stress, for example, in the Mandara Mountains of northern
Cameroon (Campbell and Trccliter 1982) and among the Kenyan Masai
(Campbell 1984). Whether such methods are sustainable depends on
the division of net energy gains among and within households, oi what
happens if the source of stress is either unusually p)rolonged or unex
pectedly repeated, and oil how rapidly the livestock source is replen
ished (or replaced) after the stress period. At one extreme, if increased
rates of cattle slaughter in hungry times are such as to irretrievably
reduce herd size, this constitutes a "damage" response (!ee Chapter 2).
At the other extreme, periodic, smaller increases of slaughter rates
typically clue to rising graini-cattle price ratios and hence Inuigry times
not only "avoid" current energy stress, they r'educe futur-e risks by
p~reventing overgrazin~g and permitting the bush to recover.
Cooking and preservation were central to Tswamia selection of foods
to avoid cnerg , stress during drought (Grivctti 1978, esp. p. 120). Five
factors were crucial: diversitied food base, food preservation techniques,
cooking methods, dietary piactices, and food (listributiol methods.
These mechanisms succeeded; despite the drought of 1965-72, in the
period of Grivetti's research (1973-75) mutritional sutus was satisfactory.
Not all environments permit such apparently lowv-cost adaptation in
food acquisition and composition. Although the ecology of the eastern
Kalahari is semi-arid and subject to severe drought, it has great diversity
of both vegetable and animal resources. In good times, the soils permit
high yields of cultivated crops with only minor soil erosion on a flat
landscape. The wild plants consumed by the inhabitants are remarkably
high in calories, protein, fat, and vitamin C.

7
Who Is Stressed?
Who Adapts?

T

le questions of who is stressed and who adapts are addressed

here only in regard to those issues relevant to research priorities
on adaptation. Thus the large literature on socioeconomic and
demographic causes of malnutrition is not reviewed in depth. Tile topic
is divided in four possible ways to group people who might be subject to
energy stress and then may or may not be abie to adapt. First, energy
stress and response may vary as between different socioeconomic
groups such as landless, smali farnier, and urban. Second, there is a
smail separate litcrature ex.)-nining migration as a response to stress.
Third, "the Foor" may face different pressures or constraints in re
sponse to energy stress. Finally, many problems are special to particular
physiological groups, especially infants and females. In the section on
age and sex groups, the intraho:sehold distribution of energy stresses
and responses is briefly considered.

Socioeconomic Groups
Landed and Landless
Landless people are widely believed to be those at greatest risk of energy
stress. They are indeed likeliest to face increased mortality rates in
famines (Sen 1981; Dr~ze and Sen 1989). However, cuonic risk of
energy stress is clearly greater for the landless than for small farmers
(with, say, 0.5-1.5 hectares to fecd an average-size family) only where
land and water conditions are relatively good. In semi-arid parts of India,
command over food among the landless appears to be no worse than
among persons owning ov operating u) to 5-7 acres. In parts of northern
Nigeria, access to land may indicate absence of claims on more lucrative
income souces and hence greater energy stress (Lipton 19851)).
Data on nwritional stress among landless families are not as plentiful
as data on landed familics. II Matlab thana, Bangladesh, landless mothers
showed both lower avei-age dietary energy intake and greater seasonal
fluctuation than did mothers in landed families (Chen, Chowdhury, and
Huffmnan 1980). For the landless, seasonal fluctuations in food prices
(highest before harvest) often interact harmfully with seasonal fluctua
tions in participation rates and employment (Lipton 1983b). The latter
were worse in their impact on the landless, as they are residual workers,
likeliest to become unemployed in slack periods, while farm-family
workers are retained.
92
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Studies showing lower stress for the landed usually deal with rather
fertile, often multicrop, lands (though often with very poor people). In
serni-arid Indian areas with one crop per year, the operation of a little
land-up to as much as 2-3 liectares-appears no likelier than landless
labor status to protect a household fioin earning so little income per
person as to incur chronic nutrition stress (Visaria, cited in Lipton
1983b, 19851)). In similar areas, the International Crops Research Insti
tute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) has shown that seasonal
variations in work and food-major sources of acute nutritiol stress
are actually worse for farmers than for equally poor landless laborers
(Walker 1984). Year-to-year acute variation, due to diotight, had a
similar patterni of incidence ill semi-arid areas of ual (;ujarat (Sam
brani and Piclhcholiya 1975). In general, however, land offers some
protection against energy stress: if ownted, it call at least be ntortgaged.
More recent studies by II'PRI in the Philippines have shown that
households that maintained access to land following the introduction of
cash crops gained income and increased access to food (Boitis and
Haddad 1988). -lowever', for each hozschold that gained, there was a
tenant household that lost its access to lamd, and consequen.;y lost reliable
income, because the associated shift in the crop mix (fiont aize to sugar)
neither iitcrease(l nor stal)ilized the (demand ot labor. These house
holds were especially exp)osed to enelgy stress becahise they would also
have to expend additiolal elergy injob search and commuting to work.

Preagriculture, Subsistence, and
Cash-Crop Agriculture
Several picces of research have looked at the transition firom nomadic,
tribal, or subsistence life-styles to settled or cash-crop economies, sug
gesting that the change has been for the worse. Gross and Underwood
(1971) studied the impact on rural houscholds in Brazil of the cash-crop
ping introduction. They found that cash cropping had been beneficial
to landowners and entrepreneurs, as indicated by increased weight-for
height among their children. I lowever, cash cropping had led to energy
stress among farit laborers who had become landless. Farm labor
required substantial extria elrgy expelditure by these laborers, which
could be met only by allocating energy intake away fiont totproductive
dependents in the household, especially the children. Unfortunately,
this study included no systematic analysis of energy stress conditions
before cash cropping.
The effects on tribals apart, IIFPRI's five-country study (von Braun
and Kennedy 1986) and the Institute of Dcvelopment Studies (IDS)
review (Maxwell 1988) both show that the incomne and nutrition effects
of the shift to cash cropping, even on the very pool-, are usually favor
able. Income gains outweigh higher transaction costs and risks of food
consutption. However, at least it, the short term, the reductions in
energy stress for preschoolers are modest.
Te literature on hunter-gatherers and arcic.'s suggests that they
are not oftent under energy stress (oit the Mbuti Pygmies, see Abruzzi
1979). hi two studies, despite low calorie intake among a gr'oup of tribals
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(Chitre, Deshpande, and Ninibalkar 1983; Pingale 1975), anthropologi
cal and clinical surveys indicated negligible nutritional deficiencies.
Thus the consider-able literature that interprets the subsistence strate
gies of these groups through the different amounts ofenergy consumed

relative to the energy costs of foraging may not be relevant here.
A tiny but inuch-studied population, the litinter-g,thercs (for exam
ple, in the Kalahari) do face nitritional stress and employ a set of
strategies to adapt (Lee 1973; Bentley 1985). Such populations form a
tiny part, well below 1 percent, of poor people in developing countries. A
carefli review of acculturationi and settletucnt studies in Papua New
Guinea (Dennett and Council 1988) showed that ptior to settlement the
communities had often failed to adapt to nutrition stress, so that num
bers declined-or adapted at plainly unacceptable cost ill disease and
child niortality-and also tli;t gca-lL acculturation e.sed the constrifints
and was usually adapted to successfully, and welcomed by the adaptors.
Changes friom tribal to settled life-styles are likely to compel Iiiltri
tional change, often in respect of body composition (see "Changes in
Body Composition" in Chapter 5). Among the Saniburu in Kenya, a
redistribution of body fat accompanied the transition friom tribal to
nontribal state. The nontribal members were engaged in a wider variety
of duties; this more diversified activity may have led to the redeployment
of the deposits of muscle and body fat (Day, Bailey, and Robinson 1979).
The likely mechanism for such changes is that greater diveksity of
production or wage-earning opportunities results ill smaller fluctuations

in energy balance, even though average annual enclgy needs are in
creased-as seen, for examlple, in Burmese (as compared with West
Aflican) peasants (Dugde,!e and Payne 1987).
As for pastoralists, the Kenyan Turkana were studied by Galvin
(1985) and found to have an extremely low energy intake level of 1,326
kilocalories per person per clay. They buffered tihe apparent energy
stress by a low level of energy expenditure. Eighty-one percent of the day
is spent in "leisure activities." In addition, seasonal variations in energy
intake were adapted to by some mixture of mieabolic adaptation, body
weigit reduction, and fat loss. Not unexpectedly, for pastoralists as for
tribals, in nortal years the presence of spare land eases the task of
adapting to energy stress. If population growth induces integratioi
toward settled societies, the results are complex.
In an area of energy stress upon both farmers and pasto'alists
(Kajaido District of Kenya in 1972-76), it was difficult to sort out who was
damaged by the restiling strain and who was adapting. Both types had
strategies related to storage (of livestock and crops); stored prod-lcts
were exchanged, but there was little linkage at the ecological level, for
example through comp cmentary uses of land. "The effectiveness of
[adaptive] strategies was related not only to the intensity of the drought,
but also to their viability within a changing broader social, econonic,
and political environment" (Campbell 1984, 58). The constant move
ment of the Masai betweed herding and settled farming blurred any
clear distinctions. In other words, it is the extent of (and constraints on)
flexibility and comlplementarity between settled agriculture and its
predecessor activities, probably more than the relative success and
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adaptability of each, that determines the relative and joint acceptabifity
of farmers' and "pre-farmers'

adaptations to energy siress.

Urbanization and Community Change
Urban-rural differences in stress and adaptation are reviewed by
Basta (1977). Clark (1980) showed rural longani children to be superior
in terms of aithrlopoietiy to mrban children, but this is very unusual. A
review of the 12 national nutrition su'veys carricd out by the U.S.

Agency for International Development (USAID) between 1975 and 1981
(Longhurst 1982) showed ihat rates of rural child malmtrition were on
average twice the urban rates.
Traditional settled rural soci--ties, such as the Mniamainde of Brazil,
sometimes have an cxchangt.e system that socially binds the village to
gether in a coninion process of sharing (Aspelin 1979). The imain
neclhanisii of 1)'otcctioi for the Tingalatar community in Nepal against
the famine in 1971 was ie interdependent Bralumin-Bluijel relation
ship. Famine was anticipated after re)eatel raini failure, and well-struc
tured plans were formed at household and comnmunity levels. Wealthy
farmers agreed not to sell grain outside the locality, and poorer house
holds exchanged their daily products for cheaper, more tilling carbohy
drate sources such as millet (Prindle 1979). This sort of social contract is
comparable with family-size adjustment under stress through temporary
translation of individual members ut should not be assumed to be
general, especially where the rich no longer dlepeld oti labor from the
poor because labor is less scarce or conditions less uncertain.
In analyzing who is stressed and who adapts, it may help to look at
tle Giueinschaft-(,e,,ellscl tft distiticlion (Tonnics 1937). Throughout
the world, tiere is a shift from the above traditional paternalistic insur
ance systems to modern social insurance systemsli lowever, there is a
period after the decline of the traditional insmance and plrior to the
introdhiction of the new system. Ili a society adopting modern technolo
gies in farming, especially if they are labor-saving while the population
and labor force are growing, the supply of traditional forms of insurance
declines and demand for them goes up. Trust in new insurance systems
does not form immediately; yet the rise in po!icing costs of old common
property resources reduces their insurance role (Lipton 1985a). In this
transitional period, there is increased risk of stress. Due to a rapidly
changing social environment, biological and behavioral adaptations may
also be slower to respond to stress, leading to increased chances of
failure to adapt, at least acceptably.

Migrants
Migration is sometimes an adaptive response to nutritional stress, How
ever, long-term ifig'ants are usually better off nutritionally than the
people with whom they settled, and seldom show signs of nutritional
stress (Riley 1979, for Peru; Hull 1979; Schietz, Egoramaiphol, and
Leitzmann 1984, for Thailand; Black and Sanj;ir 1980, for Puerto Rico;
Kashiwaza.i 1983, for Bolivia).
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The study of Desai el al. (1984) on migrant adolescent boys in Brazil
did show some mild malnutrition. Also, de Alineida and Thomas (1989)
find that Cape Verdean mignants to Lisbon undergo dietary changes
that are "already contributing to ...obesity and [thel risk of diabetes,

cardiovascular disease and bowel disorders" in adults-but offsetting
gains to infant growth and survival are not discussed. Of ,oitrse, short

term seasonal migrants, homeless wanderers, and refugees are quite
special groups, at v'ery high risk of stress.

Income Groups
Does poverty expose its victims to particular types or levels of energy
stress, of resulting strain, of consequent damage, or of responses
(whether or not adaptive or acccptabhle)? For various reasons, poverty is
more conveniently mlueasured by outilay thai by income (Glewwe and van
der Gaag 1988). Also, because hou~seholds wsith low outlay nay not be
poor if tile), also have few Inemibers (or few adult consumers), it is
essential to assess a household's po'eity, not by its total outlay (Datta
and Meerman 1980) but by its outlay )er l)rson-or better, if available,
by household outlay per adlt-equivalent (onsuluer, or tIOPAEC. Does

this reveal much about household energy stress and adaptation?
There are two extreme ways to int rlpret that question to which clear
answers exist. First, is there a strong positive relationship (high response
elasticity and high correlation coefficient)-over the whole range of
HOPAEC firon the severest destitution up to a comfortable level of
living-between a lower level of IOPAFC and probability of shortfall,
among that household menbership, either below (say) WHO/FAO/
UNU-indicated intakes relative to rcquirements or below (say) NCHS
median height-for-age ini children or weight-for-height in oldults? Increas

ingly clearly, the answer is no. Such relationships are strong only below
a low threshold level of HOPAEC, different in different sorts of house
holds and communities. As I IOPAEC rises above that level, preferences
for dietary variety and other attributes loom very large, relative to
preferences for extra calories, unless the extra I IOPAEC is being
achieved through extra effort rather than higher returns per unit of

effort (Bouis and I laddad 1988; Behrman and Deolalikar 1988).
Second, is there a level of HOPAEC such that, below it but not
otherwise, there is a substantial risk that energy intakes are so seriously
below requirements as to lead to severe anthroponetric shortfills-and
hence to major increases in risk of reduced mental or working capacity,
of illness, or evev, among preschooleas, of death? increasingly clearly,
the answer is yes.

In their study of Nicaragua, Belrinan and Wolfe (1984) found an
extremely weak positive relationship between nutritional intake and
HOPAEC. Their income elasticities of demand for energy were very

small (though inversely related :o HOPAEC). Also, mother's education
was found to have a highly significant positive relationship with nutri
tional demand. In other words, low mother's education could be a better
indicator of energy stress than low HOPAEC. However, this appears to
be likely only at "Latin American" income levels, where the rather low
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food-outlay ratios among poverty groups (for example, 40 percent at the
official poverty line in Brazil, as against over 70 porcent in India) suggest
that, except among those well below the poverty line, not many people

25
are hungiy for want of income.

In nmch poorer areas, Lipton (1983a) reported several microstudies
and sample surveys in which measured income elasticities or expendi
ture elasticities of demand for food among "ultrapoor households"
typically those spending around P0 percent of outlay on food, yet failing
to meet even 80 percent of FAO/WHO (1973) energy intake recom
mendations-were not significantly below unity. Such households typi
cally reduced neither the proportion of outlay devoted to food nor the
staples-food i-atio as total household income and outlay rose, as long as
HOPAEC remained below a critical level-behavior violating the Engel
and Bennett laws, IespecticVely

-6

Wl!e this does not prove that demand

for energy is highly responsive to increasing IOPAEC even at these very

low levels, such behavior strongly suggests that perceived energy stresses

are important in, and confined to, these very poor groups (Edirisinghe
and Polenman 1983).
Violation of Eugel's Law at extremely low lev,:is of HOPAEC is
confirmed in Edirisinghe and Poleman 1983 and in Blianoji Rao 1981.
They found that, among the poorest 15-25 percent of households sur
veyed, rising HOPAEC does not appear to induce a falling proportion
of outlay on food in general, or even on starchy staples. Strauss and

Thomas (1990) have examined several data sets to disprove the view that
this "violation" of Engel's Law is an artifact produced I)y a few outrider
observations.

Above the threshold, as IOPAEC rises further, households diversify
their purchases away from basic food staples. This suggests that there is
no longer perceived energy stress. However, while this clearly differenti

ates the ultrapoor (or food-poor) fiom others, tLie relationship of
HOPAEC to energy acquisition per adult-equivalent consumner over the
whole income range is weaker. la rural areas of five less-developed
countries, recent IFPRI work (von Braun and Kennedy 1986) shows

weak (though positive) links between IOPAEC and short-run energy
balance, anthropomnetry, or health outcomes in preschoolers. Except at
very low levels of HOIPAEC, it appears to be "loosely meshcd" rather

than "tightly wedded" to dietary energy intake and to nutritional status,
at least in the short ternm (Behrman 1988a). This does not prove that
people at higher HOPAEC-above the poorest quintile or so in India or
Africa--correctly perceive themselves to be nutritionally adapted and in
2st might be mentioned that women's schooling and HOPAEC are likely to be

positively related. However, if this produced strong collinearity between them as
explanatory variables of energy intake, then their statistical significance (t-statistics)
would be low, which is not the case in Behrman and Wolfe 1984. However, that could
be explained by a nonlinear positive relationship between women's schooling and
HOPAEC.
26
Engel's Law states that, as HOPAEC rises, the proportion spent on food falls;
Bennett's, that the proportion of food outlay devoted to starchy staples falls.
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need of few extra calories when I IOPAEC rises fiurther. 2 7 However, tile
important exception to loose neshing-that energy intake does rise
substantially, even above the threshold, when IOPAEC and labor input
increase together-does suggest that the loose meshing rile may repre
sent a correct perception aniong households above a community
specific ItOPAEC threshold (Lipton 1989)).
To the extent that low IIOPAEC is passed fiom generation to
generation, nouibly among "hereditaly" outigroups in low-income couIn
tries (for example, harijancastes in India), various forms of adaptation
nmay be associated with poverty itself. These permit survival and possibiy,
but not necessarily, fill fimet ioling. Laborers too ti derllotirished to
work are at evolutionary disadvantage, so that "food-econoiizing"
gcnones may be selected among fhe heredit:rily poor. lowever, nei
ther this nor lliioral alaj~tation by the poolr is an unmixed a'vlniage
for them. "Fainilies living under conlditiols of extrene poverty generally
adaput to this conldition, and are iot cll irely aware of the ab.ormality of
their sitilm;tion .... For tiem, the mahlollrislled child is not the conse
quence of poverty.... ley findI explanatory factors iniheclt to the
child and not the enviromncnt (the child is weak, or ill)" (Ritmallo and
Monckeberg 1983). Lolig-rlu adaptation, if it confers low expectations,
call in such circumstances impede short-run recovcr.

Age and Sex Groups
Although it is clear that nutritional stress somichow gets "allocated"
within an affected family, there has been sulbstantial debate over how
this is accomplished. In lartic'ulau, is hardship reflected in allocations of
dietai-y energy that are, in some approliriate sensc, proportional to
requiremients? Or does the intrahioischold (listribution of access to food
reflect repartitiolling, ihat is, Illequal distribution of cither chronic or
acute hardship between individual household lell
,ers?In chronic
stress, some limits can be placed on the degree of ",ualdistribution"
likely to be commoi by the observatioll by Clarke anlI I laswell (1970) of
the remarkable constancy of the grain) equivalent of the mininmm
agricultural wage. They found "... throughout all times and places for
which we have information, the ru-al aboirer, however poor, will not
do a (lay's work for less tIan three kilograms grain equivalent." Seckler
(1980), confirming that this figure holds good for Indian laboring
households of aveiage size, observed that it is substantially above the
level at which, assuming the" wage-earl er contiiiu:ed to meet his physi
ological needs, the lives of his dependents would be seriously threat
ened. Secklcr concluded that the almost universal mininitmt of 3 kilo
grais inakes sense only on the basis ef one crucially imlportant
assmnption, which he found "entrancing," that wage-earners love the.r
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Perceptions rmay be incorrect partly because a head of household, when income rises,
makes judgments about the unmet energy requirements of other household members,
including inarticulate infants.
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dependents to the extent that they will "irrationally" share their scarce

food supplies in proportion to their needs rather thai treating them as
residual claimants.
WAhile this might be trute for the average, there may of course be
exceptions. It has often been claimed that, particularly during periods of
stress, women suffer more thanimen and children more than adults.

Recent literature has shown the situation to be less clear-cut.
First, even if there were relatively more attention to maintaining
nutrition for some age or sex groups, it might maximize the proportion
of a total population that strvives or avoids scrious harm. This would be
the case if such favored groups were at greater risk, as seeons to be the
case with boys in regard to tneial damage fioni undernurition (Lipton
198 3 a, 52). Overall survival prospects coild also increase if energy stress
were "kept away" from family memlers whIo had to engage i,a risky
search for ticcrtain wage work, and who could fced othcr household
nellbcrs (front wages) ontly if a jOb Could bC foud at1d comtlplcted.

Second, discminiation against children or females in nutrition
appears to be tihe cxccption, not tle rule. A study in Guatemala reveals
one reason tie opposite is often isserted; indeed, "adhlt males are
favotreCd il the (listlribilt iot ofkcals at regular mealtimes, [bit] children
...when total daily consmnption is calculated ...cultural rules . ..
favoutring males... seem to operate at formal meal events only. Feeding
behaviour betweenl meals ... tends to compensate )yfavouring those
not favoured" at mealtines (Nieves anI Engle 1989). Mothers and
children ,(lapt, by avoidance of the source of stress, to mnale lonittance
as a source of food shortages. I lence a coml )relcsivc review of intitra
family dist,'ibution of limiger in South Asia attributed malnutrition
much more to lack of household cut itlicuwut than to ,naldistribiution
within the household (1larriss 1986, esp. p. 46).
Third, eveut in places where this is not normally trite, it becomues true
in extreme conditions. A rccnt careful study inBangladesh (Abdullah
and Wheeler 1985) showed significant seasonal differences itl energy

intake fer adults and for young children aged 1-4 years. Scasonality,
however, did not exacerbate these differences alsolutely, that is, it
reduced them relatively.
Overall, it is rare for children not to receive the share of, household
food that requirements would prescribc, or for young girls to receive a
significantly lower siare than young boys. Scrious and widespread exam
pies are repot ted only in parts of northern India and Baugladesh and
are refitted for Africa and Latin America (-Tarriss 1986; Lipton 1983a;
Svedberg 1989, esp. chap. 7; Schofield 1979). Where suc. discrimnina
tion does happen, as in 3angladesh, it almost has to be corrected when
food supply is shiotest, in times of special stress; indeed, young girls'

share then increases (Abdullah and Wheeler 1985). The study con
cluded that intralionschold allocation does follow the same pattern as
expected requitircentnts, except for the youtgest children. Chilorcti of all
ages were given more calories per kilogram of body weight than adults.
There w;s no consistent differcnce in nutritional statums (weight-fo:2-age)
between boys and girls. Therefore, in one of the (exceptional) countries
where discriminatioa against girls in nutrition is clearly proven (Chen,
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Huq, 'nd D'Souza 1981)-though probably due to differential health
care, not food intake--corrections are made in the worst seasons, both
away fiom sex differentials and away fromn preferential food allocation
for working males. However, the latter has been found in populations
where such males faced job search in the stressed season, by Chen, Huq,
and D'Souza (1981) in Bangladesh and by Behnman (1988b, 1988c),
working with a South i-dian data set.

Such seasonal corrections have also been shownt for weanlings ill
Bangladesh (Brown et ai. 1985). l)iscrimination against girls below 2

years of age was not apparent during tile season of greatest nutritional
stress; but the poslarvest improvement in intakes was greater and
began carlier among the older (18-30 months) boys. This appears to be
due to the greater consumption of breast milk as well as rice. For both
boys and girls, energy intake was approximately one-third g.-eater during
the postharvest period than during the p-halvest period. Therefore,
weanlings in Bangladesh were heavily affected by seasonal changes ill
food production and availability, but sex discrimination again declined
during tile severest stress.
In the two populationms studied by Norgan, Ferro-LIuzzi, and l)urnin
(1982), the energy intake of adult men (relative to apparent FAO/
WHO/iJNU requilements) was higher that, that of women-a rather
unusual finding (Schofield 1979, Lipton 1983a)-but this difference was
reduced or reversed in the groups z)f older children.
In exceptional cases where prot-in-energy malnutrition is clearly more
prevalent among females, for example in some pool rural comnmunities in
Mexico, undernourished nales may have been absent fron the samples
because they were already dead; more undernourished females were

found because they were more resistant. The fiemaie infant grows less with

tile sane amount of proicin, but this may have a positive aspect because
the consumption of the saute aniount of milk for a smaller body would
contribute to her survival. Males may convert proteill "better," grow faster,
and either survive and grow to higher anthropomnetric levels or die (de
Chavez ct al. 1974, who conclde that this hyl-othesis is not proven).
The hypothesis that women are better ada)ted to surviving seasonal
stress liAs been supported not only by the cognition literature (see
"Cognition" section in Chapter 5) but also by Rosetta's (1986) study in
Senegal. Here the men, especially those over 55, showed a seasonal
mobilization of muscle mass (that is, a reduction to "feed" the remaining

tissues, indicated by changes in lower-arm circumference) during the
rainy season, whereas the women resisted seasonal food stress more
than men (regardless of their age and physiological status) without
mobilizing muscle mass. Men less than 55 years of age lost 2.7 percent,
and those over 55 years, 4.8 percent, of their body weight. The lower
arm circumference of women remained in equilibrium whaiever the
season, with the exception of one year of the three-year study. 8' The
28

However, even in this year the absolute value of the decreases was lower han in the
male groups.
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reasons for this are not clear. One reason tb.r the weight loss in men may
be sex-related differences in work distribution, that is, that only the men
increase energy expenditure during the stresscd season; but this involves
taining effect and is hard to reconcile with reduced muscle mass.
Rosetta's (1986) study was carried out in periods of severe seasonal
stress-virtually famine conditions. These may involve a "pecking order"
in communities in terms of casting off family members. Families disinte
grate with children being sent away to other families (or even sold) and
rite elderly left bchind. Dirks (1980) confirms that during famine the vex-Y
young and old are in greatest jeopardy; the health of both groups
deteriorates rapidly. The 1939 famine in the Punjab brought consider
able increases in death ates for those under 10 vcars and over 60 years,
while the death rates of those aged 10-60 declined, probably because they
were better able to move in search of food or work,

8
Conclusions and Proposals
for Research
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Conclusions

his revicw has considered two basic questions. First, what biologi
cal and behavioral mechanisms do individuals, households, and
larfer population groups use illadapting to the challenge of
different sources, intensities, and durations of energy stress? Second,
given that successfid adaptation implies only that the chances of an
individual's surviving to contribute to tlr inheritance of future genera
tions are improved or maintained, what counterbalancing costs are
incurred and who suffers most froni thesc?
'The particular combinations ando tiling of stresses and responses
vary widely. Responses differ according to types of livelihood, family
strictircs and stage of development, ecological settings, and cultural
traditions. he origins and timing of the stress itself also affect the range
of feasible and appropriate adjustments.
The rich diversity of these patterns of response makes for both the
difficulty of the sublject and its importance for policy. The strategies that
families normally adopt to avoid, repartition or resist, or tolerate tinder
nutrition have to be understood in order to find effective ways of
helping them with the adoption. Indeed, an outsider's strategies may
merely disrupt or displace their older coping Iechanisius, especially if
such strategies represent responses to long climatic cycles or even to the
experience of regular drought (Morris 1974). Neither, without 1inder
standing such strategies, can policyluakers allocate scarce nutritional
and health resources in the public domain efficiently, for this requires
the ability to estimate, at least roughly, the places, times, and circum
stances in which the capacity to respond to stress without
9 unacceptable
damage to health or livelihood is likely to be exceeded.
More effective policy choices for prevention, either through
strengthening and extending existing traditional adaptive strategies or
through better targeting of relief toward those for whom such strategies
are not acceptable or whose options have run out, will require more
29

1f moderately to severely undernourished families respond to increased energy stress
by redistributing food toward (potentially) employed family members, they may reduce
the survival prospects of living children but increase the family's chance to pull through
as a self-reproducing unit in the long rin.
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than just the recognition of diversity. The manifold adjustments that
households make in the face of energy stress are not simply random. It
should be possible to distingurish consistent patterns: hierarclies, distii
butions, and time sequences of changes that can be thought of as a
variety of strategics of response.
It may be useful to spell out a little more fully onc example of the
consequences of the "adaltation-accep~tability" approach takeni here at
individual and houschold levels. In the matter of intrahous,-hold distiibti
tion, the notion is rejected that the needs of individual family members
ate fairly met if,and only if, their expected intakes are proportional to the
average, or expected, recluirements For the age, sex, and activity level of
the groups to which each member belongs. Such average requirements
can indeed be estimated as recommended by successive WI IO/FAO
committees. Until rccenltly, however, this has been done without refer
ence to the spec~lic context. ' In particular, a household or set of house
holds that allocates a particular age- or sex-group "more than its fair
(average) sham-e" of caloies should be assumed, until the conraly is
proven, to face Citlhcr or both of two conditions: (1) :n above-average
requirement of energy in that group (for example, to do or seek work, to
fight infection, to insure against the risk of these, or even to support an
unusually high RMR), min((2) a more significant imipacl, for that group,
cf extra dietamy energy on anthrojl ometric status, as ilthe case of boys
vis-a-vis girls in Guatemala (Martorell et al. 1980, 225).
Therefere, data on actual food Consmnptiotl (or its changes) by age
and sex-groups within a household, expressed as a proportion of such
groups' average expected requirecments (or their changes), does not tell
us much about equity or the lack of it between adults and children or
between nmales and females. Unfairness or discrimination of food shar
ing could be determined only on the basis of concurrent measurements
of bodh intakes and expenditures of energy. Some assessment of out
come should also be required in terms of the niutritional status of the
household members and its impact on their contribution to household
resources. Finally, as the evidence in this study underlines, it is necessary
to know who-nmale or female, young or old-is likeliest to fail in
adapting to various sources of energy stress. Vety few studies provide
this kind of data. As it happens, those that most closely approach the
ideal seeni to show that, in regard to regular and predictable seasonal
stress, discrimination is if anything in favor of children, even in favor of
girl children. Furthermore, if anything, men show greater seasonal
changes in weight status than women. Women are likelier than men (inl
small samples with energy expenditures carefully measured) to show
longish periods of apparent negative energy balance without weight loss
(Edmundson and Edniundson 1989), confirming the Dunn team's con
clusion (Dunn Nutrition Unit 1986; Ncstl6 Foundation 1987, 1988) that
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FAO/WHO/UNU (1985) moves a long way toward allowing for context, at least as
regards activity levels, but leaves the reader hard-pressed to rank persons, communi
ties, or areas in order of need at all, given the limited data usually available.
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womenamd not only (though vcly powcrfilly) in pregnancy and lacta
tion-have more effective jeanis of metabolic adjnstnlent.
In response to severe and tunpredictable strcss, there is evidence of
discrimination against the vely yotntg andi tIle very old after prolonged
famnine. As a last resort, death risks to these groups are allowed by
desperate households to iltirease so as to improve tile prospects for
reproductive and poteintially self-sufficient household memlbers and thus
for the household as a whole. I lowever, in traditional societies at least,
this hap)ePs only after tl scope ftr adjustment through sharing of food,
fiel, time, and otilhr resources within and between loliseholds has been
exhausted. In other words, tle sequence "avoi(latce-re )artitioni ng
1
resistance" has Iben followed throulgh to the point of tolerance of
daniage. At this poiit, however, sutrvival of those most likely to succeed
in rebuilding tle househol is i)([hal)s secn as the hrsi priority.
Where falIs in incoi oe, millcr t1a faltities or seasonal paItctiis, are
the source of stress there are again rol)lems of incoipletcness of data
fion which to draw inferences about what chatges households choose
and in response to what stiress( s. A 10 percent iicome Call that is linked
to a big fall ill energy expetldiure as a result of a similar fall ill employed
work, for inslaC, provides a Icll smaller enlergy stress, and woIld be
expected to induce ntttch less fll itn calorie intake, than a similar income
fall with no remission ill wor king iltelisity. Yet generally one is forced to
tty to draw coClchlsiotts al)out "te'spotses to illcollie-itidtted ellergy
stress" htioi household cross-sectiots (It ore rarely titite series) slowiig
differences (or changes) itl iticoll or total expetlditure aid ill household
average consumption of energy and other nutriets witiot knowledge
of coneohtiant changes itt entergy expelnditure. Usually the evidetice is of

positive butt unexpectedly stttall elasticities of energy iitake itt response

to chtanges iln iicotte lot, or differences in income across, households of
given age-sex composition, event ill rather poor colittiitilitics. However,
there are probl)aly discontiities--iot merely tonliltearities--in suich
variations of behaviot, 31 which itirror similar bIrcakpoints ill tile other
wise sttootlt operation of Eltgcl's attd Betitctt's laws of consumption.3 2
Evidently, wheti a decline itt in1coile is a source of eniergy stress, the
Clecisioti about whcleer to adjtnst ettergy acqtisitioti down, or to do
soliethitig elsc illstead, itvolves complex shifts of behavior atld tcdis
trilltiols of collStitltptiolt, witlh st'bstaltial differences anlong families
haviig similar levels of income, deptnding otl such factors as diffe'reit
typcs of enl)loyl n ilid access to ItatI ituprovetuents."
3

'See Strauss and Thomas 1990 for recent strong evidence from Brazil of income
elasticities of detand for calories around 0.25-0.30 for people in the poorest decile of
expenditure per person bitt much lower for others (and "at the mean"): see also
Behrman 1990 and Bouis and Haddad 1990.
32
On these, see Lipton 1983a, Bhanoji Rao 1981, and Edirisinghe and Poleman 1983.
33
1f child welfare is so coastrained by bad health-sanitation-care environments that
extra calories do little for it, then even very poor households may be forced to conclude
that there is little gain from feeding more to children (or to their parasites and bacteria)
when income rises.
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Evidence of the nutritional outcome of such adljst menlts, that is, of
changes in nitritional status, is also fi'istratingly linilcd ill tile large
majority of cases to iueasureiieiits oil small children. What can justifi
ably be inferred fioni these measurenents about the natlire of intra
family adjustmnelnts? Ilie conclusion here is that current views on the
nature of the causes of growth retardat ion ill children (10 not support
the use of child ant Iropomietiry as a proxy for household food (energy)
availability. Only if ical hh-sanitation environmnts, adult work energy
requirements, genetics, and ne(dical histories of two sets of households
were both "norral," or otherwise both closely similar or well controlled
for, could (lifferences in child althroponictl-y be confidently attri)uted
to differences betweenil te two communities ill household energy avail
ability or in the success of aljstients to it.
Of course, all individull child who is sma1ller thai ClxpCtCd I'r its
age nnUst have receive( or retained less energy (or (Oill)leciiilitary
ntrients), relati'( to its requiremnts, thaii a "llorilnal" he;liliy ierson.
F-lowever, to suggest thll sulch smallless measures the extelt to which
uiidlliutritionl was a cause of it is seriously iiiisk-ading. The cause of
poolr growthIllay have been almuiost alily c'omil)ilatiol or ser c
e over
time of factors such as illness, infectious or otherwise; enliolional stress;
neglect; abuse; orl)hahilood; or even low birth weight or gelnetic factors.
Restriction of food offercd to tile child inight be a lialin or contributory
cause of that poor growth, bill it is by no illeanS a ltecessaiy one. Thlus
tile presence or thie freq lency of smuallness for age among children
should not be expected to hear any consistent relationship to tile
current or past level of food availalility in the households to which those
children belong.
Moreo'er, a pattern of reduced growth (especially ill length or
lheight), once established for whatever reason, becomes difficult to
reverse after the first one or two years of life. Thus, (welv ill those cases
where food retrsiction is kniowii to have been a IIiajor cause, remuioval or
reduction of that stress may )rodlc at most only a raitlicl small recov
ery in expected size for age. Parents whose inherited wisdom suggests
that this applies to their own childreln May rationally irsplond to in
creases in incole by raising children's food intake inutci less than other
parents would do, thus dragging down obser'ved income elasticities of
children's energy ilitaLes for the sample as a wlhole but lot necessarily
for those houlseholds where a high ,'responsiveness natters greatly for
children's well-being.
This inodel of "rational adal)tation" or "ieali-seeking Ibehavior"
(Alderman 1993) has two iiimplications. First, taken togetlhe with the
collplexity of the intraliollsehold a(iljstnllents already noted, it explains
why such a smlall proportion of inteilhouseliold variability ill child an
thiopoinetlric staus is explained by diffcrences ill such sources of' stress
as household exl)edil(itllre per head. Second, it leanis that, as part of' an
adaptive strategy for dealing with energ), stress, it is necessary to distin
guish sllort-run, more or less directly mediated responses--stich as body
weight loss consequent upon and coniipmlating directly for negative
energy balance-fi'oin Ionger-rui, fifi'time processes ill which general
environmental st'ess ill ve-y early life leads to a sustained reduction ill
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body size. These can be regarded as anticipatory components of lifetime
energy-saving strategies for dealing with all environinent in which the
risk of energy stresses of various kinds is likely to be high, and in which
a sharp fall in food intake (leading to energy stress) is a particularly ikely
.,ource (see "Smallness as a Direct Contribution to Energy-Saving" in
Chapter 5).
Of all the biological responses made by individuals, those related
to changes of body size are probably the most significant, both in
terms of the amount of energy saved through size/weight reduction
and in regard to the relatively small costs incurred. Size changes are
adaptive: people bad at making such changes at low cost under energy
stress (for example, very lean people) are at relatively greater risk. The
evidence also suggests that changes large enough to contribute very
significant savings of energy, either in face of short-term stress or as
part of a lifetime strategy, often result in rather sniall losses of finc
tional capacity. Inparticular this seems likely to be the case for work
capacity, especially if weight reduction i.s part of an integrated re.
sponse that includes behavioral changes vesulting in increased effi
ciency of task accomplishment through changes of timing or intensity
of work or both. SUch changes prolbably include selection of tasks
(involving, for example, much body translation and little lifting of
weights) suitable to small people or to people especially exposed to the
risk of weight loss.
Social policy as well as research and training policy has its part to
play in ensuring that earning capacity and employment in these "small
people's tasks" are advanced in the development process. Labor inten
sity is usually essential ifa production system is to provide adequate food
entitlements on average to the very pool; but great caution is desirable
in order to avoid forms of "effort intensity" that favor large and muscu
lar people if, as appears to be necessary, a part of development strategy
is to sustain adaptive capacities.
Compared with size changes, other biological comupoinents of re
sponse, such as altered body composition, changes iI liermiogenesis,
and what has been termed "imetabolic adaptation," result in relatively
smaller energy savings when considered separately. Also, there is more
uncertainty (than for modest changes in body size) as to whether in
any given set of circumstances any of these involves bearable (much
less acceptable) cost,-. Insofar as all of them are likely to t;,ke place
togethe, as part of an integrated response, their contribution may be
a small but significant addition to the effect of size changes operating
alone.

Returning to the issue of 'big is better" versus "'smallis beautil,"
no good reason to take either side has been found. None oflhe evidence
reviewed here suggests a general advantage of bigness per se. For
example, the argument that irreversible lifetime reductions in height
might "close off" fuure options for which tallness might have some
(unforeseen) advantage is not persuasive. And smallness might, for
other options, have unforeseen relative advantages. It is apparent, how
ever, that where small size is the outcome of environmental stresses at
any period of life, those adverse processes that result in smallness are
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not acceptable, even if the people who survive theim are not further
disadvantaged by reason of their size. Thus this study supports the view
that smallness is both adaptive and acceptable but that it is nevertheless
important, often urgent, to interrupt the process of bccoming small.
Scar tissue uay be an adaptive andI acceptable resionsc to burning;
burning itself is neither adaptive nor acceptable.
A caution should be added, however. Whether or not bigness has
advantages, adult body size will be increased, not only by economic
development (which causes parents to spend more on children's food
and health), but also by government activilies to promote child gi owth.
If such activities succeed, they will greatly inci-ease the filture food
needs of the adult population. It is irresponsible to ignore these out
comes or to discount them on the grounds that bigger people will
somehow L- more productive of food (or items exchangeable for it)
and will have more access to the food when iicedcd. Unless there is a
clear and secure basis for sutstainably larger and widely available fulture
food supplies, and for the adults to earn access to them via increased
activity to prIoduce food or food-exchangeables, the larger aidults will
tend to become either wasted (tall but hungry) or idle (poor but fat"
Both outcomes may 1e worse than a "small but not very unhealthy"
adulthood.
This study has established a wide range of biological responses to
several forms of energy stress. The authors hope to use Indian data, and
new studies based on them, to establish how far these differenccs mean
that some households "do better" than others, that is, that some sorts of
private or social behavior give better chances for tIe biology of response
to stres's to be in tile first place adaptive and, in addition, acceptable.
Inquiries to that end, however, have raised a further issue that compli
cates this plan of work.
13chaviorai responses----especially via the quantity, intensity, dura
tion, type, and ergonomics of work done-arc, because they are in
general more flexible and rapidly available, likely to be more impor
tant immediate adjustments to energy stress than are biological re
sponses, even including the most important o' these (reduced body
size or growth). Yet behavioral responses interact with biological
responses in complex ways. For example, if a man responds to food
shortage by working less, his potential for biological adjustments
(from weight loss to BMR reduction) is hardly tested. On the other
hand, some behavioral responses render particular adjustments more
likely or amplify or even cause them; when hungry people can adapt
by reducing very vigorous activity, they save energy not only directly
but also (probably) by reducing RMR per kilogram and the thermic
effect of feeding. Another interaction is that behavioral responses
who in a household works less during a period of energy stress?-- an
repartition biologica1 response: who else in the household joses
weight? Such interactions, together with evidence on tIle effects of
alternative biological responses and judgments on acceptability,
greatly affect policy choices. It should be assumed that people, espe
cially hungry people, respond rationally to policy changes affecting
food.
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Proposals for Further Research
Policy Processes and Nutrition Research
Although all arcane discussio-i about the general prloblem of defining
objectives, social relevance, and priorities for research is avoided here,
something needs to be Said abouit tile categories into which it might be
nsufill to divide this potentially extensive ralige of topics.
Tllere is a general pitslllptioll that re!vvance to national policies
should be an imlportant criterion for ideintifying research priorities.
However, the nature of the policy process itself is usually left undefined
and is treated as exogenous to the research process and its out)uts. For
exaniple, tile United Nations Sub-Conmittee on Nutrition (of tile Ad
nlinistrative Conmnittee on Coordination) convnccd an ad hoc working
group in 1986 to considel ihe possibility of levising a systematic scliena
for identifying research areas related to "defining nutritional problems,
solving theni, and inplementing tile solutions." However, the issues
considered were essentially related to the best uses of science within
policy. Tlere was noe discussioll of the possible impacts of research on
the policy process itself.
The appareit research priorities oil adaptatlion to diclary energy
stress have emllerged in a soiewhilat pieceineal fashion throliglholt this
review. Before they aile pilled iogetlh-r, tihree guidelinies will be sug
gested for choosing ty)es of rese'arch that will help to improve tile policy
process by rendering it mlore responsive to the priorities of' people at
nutritional risk.
1.A wide range of' policies is likely to affect wllether a group of
people is able to adapt tG the types of energy stress that it expcriences
and to do so ill ways acce)table both to the group at risk and to society
as a whole. Moreover, tihe types of feasible policy as well as the sources
of stress and the adaptive processes all differ over tinle and space.
Therefore, even leaving aside tIle issue of possible differences ill moral
preferences alollg )ersols and groups, the acccptabil*y (or atherwise)
of tile outcolncs will depend heavily oil tie particular context. Tlis
applies not olly to )iogramllls Ihat are desiglihd to affect specific
u
tional ilpiuts btlt also to those that are in the first plice ailed at
olullll1itrilional ol)jectives bl)t la), nollntheless lave utltritional out
coles. The scope for esablisling general rules for nutrition policy in all
cases, as distinct fiom rule., for selecting a type of Inltrition strategy
suitable to particular types of circulstances, is small. 'illerefoic, the
icduction of unacceptable outcolncs of energy stress implies current,
location-specific researcl, iterating with continuous assessiment, adjust
ment, and lonitoring of change.
2. The at-risk group's current ethical values amid capacity to manage
social adjustlllenlts are part of tile coltext. Each [opulation group, and
its political systelm, needs rcscarcll to enable it to establish and prioritize
its concerns about the levels of (leprivationl-and nieans of adaptation
tllat it deens llacceptable in tile light of the social and econolic costs
imfplied by tleir reduction. Yet current agemlda-setting For research, into
adaptation to dietary ei,.gy stress for exanlple, generally begins with
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advocacy (often by international groups) of externally perceivcd imlperaLives and priorities assessed on the basis of "global" indicators and
targets. What is needed is to shift the goals of policy research away fiom
identifying researchable (that is, technically soluble) "problens" for all
circumstances toward categorizing types of conditions where particular
sorts of problems arise and where particular types of solution are
appropriate; away from implementing "solutions" on the basis of cen
trally determined goals toward using the procedures of civil society for
goal-setting; and away froin to-dlown models that yield "optimizing"
outcomes towat d open, pluralist ways to help people to influence and
manage the processes affecting their own nutrition, health, and capabili
ties. This refers not only to the processes involved in adaptatiohk, but also
to the processes by which ethical standards are evolved, discussed, and
translated into political compropnises and priorities for allocating scarce
resou.rces.
The State of Olegon wants to help its owi, voters-taking note of,
but not subordinate to, flhe judgments of medical scientists--to decide
on the priorities for publicly su)ported heahlt care. In poor countries,
where resources are scarcer and where there are more serious unmet
needs (including nutritional inadequacies), a similarly democratic pro
cess of prioritizing public responses to energy stress is even more
strongly indicated. Adaptation research should seek to inform that
process.
3. Useful research, however basic at first, should ultimately improve
the understajlding of the capacities that some. but not all, people or
groups possess for adjusting successfilly, and even acceptably, o energy
stress. One example is the study of "positive deviance" as a |.actor in
child survival.

Aims of Research
Against this background, the overall aims of research become easier to
define. First, more informa ion is needed about what types of individu
als, households, and communities are prone to various sources of energy
stress. To what extent does the sustainability of their livelihoods depend
upon their ability to make effective adjustments in respcI.. t- the
resulting stresses? Second, research should help to distinguish the differ
ent types and scope of responses they make. What is the relative strate
gic importance of these along the sequence of avoidance, repartiti ning,
resistance, or tolerance? Third, research should help to reveal the
mechanisms and processes involved. What are the limits beyond which
further adjustment ceases to be adaptive, that is, ceases to maintain
biological fitness?
Research on adaptation to energy stress, then, should improve the
sorts of understanding that can help at-risk groups not only to make
better personal choices but also to apply their own (evolving) prefe
ences to influence and improve policies that have nutritional outcomes.
In that perspective, an underlying concern derives from the attempt in
this report to clarify disputes about the existence and extent of adaptive
processes. As defined here, adaptation must, in the nature of things,
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exist-and in a wide variery of forms. Research may well show that some
of these forms, or the strategies through which they are deployed, are
relatively minor in scope.
More seriously for this perspective on research as a ineanis toward
informed participation, it may turn out that some adaptations cause, or
are stringly associated with, quite severe costs. (This is known to be the
case for severe growth retardation in children, for example.) However,

the criteria by which such responses or strategies arejudged on balance
to contribute to rather than detract firom biological fitness, that is, to be
adaptive, lie firmly within the realm of evolution through natual selec
tion. A particular outcome might be adaptive, yet could be shown by
research to be unamcceltalble given cxisting social values, and avoidabl
givcn available resources. Equally, some outcomes currently vcgarded as
acceptable might prove to imly hidden costs that render thei
nonadaptive and, if those newly perceived costs are to individual health
or surviva! prospects, unaccci)table as well.
Ideology inevitably influences research priorities. Also, almost every

aspect of adaptation to dietay energy stress is characterized by some
lack of knowledge. Nevertlhcless, an attempt has been made in this study
to prioritize research areas that appear to offer relatively high prospects
of success per rescarch dollar and of empowerment of hungry people to
take (and to press for) better decisions per "unit of success."
A few examples of such research topics are given below under four
categories.
0 People, Risks, and Sources

To establish methods for identifying gi oups-by age, sex, infec
tion history, and perhaps environmental or ethnic background
that are, either on averoge or for the lower quartiles by income or
nutritional status, particularly badly able to adapt at low cost to
dietary energy stress.
To establish methods for distinguishing which of the possible
different sources of stress is directly responsible for (as distinct
from associated with) the (1) strain or damage, or (2) high-cost
adaptive responses. In particular, when is infectious disease, as
distinct fiom household food availability, the source of stress
responsible for minimally damaging reductions in child growth,
more seriously damaging reductions, or increasing mortality?
To determine the contributions of genetic and environmental
factors to the observed differences between population groups in
the level of mortality risk associatcd with the same degree of
deficit below international child growth standards and below adult
height and 13MI norms.
* Types and Strategies of Adaptation
To examine whether birth cycles and a tendency to increase rest

in pregnancy, as adaptations to dietary energy stress o: the risk of
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it, are behavioral or biological (the policy implications of such
research could extend well beyond nutrition education).
To assess the scope of existing, and pet haps additional, responses
of working methods to various forms and degrees of dietary
energy stress among different sorts of affected workers; the costs
in health, comfort, output, or earnings of such responses; and how

to reduce such costs where they arc significant.
To examine whether the provisional finding that there is a small
but clear effect on BMR of over- or underfeeding carries through
to larger trials and, most especially, whether the same effect occurs

in chliklhen.
A lechanisns, Poce.ses, and Limits
To examine the role of ceergy-saving behavioral adaptation at the
household level, ill liardcular the alteration of the household cycle

in order to improve food sccurity when the threat of drought or
famine overlaps with a household-specific high risk, such as a
demographic composition in which there are several small chil
dren and only one workitng adult.
To test the scope of the findings now suggesting that metabolic
adaptation during lactation is "proportionate to need," that is,
that ethnic backgrounds, and environments, likely to be energy
stressed adapt more than others. (At a later stage, analogous
hypotheses could be tested for other groupJs; the initial research is

now especially promising for lactating womemi.)
To examine the effects of current and previous anthropometric
status on adult risks of illness and infection (occurrence, duration,
and attendant risks).
To replace or to complement existing cut-off points for anthro

pometric classifications, which are based on normative distribu
tions, with ones based on context-specific risk thresholds.

* Acceptabilily
To explore carefidly the existence and extent of adverse side
effects ofaclaptations such as increased metabolic efficiency under
energy stress.

To examine whether there are decisions that individuals, house
holds, conminiities, or policyinakers at local and national levels

can take that will increase capacity to adapt metabolism or thermo
genesis to energy stress, or that will lower the costs of such
adaptation, if any.
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